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ABSTRACT
The ability to read materially critically is
recognized as a goal of educators.

The purpose of

this study was to investigate the influence of training
metacognitive strategies on critical reading
ability. Critical reading was defined as the ability to
judge or evaluate written materials and to compare them
against some norm or standard.

Metacognitive strategies

encourage a conscious awareness of and/or control over
one's own mental processes. A review of literature
indicated that past researchers had considered critical
reading as a distinct skill area, but more recently,
educators have begun to recognize it as a part of the
overall comprehension process.

Little evidence could be

found in the literature of an effective method for
increasing critical reading ability.

It was the

hypothesis of this study that training strategies which
have been shown to increase overall comprehension could be
specifically adapted to increase critical reading
ability.

Strategies selected for instruction included:

questioning, summarizing, predicting, and speculating
about the author's tone or purpose.

This three-week study

was conducted using 50 low reading ability college
students as subjects.

One experimental group was

instructed through the use of a Metacognitive Strategies
Training Package specifically designed to increase
critical reading ability.

These subjects were taught how

to use selected strategies and then given the opportunity
to practice using these strategies in a group situation
using metacognitive techniques.

A second experimental

group was instructed with the same strategies through the
use of written materials; no metacognitive element was
included in this instruction.
control group.

A third group served as a

Critical reading ability, general

comprehension ability, appropriate use of instructed
strategies, and changes in attitude were evaluated.
Results were analyzed using a mixed analysis of variance
procedure.

Although subjects appeared to become more

adept at using instructed strategies to critically analyze
text material, limited statistically significant effects
of instructional procedures */ere found.
for non-significant results include:
testing instruments,

Possible reasons

lack of

appropriate

lack of transference from oral tasks

involved in instructional procedures to written
requirements of testing instruments, poor attitude of
students, and short time span of study.

vii

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION AND HYPOTHESES
This study examined two important aspects of reading
which are receiving much attention from educators and
researchers:

metacognition and critical reading.

Metacognition is defined as a conscious awareness of
and/or a control over one's own mental processes
(Brown,1980).

Metacognitive awareness involves

recognition of points of comprehension failure and
knowledge of viable strategies to resolve such
failures. The ability to critically read material has
long been recognized as the highest aim of reading
instruction (Chase, 1967; Dewey, 1910; King, 1967;
Russell, 1963).

Critical readers can evaluate and

analyze material that they read and can judge that
material against some specified norm or standard.
Critical reading skills include specific behaviors such
as evaluating internal consistency of arguments,
recognizing propaganda techniques, considering others'
points of view, comparing and/or contrasting various
text types, analyzing story structure, and determining
reliability of sources (Wolf, King, & Huck, 1968).
1

Because of the apparent failure of our present educational
system to teach these crucial behaviors, new and more
effective perspectives must be explored (D1Angelo, 1978,
1979; deBono, 1983; Patching, Kameenui, Carnine, Gersten &
Colvin, 1983).

Past attempts centered on narrowly defined

abilities— the demonstration of certain 'critical reading'
skills.

More recently, researchers have recognized

critical reading as a part of the overall comprehension
process (Brown, 1980; Worden, 198.1).

Worden (1981)

suggests that fractionalizing critical reading into
distinct sets of subskills has led to an overemphasis on
the end products of particular skills and has hindered the
development of critical reading processes in today's
students.

Critical reading instruction might be more

successful if its focus were on processes rather than
on products and if it were considered as a part of the
overall comprehension process rather than as a set of
distinct subskills.
While much has been written about the need to
improve students' critical reading ability (Mason, 1963;
Patching, et al.,1983; Taschow, 1972; Wolf, et a l .,
1968; Worden, 1981) and while metacognitive strategies
have been shown to improve students' general comprehension
(Armbruster, Echols & Brown, 1983; Babbs & Moe, 1983;
Brown, 1981; Brown & Palincsar 1982; Palincsar, 1984a,

1984b), no one has yet demonstrated that such strategies
improve students' critical reading abilities.

Hence, this

study investigated whether the ability to consciously
monitor and/or strategically improve one's own
comprehension would effectively increase critical reading
ability.
Importance of the Study
The educational community has long realized the
importance of high level thinking; but, for many years
the higher level cognitive skills of application,
analysis, synthesis, and evaluation (Sanders, 1966;
Bloom, 1956) have been neglected in favor of lower level
skills.

Dewey (1910) considered an expert to be one who

knows how to "seize what is evidential or significant
and to let the rest go" (p. 56).

Piaget (cited in Bybee &

Sund, 1982) formulated the idea that students must be able
to assimilate new knowledge in order to use it. Today's
educators must accept the challenge issued by Dewey and
Piaget and find new and more effective ways to increase
the likelihood that students will go beyond the literal
level of text materials.

This research began with the

hypothesis that metacognitive awareness would provide a
key, here-to-fore missing, ingredient in teaching students
to critically analyze text passages.

Previously

recommended instructional techniques focused only on the

products of student thinking.

The metacognitive

strategies employed in this study stress mental processes
as well as end products.
Critical Reading and the Comprehension Processes
For purposes of this study, critical reading
was considered to be a part of the overall comprehension
process, not a set of distinct subskills.

It was

hypothesized that teaching students to question, predict,
summarize, and speculate on the author's intended tone or
purpose would allow them to concentrate on important
points and would lead to a possible extension of their
understanding. These strategies should prove useful to
students whether they are searching for literal facts or
attempting to critically analyze materials.

Instruction

in the ability to recognize comprehension failure and in
the utility of applying these strategies in appropriate
situations to remedy such failure adds a metacognitive
element to this training study.
Pearson (1984) describes reading as a complex
process whereby both content and process factors
interact.

Past researchers have considered only the

content and have neglected the process (Hyram, 1957;
Maney, 1958; Sochor, 1958; Struthers, 1969; Wolf &
Ellinger, 1967; Wolf, et al., 1968).

Roehler and Duffy

(1984) emphasize that students must be made aware of the

value and logical use of skills they are taught.

They

must be allowed to practice such skills in utilitarian
contexts and not just be encouraged to get their work
finished and/or to get the one correct answer.
It is only when strategies are internalized that
they can be useful in real life situations.

This

internalization process occurs within what Vygotsky
(Mason, Roehler & Duffy, 1984; Palincsar, 1984) calls
the 'zone of proximal development.'

Vygotsky describes

this 'zone' as the distance between a child's independent
level of work and that level which he/she can attain with
adequate adult guidance.

Through proper instruction aimed

at appropriate levels, students can move from
'other-regulation' to 'self-regulation.'

Thus, the

responsibility for monitoring of comprehension is
gradually transferred from the teacher to the
student. This study was designed to promote such a
transfer.

Past critical reading training studies

have

focused only on teaching skills and on providing for
practice of those skills in contrived classroom settings
(Hyram, 1957; Maney, 1958; Sochor, 1958; Struthers, 1969;
Wolf & Ellinger, 1967; Wolf et al.,1968).

They have

neglected to provide training in the conscious awareness
of the usefulness of such skills or the opportunity to
encounter real reading situations where the skill must be

used as needed.

More recent studies of the metacognitive

aspect of the comprehension process have influenced
critical skill instructional techniques (Andre & Anderson,
1978-79; Markman, 1981; Patching, et al., 1983; Raphael,
1980) and have emphasized the importance of providing
strategies which can be used to remedy inadequacies.
Many researchers view classroom instruction as
consisting of a manageable number of variables.

They felt

that if they could manipulate those variables in such a
way that they contributed to 'sound educational
practices', then students would learn.

Recommendations

for effective instructional techniques were often made on
the basis of studies which had been conducted in a setting
far different from that encountered in a regular classroom
situation.

Recently, educators have realized that

classrooms are complex places and that teachers' behavior
is a reflection of the complexity of this environment
(Duffy, 1982).
It is important to recognize the constraining
environmental and/or procedural variables placed upon
teachers before recommending instructional techniques
which should improve comprehension or, more specifically,
critical reading abilities.

A major consideration in the

design of instructional procedures used in this study was
that they could be easily implemented in regular

classrooms.

Such considerations must be an integral part

of any program if increases in critical reading ability
are to be realized.
It can be argued that in order to analyze, or judge,
the printed word, a reader must be consciously aware of
the effectiveness of his/her own cognitive processes, or
at least that this awareness increases the likelihood of
such analysis or judgment.

The ability to critically

analyze materials may be affected by comprehension
monitoring strategies which alert readers to problems in
understanding written materials.

The major purpose of

this study was to test the effectiveness of a teaching
procedure designed to improve critical reading ability by
training students in the use of metacognitive strategies.
Critical reading was considered to be part of the overall
comprehension process, not a set of distinct skills.
Importance of Critical Reading Ability
King (1967) and Russell (1963) assert that lack of
ability to read critically or to reason critically
implies an inability to deal with controversial issues
or technological advances and hinders citizens from
serving as functioning members of a democracy (King,
1967; Russell, 1963).

Chase (1967) referred to two

kinds of illiteracy which threaten society:

(a) simple

illiteracy, the inability to read and write, and (b)

higher illiteracy, the inability to relate ideas received
to the surrounding world or to handle ideas that differ
from one's own.
Members of a society, especially the young, are
often forced into conformity by mass culture and the
exercise of authority.

Critical reading, or critical

thinking, ability could provide tools which would enable
an individual to make independent analyses of situations.
Fehl (1981) and Russell (1963) stressed the important role
the school should play in the development of critical
skills.

The school is one of the few agencies in our

society that touches the lives of all children and is
capable of enhancing their ability to read, think, or deal
with situations in a critical way.

A major purpose of

schools should be to develop independent thinking
(Hunkins, 1968).

Those in the education profession have a

moral and a legal responsibility to provide experiences
and to set expectations which will enable students to one
day become functional, critically thinking members of our
democratic society.
Current State of Critical Reading Ability
American educators have long been criticized for
not being able to teach children to read.

Comprehension

instruction is an area in need of improvement, but,
since very little is known about how to effectively

teach comprehension skills, few would contend that there
is a single, well defined solution to the problem (Durkin,
1978-79).

Knowledge in the area of critical reading

instruction is even more limited.

Goodlad (1983) reported

that teachers listed critical skills as desired and
intended goals, but observation of actual teaching
reflected different priorities.

He concluded that

teachers teach as they were taught, emphasizing seatwork
which rarely requires students to think, plan, or create
anything original.
Durkin (1978-79) focused her attention on the type
of comprehension instruction exhibited in elementary
classrooms and found that less than one percent of all
instructional time was devoted to prediction of text
information or understanding of text meaning.

Although

Durkin was not specifically looking at critical skill
development, practices which she noted indicate a lack
of emphasis in this area.

She found no evidence of the

active involvement of students in the learning process.
The limited amount of comprehension instruction that she
did observe focused on assessment which was carried out
through teacher questioning; Durkin referred to this as
a type of 'interrogation'.

Questioning strategies

stressed trivial facts and focused on getting the one
correct answer, not on developing the ability to evaluate,

judge, or critically analyze written materials.

Much

emphasis was placed on written assignments in the form of
workbooks and ditto sheets.

The main instructional goal

appeared to be the completion, by the students, of these
assignments.

Little effort was expended to insure that

they understood the material or that the completion of the
assignments would help improve their reading capabilities.
Researchers have hypothesized that failure to
stress skills necessary for critical reading may be due
to one or more of the following:

a belief that the use of

these skills requires a higher level of intelligence
than that required for literal comprehension, programmed
types of materials found in modern curricula, legislative
pressure to return to basics, hesitancy to teach
controversial issues, lack of training (on the college
level) to teach critical skills, and a belief that literal
comprehension should come first (Berg, 1981; Schnell,
1977).

The Yearbook of Special Education (Thompson, 1980)

emphasized that critical reading skills can be taught.
Good models exist in the form of college-level courses in
logic, rhetoric, philosophical analysis, and scientific
methodology.

Institutions of higher learning have

succeeded in teaching college-level students how to think
critically in various content area courses; elementary and
secondary schools have not been so successful.
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Problems With Existing Research
Research in the area of critical skill development
is fraught with problems and inconsistencies.

One

important problem concerns the definition of the term
critical reading.
definition.

There is no one widely accepted

Consequently, researchers have devised

definitions which suit the purpose of their
investigations.

Some have given very broad definitions.

Taschow (1972) defined critical reading as a thinking
process which occurs over a sustained period of time and
is learned, purposeful, and planned.

Others have listed

narrowly defined skills which they consider to be a part
of the critical reading process.

Russell (1963) described

the process as involving recognition of assumptions,
generalizations, hypotheses, quality of statements, false
arguments, and the reliability of observations.

Most

definitions include the element of evaluating text in the
light of some specified norm (DeBoer, 1946; Petty, 1956;
Russell, 1963; Wardeberg, 1967) and the specification that
critical reading must involve a type of interaction
between the reader and the text in which the reader is an
active, rather than a passive, participant in the learning
process (Russell, 1963; Taschow, 1972; Wolf et al.,
1968).

Another problem is caused by the lack of a widely
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accepted instrument for testing the students' critical
reading abilities.

Again, researchers have constructed

tests which meet their own needs and conform to their
own definitions.

It is difficult to compare or contrast

data derived from such studies which use different
definitions and a variety of testing instruments.
Although it has long been the subject of controversy,
educators have still not adequately determined the most
effective way to teach critical reading.

Some advocate

the teaching of isolated skills (deBono, 1983); others
suggest integrating the skills into regular curricular
subjects, especially science and social studies (Artley,
1959; D'Angelo, 1978, 1979; Kassab-Golden, 1976; Maney,
1958; Sochor, 1958; Taba, 1965).

Most experts stress the

importance of the teacher in this process and his/her
ability to create a stimulating atmosphere in which
students will be encouraged to critically analyze and
react to materials presented to them.
Since the early 1970's, interest in critical reading
as a distinct skill appears to have dramatically decreased
as evidenced by the paucity of research in this area. This
does not necessarily preclude research about critical
reading; some comprehension processes studied now are
equivalent to the critical reading processes studied
earlier. The Encyclopedia of Educational Research (Mitzel,

1983) reported that, during the 1970's, the research
emphasis in the area of reading shifted to comprehension
with large scale studies of the processes involved.
Purposes of the Study
The major purpose of this study was to examine the
effectiveness of the use of metacognitive strategies
to increase critical reading ability and, in particular,
to test a teaching procedure designed to improve critical
reading ability by training students in the use of
metacognitive strategies.

The effects of such training

on the improvement of general comprehension ability was
also explored.
Hypotheses and Terminology
The following hypotheses were tested:
1.

Subjects instructed with a metacognitive

strategy training package will score significantly
higher on a critical reading test than either a group
instructed with passive written training or a group that
receives no type of intervention strategy at all.

2.

Subjects instructed with a metacognitive

strategy training package will score significantly
higher on tests involving general comprehension ability
than either a group instructed with passive written
training or a group that receives no type of intervention
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strategy at all.

3.

Subjects instructed with a metacognitive strategy

training package will score significantly higher on tests
involving use of specific strategies (questioning,
summarizing, predicting, and discerning facts and
opinions) than either a group instructed with passive
written training or a group that receives no type of
intervention strategy at all.

4.

Subjects instructed with a metacognitive strategy

training package will have more positive attitudes toward
reading than either a group instructed with passive
written training or a group that receives no type of
intervention strategy at all.

The definition of critical reading chosen for this
study is a broad one:

evaluating written materials and

judging them in the light of some norm or standard.
Critical reading is considered to be a part of the
overall comprehension process, not a specified group of
isolated skills.

However, for purposes of testing the

effectiveness of training procedures, specific skills had
to be chosen so that an operational definition could
be constructed.

Although many skills.are involved in the

critical reading process, the ones chosen for testing
include:

evaluating internal consistency of arguments,

determining the presence of propaganda techniques,
identifying and analyzing others' points of view,
comparing and contrasting usefulness and significance of
different text types, identifying literary forms, and
determining reliability of sources (Wolf et al., 1968).
Most good readers are not even aware of their own
mental processing until some failure arises.

They then

consciously attempt a "fix-up" strategy (Armbruster,
et al., 198 0).

Once the problem is corrected, the

process again becomes automatic (Brown, 1980).
Instructional practices and procedures devised for this
study were aimed at developing such "good reader"
behaviors in students reading below grade level.

An

interactive training strategy was used to provide
instruction.

With such a strategy, subjects are active

participants; they are presented learning situations in
actual reading contexts, made to realize goals, and
taught learning outcomes. It was hypothesized that,
since critical reading was considered to be a part of
the overall comprehension process, strategies which were
known to improve general comprehension ability could be
extended to increase critical reading ability. A
Metacognitive Strategy Training Package was developed

(adapted from Palincsar & Brown, 1983, 1984) which
presented subjects with specific strategies (Strategy
Training), provided the opportunity to use those
strategies in situations where they could receive maximum
feedback and/or reinforcement (Corrective Feedback), and
then provided the opportunity to practice the strategies
in meaningful 'real-life' situations (Strategy
Application).
During Strategy Training, subjects were taught to
question, summarize, predict, and speculate. Questioning
is a strategy whereby a student reads a text passage,
picks out the most important ideas and then formulates a
'good' comprehension question to express those ideas.
The formulation of higher level rather than detail
questions was emphasized.

Summarizing is a strategy

whereby a student reads a text passage and then attempts
to either pick out the sentence(s) which gives the main
idea or to state the main idea in his/her own words.
Predicting is a strategy whereby a student attempts to
predict, from a title, subheading, or passage, what the
author will say next.

Students were encouraged to use

such predictions to get a 'mind-set' for what they were
about to read.

Speculating about an author's intended

tone or purpose is a strategy whereby students are taught
to use various text features to determine why a passage
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was written, whether it was fact or opinion, how the
author can use certain emotionally loaded words and
how to recognize and deal with propaganda devices.
During Corrective Feedback Training, subjects were
involved in a group discussion in which they were
encouraged to use specific strategies learned during
Strategy Training to critically analyze presented text
passages.

Procedures employed in this phase were adapted

from the Reciprocal Teaching Procedure (Palincsar & Brown,
1983, 1984).

Reciprocal Teaching is a procedure in which

teacher and students take turns leading dialogues dealing
with various text features.

The teacher demonstrates

strategies and the student is encouraged to participate at
his/her own level of proficiency.

This is an extension of

the Reciprocal Questioning (ReQuest) Procedure developed
by Manzo (Manzo, 1968; cited in Palincsar & Brown, 1984).
In order to provide a setting more closely related
to a real-life reading situation and to eliminate some
of the structure inherent in the Strategy Practice
phase, a third phase, Strategy Application was
included. During this phase, subjects were allowed to
use strategies in 'real-life* situations to critically
analyze written materials.

Subjects worked in pairs and

were encouraged to apply knowledge gained from both
Strategy Training and Corrective Feedback Training to

analyze materials found in their daily lives.

This

phase provided an opportunity to apply strategies in
meaningful situations with a minimum of adult guidance.
A second experimental group received instruction
through the use of a Passive Written Procedure
Package. The subjects were presented with the same
strategies as those taught to Group 1 and were also
provided an opportunity to practice the use of these
strategies.

However, this procedure did not include any

type of oral interaction.

All instructions and training

were presented through written directions.

Thus, the

metacognitive element which made students in the first
experimental group aware of their own comprehension
processes was not present. This procedure was included
because of the similarity of this method of instruction
and that employed in many classrooms.

Usually, critical

reading skills and strategies are taught through the use
of workbooks and/or other commercial materials with very
little oral interaction (Durkin, 1978-79; Patching et al.,
1983).
Since critical reading has been defined as a part
of the overall comprehension process, procedures employed
to increase critical reading ability should also increase
general comprehension ability.

This study relied on

Barrett's Taxonomy of Comprehension and his premise that
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higher levels of comprehension are related to lower
levels.

Barrett (Barrett & Smith, 1976) has described

three levels of comprehension. Literal comprehension
refers to the ability to recall information stated
directly in a text. Inferential comprehension refers to
the ability to gain unstated or implied conclusions from a
text.

Critical/interpretive comprehension refers to the

ability to analyze or evaluate written material and to
judge that material against some norm or standard.
Limitations of the Study
Most of the limitations of this study resulted from
choices that had to be made in order to.use the
Metacognitive Strategies Training Package.
choice was the sample size.

One such

Group size was kept at 10

in order to maximize oral interaction of the experimental
group and increase the chances of each member's being able
to improve his/her metacognitive awareness and,
consequently, his/her critical reading ability.

Still,

that number had been doubled by including two groups for
each condition (Experimental 1, Experimental 2, and
Control).

Thus, the total number of students in each

condition was 20 (two groups of ten) and the total in the
study was 60.

This number was small but was deemed

adequate for an initial investigation of this type.
A 16 day time period was chosen, four days for
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pre-and posttesting and the remaining 12 days for the
strategies training package.

This amount of time was

‘

considered sufficient to produce some positive changes
in critical reading ability if the procedures were
effective.

A longer training period might have caused

subjects to tire of the same activity day after day.
Future variations of the interactive learning procedure
could include tapering off with re-training sessions at
increasing time intervals.
The subjects for this study were Developmental
Reading Laboratory students at L.S.U.

The choice of low

achieving reading students lessened the likelihood that
subjects could already effectively monitor their own
comprehension.

Of course, using all low ability students

might somewhat limit the generalizability of results to
other populations but the procedure might not be necessary
anyway with high achieving students.
The term critical reading is an elusive concept
and, therefore, difficult to define.

The definition

used in this study was constructed after a very thorough
search of the literature and an analysis of past
research.

The definition was intended to emphasize the

relationship between critical reading ability and broader
comprehension processes.

Critical reading was defined as

the ability to judge written material and to evaluate it
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in the light of some norm or standard.

Therefore, any

generalizations about conclusions from this study will be
limited by this definition.
Summary
Critical reading ability is an important skill
which has been recognized as being crucial to the overall
comprehension process.

In order to critically analyze

text, some type of interaction between the reader and the
written material must occur.

Critical reading implies

judging connected discourse using some norm as a standard
of evaluation.

Although educators recognize the

importance of being able to read critically, there is
little consensus about the most effective way to improve
this ability.

There is no one widely accepted definition,

nor is there a standardized test which effectively
measures students' mastery of this process.

Past

researchers have isolated specific skills which they
considered to be inherent in the critical reading
process.

They have attempted to develop specific content

units to teach these skills.

Little evidence of long

lasting effects of such training can be found in the
research.
More recently, dialogue between cognitive
psychologists and educators has resulted in attempts to
better teach students to critically analyze text (Patching
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et al., 1983).

Recent research on the metacognitive

aspect of comprehension processes offers a possible
solution to the problem.
The purpose of this study was to examine the
effectiveness of the use of metacognitive strategies on
critical reading ability, and, in particular, to test
a teaching procedure designed to improve critical reading
ability by training students in the use of metacognitive
strategies.

Results using this method were compared to

results achieved through the use of a passive written
procedure package administered to a comparable group of
students who were exposed to similar content materials but
who only received minimal teacher instruction and did not
participate in group interaction sessions.

The effects of

such training on critical reading ability, general
comprehension ability, strategy use and attitude
improvement were analyzed.

A control group who

received

only regular Reading Lab instruction provided a basis
against which to judge treatment effectiveness.

Chapter 2

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
The importance of critical reading ability is
recognized by the educational community.

In an attempt to

determine the most effective way to impart critical skills
and strategies to today's youth, researchers have delved
into all aspects of critical reading.

Techniques for

improving this ability can be developed only after the
construction of a precise definition of the term critical
reading.

Research on environmental factors and teacher

characteristics provide important clues in developing
educational strategies.

Despite the efforts of many

dedicated educators, today's students do not appear to be
able to critically analyze text materials.

Recent studies

have begun to look at critical reading from a different
perspective whereby mental processes which accompany
critical analysis are considered.

A discussion of

relevant research intp the area of critical reading is
included in this chapter.
Definition
A major problem in any investigation of critical
reading is the lack of a readily accepted definition.

A

perusal of the literature revealed numerous definitions,
some similar, but others totally different.
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It was

noted that some authors referred to the process under
discussion as critical reading while others called it
critical thinking.

According to Ziller (1967), the

relationship between critical reading and critical
thinking is very strong; perhaps they are manifestations
of the same mental processes.

Schnell (1977) noted that

all definitions of critical reading include thinking.
Critical reading is critical thinking applied to all
kinds of written materials (Fehl, 1981; Wolf et al.,
19 68).

However, critical reading and critical thinking

are not exact matches.

Critical reading might be

considered as a subset of critical thinking since not all
critical thinking skills are applicable to the critical
reading process.

Because of this complex relationship,

definitions of both critical reading and critical thinking
will be considered for this study.
The American Educator's Encyclopedia (DeJnozka &
Kapen, 1982) referred to critical thinking as the ability
to evaluate information and draw objective and logical
conclusions.

Critical thinkers can recognize assumptions,

generalizations, hypotheses, quality of statements,
false arguments, and the reliability of observations.
They are objective and are skilled in forms of logic.
Critical thinking is a three factor process:

the attitude

factor of questioning or suspending judgment, the conative

or functional factor which involves the use of methods of
logical inquiry, and the judgment factor of evaluating in
terms of some norm or standard (Russell, 1963).

Russell

considered critical thinking as one of the six kinds of
thinking that people do, the others being:

perception,

association, concept formation, problem solving, and
creation.

Because critical thinking embodies aspects of

problem solving and creative thinking, it is sometimes
described as part of these two processes.
Critical reading (Taschow, 1972) is a thinking
process which occurs over a sustained period of time and
is learned, purposeful, and planned.

The reader,

supported by a background of experiences, interacts
actively, intelligently, and emotionally with the author.
The outcome of this interaction is a different or new
understanding for the reader.

Petty (1956) defined

critical reading as appraising, evaluating, selecting,
judging, or comparing ideas as part of the total process
of reading.

He compared this to non-critical or literal

reading which involves the exact reproduction of the
material as it appears.

Petty considered critical reading

as related to, or part of, critical thinking.

Critical

reading involves judging and analyzing not only the
content of materials, but also, the degree to which the
writing style has contributed to comprehensibility (Wolf,
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According to Dale (1967), there are three kinds of
reading:

reading the lines (literal comprehension),

reading between the lines (inferential comprehension),
and reading beyond the lines (evaluation and
application).

Critical reading is involved in both

reading between the lines and reading beyond the lines.
The critical reader is independent, problem centered,
analytical and judgmental, imaginative and
non-conformist.

Critical reading is disciplined reading

by persons who have convictions about something.

Critical

reading is one of the least understood and most elusive of
reading skills and abilities.

Robinson (19 64) considered

it basic to the appreciation of literature and to the
arrival at sound conclusions during scientific
investigations.
Reading skills are often divided into three broad
areas:

literal, interpretive, and critical.

Collins and

Cheek (1984) include the following skills as being in
the "critical" category:
irrelevant information,
techniques,

(a) identifying relevant and
(b) identifying propaganda

(c) perceiving bias,

of materials,

(d) identifying adequacy

(e) understanding reliability of author,

differentiating facts and opinions,

(g) separating real

and unreal information, and (h) understanding fallacies

(f)
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in reasoning.
DeBoer (1967) did not consider critical reading as
just another skill to be added to the already long list,
but one that demands a new kind of curriculum, one based
on real pupil purposes.

It involves the search for and

evaluation of data, the identification and comparison of
sources, the synthesis of findings, the suspension of
judgment, and the interpretation of motives of the
writer.

Also necessary is a sufficient background

of knowledge and the existence of the appropriate criteria
in the reader's mind.
critical reading:

DeBoer listed three levels of

determining relevancy of material,

evaluating accuracy, and appraising author's conclusions.
Several researchers pointed out the "critical"
aspect of the term when they contrasted critical reading
and creative reading.

The difference in the two terms,

according to Torrance (1964), is that the critical
reader is aware of biases, but the creative reader can
understand the reasons behind discrepant accounts and
reach sound conclusions about what is true.

This appears

to imply a hierarchy wherein critical reading ability lays
the foundation for creative reading ability.

Critical

readers look for defects while creative readers look for
new possibilities.

Creative readers increase their

personal experiences through reading because they use
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ideas that they gained in reading as they would firsthand
experiences.

Benson (1967) considered creative reading

synonymous with critical reading when she defined it as
forming judgments, comparing, inferring, reflecting, and
interpreting feelings.
In summary, some characteristics common to all
definitions of critical reading were compiled by Wardeberg
(1967):

(a) it involves thinking about and evaluating

(implies norms), (b) it is personal and allows for
different opinions and judgments, and (c) it fits in with
the hierarchical nature of the reading process (one must
first read literally and inferentially before he/she can
critically analyze). She stresses the fact that not all
material is suitable for critical reading and that the
reader must be interested, concerned and involved.
Critical thinking and critical reading are concepts
which are so closely intertwined that it is difficult,
if nor impossible, to separate the two.

Both involve

evaluating, or judging, material in the light of some
standard.

In order to read critically, one must be able

to think critically.

Critical analysis of written

material involves a type of interaction between the
reader and the text.

Critical reading has been defined

in loose, broad terms as well as in terms of specific
sets of skills.

Although educators have long been
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interested in critical skill development, there has been
no consensus in the literature as to a widely accepted
definition.
A Historical Perspective
John Dewey's (1910) concept of "reflective thinking"
can be compared to our modern day definition of critical
thinking.

Reflective thinking involves two processes:

act of doubt and an act of searching for facts.

an

Dewey

realized that the acquisition of information should not be
treated as an end in itself, but as part of the training
of thought.

The power of thought is the "ability to turn

things over, to look at matters deliberately, to judge
whether the amount and kind of evidence requisite for
decision is at hand, and, if not, to tell where and how to
seek such evidence" (p.57).

Modern day metacognitive

studies stress just such an interaction.
One of the oldest definitions of reading was
developed by Gray (1949) .
four steps:

It consists of the following

word perception, comprehension, reaction,

and integration.

Fehl (1981) adapted Gray's model of

reading to the critical thinking/reading process in the
following way:

(a) word perception— the perception

the connotative power of words,

(b) comprehension— the

comprehension of persuasive language,
reaction of judgment,

of

(c) reaction— the

(d) integration— the integration of

monitoring devices by the insightful, discriminating
reader.
In 1943, the Encyclopedia of Modern Education
valued the development of a critical attitude as one of
the most responsible, but subtle, tasks of educators
(Rivlin, 1943).

Development of this skill, the editors

went on to say, would require insight and a mature
philosophy of life on the part of the educator but should
help the student in his search for truth.
Bloom's Taxonomy (Bloom, 1956) was developed mainly
to facilitate communication among educators, as an aid
in the development of precise definition and
classification of vaguely defined terms such as "thinking"
and "problem solving". The taxonomy is arranged
hierarchically in that each classification within it
demands skills and abilities which are lower in the
classification order.

Knowledge is defined as those

behaviors which emphasize remembering, either by
recognition or recall.

Comprehension concerns the

meaning or intent of material.

The emphasis in

application is remembering and being able to use given
materials for appropriate generalizations and principles.
Analysis refers to the breakdown of material into its
parts and implies a detection of the relationship of
these parts and their organization.

Synthesis refers to
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putting together the elements so as to form a whole.
Evaluation. the highest level, is defined as the making of
judgments concerning the value of something through the
use of criteria or standards.

Critical thinking involves

application, analysis, synthesis, and especially,
evaluation.
The writings of Jean Piaget have also had an
influence in the area of critical reading.

Piaget

(cited in Bybee & Sund, 1982) stresses biological
maturation, physical experience, and social learning as
important influencing factors in a child's cognitive
development.

Real learning must have adaptive value.

Thought develops from an encounter between growing
children and their environment; so experience with
concrete objects is very important.

Piaget's studies

indicated that children pass through four distinct stages
of development:

sensori-motor, pre-operational, concrete

operational, and formal operational.

Critical reading, or

critical thinking is associated with the formal
operational stage.

The onset of formal thinking is

usually evident in eleven- or twelve-year-old children.
The child in this stage is described as being ready for
formal, logical, abstract thought:

probability becomes

understandable and reflexive thinking begins.

He/she is

capable of formulating hypotheses and testing them
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mentally without reference to concrete objects.
patterns of thought begin to be evident.
(1982)

Deductive

Bybee and Sund

and Taba (1965) feel that acceleration of stages

may be brought about by well planned school experiences
which allow a maximum of direct action upon concrete
obj ects.
Although the Piagetian stages are often used as a
basis for research studies in critical skill development,
many educators feel that young children are capable of at
least rudimentary levels of critical thinking or critical
reading (Boodt, 1984; D 1Angelo, 1978, 1979; Markman, 1977,
1979; Mason, 1963; Patching et al., 1983; Struthers,
1969).
While Piaget looks upon biological maturation as
the major driving force in a child's development, the
Russian psychologist Vygotsky stresses social
interactions.

Brown and Bransford (1982) and Camperell

(1981) discuss Vygotsky's description of "inner-speech"
which mirrors the American concept of "metacognition" in
several important ways.

Both constructs emphasize

insights which learners have about the workings of their
own mind.

These insights are used to monitor, plan, and

direct cognitive behavior.

After using and practicing a

particular behavior unconsciously for a certain period of
time, self-^regulation appears.

Vygotsky feels that

all higher level cognitive processes arise from social
experiences.

Central to a child's acquisition of

knowledge and self-regulation skills is instruction in
formal disciplines as well as social interactions among
students and teachers.

According to Vygotsky, learning

should focus on a student's potential not his/her present
achievement level.

He called the difference between these

two levels (present and potential) the Zone of Proximal
Development.

Students with a wide Zone of Proximal

Development acquire new skills more rapidly and require
less explicit instruction.

As a criticism of American

schooling, Vygotsky contends that modifying academic
requirements for slow students only handicaps them further
and prevents them from ever achieving higher levels of
cognitive ability.

He feels that abstract concepts are

tools of thought which alter the structure and nature of
people's minds.
Palincsar (1984) feels that Vygotsky's theory
raises serious questions about instruction that focuses
on products rather than processes.

Determining a

student's Zone of Proximal Development should not end
with comprehension assessment measures, but should
also take into account insights derived from
teacher/student interaction.
Vygotsky stresses the importance of social
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interaction; Piaget's theory would lend itself to the
idea that a child must be at a certain developmental
stage before formal thought or critical reading ability
could be mastered.

Vygotsky's followers, on the other

hand, might argue that the school system or the teacher
can create situations in which critical skill development
might occur at earlier stages, or out of sequential
order.

That is, children do not necessarily have to

progress from one stage to another in a fixed order.
In summary, educators have long realized the
importance of teaching children to read or to think
critically.

Building on Dewey's conception of reflective

thinking, and using Bloom's Taxonomy for classification of
educational objectives, present day researchers have been
able to formulate a more precise view of the concept of
critical reading.

Piaget's Stage Theory and Vygotsky's

Zone of Proximal Development Theory have provided much
insight into the development of children's cognitive
abilities.

Believing that critical skills can be improved

through instruction, educators have attempted to identify
and analyze intervening variables related to such
development.

Present day researchers borrow ideas from

past studies or from noted experts and modify or expand
upon them in an attempt to create new knowledge about
effective learning and effective teaching.
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Tests of Critical Reading/Thinking Skills
The lack of a widely accepted instrument for

testing

the critical reading/thinking skills of elementary school
children has been a problem to many researchers attempting
to investigate this area.

Comparison of results is nearly

impossible when different instruments have been used to
obtain results.
Most researchers must construct a measuring
instrument to meet the needs of their particular study.
One such test is the Ohio State University (O.S.U.)
Critical Reading Test which was developed in 1968 by
Wolf, King, and Huck.

After compiling and validating a

list of critical reading skills, the authors developed
their testing instrument and administered it to a national
sample of approximately 5,000 elementary aged children for
norming purposes.
developed:

Three forms of the test were

Level 1 Primary Test (first grade), Level 2

Primary Test (second and third grades), and Intermediate
Test (fourth, fifth, and sixth grades).

This test was

used in a year-long study of 651 children in grades one
through six at seven different public schools.
Maney (1958) and Sochor (1958) developed content
related critical reading tests (Maney in science and
Sochor in social studies) so that they could determine
literal and critical reading levels for the fifth grade
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students they included in their studies.

By using

results obtained from the administration of these critical
reading tests and also two standardized tests designed to
measure general reading ability and verbal intelligence,
they attempted to determine a relationship between literal
and critical comprehension of specific content materials.
Hyram (1957) constructed a test to measure inductive
and deductive reasoning abilities of upper grade
elementary students.

This test was designed to determine

the effects of an experimental procedure to increase
general reasoning ability.
In an attempt to determine the effects of a short
instructional period upon sixth graders' ability to
recognize propaganda and draw inferences, Nardelli
(1957) developed an instrument to measure creative
reading ability.

He defined creative reading as the

ability to read beyond the printed page, to see
relationships, and to recognize the authors' intentions.
Three subtests were included in this instrument:
interpreting author's suggestions, interpreting feelings,
and recognizing propaganda devices.
Struthers (1969) used a science curriculum as a
means to teach critical thinking skills.

His goal was

to narrow the gap between the knowledge educators have
in this area and the amount of this knowledge that is

transcribed into actual instructional procedures.

In

1965, 4 0 teachers participated in the Boulder Elementary
Science Project.
developed:

Two critical thinking tests were

the Boulder Picture Test (Grades 1, 2, and

3) and Critical Thinking in Science (Grades 4, 5, and
6).

Struthers found that individual teacher differences

proved to be the major intervening variable in the
acquisition of critical thinking skills.
Taba developed the Social Studies Inference Test
(Taba, Levine & Elzey, 1964) and the Applications of
Principles Test (Wulff, 1976).
by Wulff in 1977.

Both tests were modified

Taba used these tests to study the

development of cognitive processes in elementary aged
children instructed with specially designed social
studies units.

In the Social Studies Inference Test,

students are presented with short passages in which
certain events are interrelated.

A number of alternative

solutions to a problem are presented in the form of
short comprehension questions.

Students must respond by

choosing among: "probably true", "probably false", and .
"can't say".

Wulff (1976, 1977) describes the

Applications of Principles Test as an indirect measure of
the ability to generalize.
not so content oriented.

He contends that this test is
It requires students to apply

what they have read by choosing the best two answers to
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incomplete sentences which follow comprehension passages.
The only standardized instrument in wide use today
is the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal,
developed in 1942 and revised in 1956 and 1980.

This

test is not suitable for elementary grades: test
publishers (The Psychological Corporation, 1980) recommend
its use with those in grades 9-16, with gifted students,
and with adults.

Buros' Reading Tests and Reviews (1968)

described the Watson-Glaser as a straight forward
assessment of critical thinking skills consisting of five
subtests: inference, recognition of assumptions, deduction
and interpretation, and evaluation.

The main problem with

this test, as with any test of critical thinking ability,
is that of ensuring, as a standard, an unquestionable
right answer.
Worden (1981) developed an appraisal instrument
which would measure critical reading/critical thinking
abilities of students reading on a 3.0-6.0 grade level.
Before he developed this instrument, he designed the
Worden Critical Thinking/Critical Reading Model.

Included

in this model are components which Worden felt were
integral to the acts of critical reading and critical
thinking.

He described critical reading as including

assessment of:

authenticity, fact versus opinion,

completeness, and author's style.

Critical thinking

implies reasoning, deduction, induction, assimilation, and
discrimination.

Factors which he considered to influence

critical reading and thinking were background experience,
cultural influence, feelings, knowledge, beliefs, and
values. Worden considered these skills and factors in the
construction of his appraisal instrument.

Worden

hypothesized that certain skills and processes associated
with critical reading and critical thinking could be
identified and that the ability to read and think
critically could be measured.

He failed to find, however,

that his instrument was effective when attempting to
measure various sub-skills (authenticity, fact versus
opinion, completeness, and author's style) associated with
critical reading.

He concluded that, perhaps, critical

reading should be approached not as a series of skills,
but as a general area of reading comprehension.
Despite the fact that each instrument appears to
have met the needs of the researcher who designed it, no
evidence of the widespread use of any of the above
mentioned tests could be found in the literature.

Most

researchers opted to design a new instrument rather than
adapt or revise one used in another study.
Textbooks
The question of whether or not textbook publishers
are interested in the area of critical reading is an

important one.

If teachers have not been imparting

critical reading skills to their students, then the next
logical step would be to ask if part of the blame should
be transferred to the text materials from which they
are required to teach.
Lundsteen (1974) found that a positive relationship
exists between the type of material students read and
their level of meaning.

Her investigation dealt with a

comparison of the depth of understanding exhibited by
elementary grade students when presented with either
trivial, simple material or complex, challenging
material.

Lundsteen assessed the level of thinking

prompted by either single words or an entire paragraph.
The abstract style of third graders increased from only 6
when a single word was the stimulus to 32% when the
stimulus was a complex, challenging paragraph.

Lundsteen

concluded that these results may suggest that educators
should stay away from trivial, literal-level reading
materials and should concentrate on higher-level reading
materials if critical skills are to be enhanced.
Williams (1959) reviewed textbooks used in America
from pioneer times until 1959.

He reported that very

early textbooks stressed only literal level skills.

No

attempt was made to develop critical reading or critical
thinking;

only the content was important.

Later,

however, educators recognized the importance of students'
bringing ideas to basic readers rather than just getting
ideas from them.

Williams studied 80 reading textbooks

from 10 basal series in widespread use during the late
1950's in an attempt to discover
skill instruction.

any evidence of critical

Out of a total of 33 identified

critical reading skills, making inferences, making
judgments, and perceiving relationships were the only ones
mentioned in all 10 series; predicting outcomes and
establishing sequence appeared in nine.

The actual topic

"critical thinking" was evident in only one series.

An

apparent disagreement among publishers as to which skills
could be classified as "critical" was recognized.
Teachers' manuals, contended Williams, contain
instructional techniques which offer guidance in the
development of critical reading ability, but teachers
often fail to follow these manuals.

Thus, a misuse of

available materials leads to inadequate instruction in
this area.

Williams concluded that, to promote critical

reading, there must be:

an interest in and a purpose for

reading, adequate experiences, independence, mental
maturity, understanding of factors involved in critical
reading, and the ability to comprehend material on a
literal level.
Mason and Osborn (1982) surveyed 12 popular textbooks

and found that none advocated waiting until the
intermediate grades to stress critical reading.
found the same thing to be true of basals.

They

This evidence

disaffirms the popular belief that beginning readers are
just "learning to read" while intermediate level students
are "reading to learn" and re-emphasizes the fact that
critical reading abilities should be stressed at the very
beginning of reading instruction.
Durkin (1981) studied the manuals of five popular
basal reading series in an attempt to determine the type
of comprehension instruction advocated by each.

She

defined comprehension instruction as any type of
instruction which would improve the students' ability to
comprehend.

She found very little emphasis was given to

direct instruction.

Instead, there were numerous practice

and application exercises.

It appeared that, if teachers

followed these manuals closely, children would see reading
activities as ends in themselves and would never be able
to realize the relationship that exists between activities
they do at school and independent reading done outside of
the classroom.

Durkin (1981) noticed an excessive amount

of questions in all basals examined and very few attempts
to explain to students what it means to answer a question
or which strategies might be appropriate to use for
possible comprehension failure. In a later study, Durkin

(1983)

attempted to discover if a match exists between

what elementary teachers do and what basal manuals
recommend.

After observing 15 teachers during reading

instruction, Durkin concluded that post reading activities
involving assessment and written practice were adhered to,
but prereading activities of vocabulary introduction,
development of background information, and prereading
questions were usually neglected.

Durkin concluded that

teachers need to establish priorities and that these
priorities should be based on real evidence about what is
best for the students, not just constraints of time or
convenience.
Johnston and Byrd (1983) also surveyed three
currently popular basals looking for evidence of
comprehension instruction.

Their definition of

comprehension, however, was narrower than Durkin's. They
defined comprehension instruction as anything which
required students to:
goals,

(a) formulate precise non-immediate

(b) become involved in systematic or structured

situations,

(c) recognize the relationship between

strategy use and comprehension improvement,

(d) control

their own uses of strategies, or (e) check their own
progress.

Johnston and Byrd found little evidence of the

type of instruction they were investigating.

They

concluded that none of the basal series they reviewed

stressed the informed participation and text interaction
required for the development of metacognitive skills.
Contributing Factors for Critical Skill Development
Researchers have identified some conditions which
appear to be positively related to critical skill
development.

Some environments are more conducive than

others to this type of development.

The importance of

the teachers' role has been recognized.
Classroom Environment
Taschow (1972) believes that, for teaching critical
skills, there is no limitation as to age, knowledge,
intelligence, level of schooling or subject matter.
School studies must, however, be systematic and
continuous, not incidental. She reminded us that teaching
critical reading must be in keeping with the students'
learning activities, background experiences and their
general and specific language development.

This process

must begin with the first formal schooling and continue
throughout life.

The important ingredient is that the

student must be actively engaged in the learning
activity.

When passivity ends, thinking begins.

The

reader should be continuously involved with the author
through questioning, probing, comparing, testing, and
evaluating.

While this process is desirable and

essential, it is also complex and difficult.
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Teacher-training institutions should make certain that
such training is included in their curriculums.
Robinson (1964) also agreed that children should be
taught to read critically as soon as they begin formal
reading instruction.

This ability will increase as they

mature and gain a richer background of experiences. She
listed the following conditions as being important in
the development of these skills: commitment on the part
of the school, appropriately leveled reading material,
and teachers who are capable and committed.
three approaches that might be applicable.
employ a direct approach in which

She discusses
Teachers might

they would plan

systematically to develop critical reading skills or they
might use an incidental approach where the skills are
developed as a by-product of the inquiry into content.

A

third approach might consist of emphasizing the evaluation
of primary source material rather than securing
information from secondary works.

This would be called a

functional approach.
Berg (1981) criticized the teaching profession for
fractionalizing learning into highly artificial kinds of
experiences that are supposed to teach the student how
to reason and think.

He contends that these skills

would be better learned in the setting of real, meaningful
problems.

Another inconsistency he noted is the overuse

of commercial materials and the under use of
student-teacher creations.

He felt that educators too

often transmit the structure of materials instead of
creating possibilities for the students to discover for
themselves.

Berg concluded that an effective learning

situation can be created if certain criteria are kept in
mind.

First of all, the curriculum should be student

centered.

An opportunity to practice necessary subskills

in a meaningful environment should be provided.

Teachers

should be accept the fact that students really want
to know, that they are curious and that they have built-in
needs that they can learn to satisfy for themselves.
Kassab-Golden (1976) stressed the danger of
considering such disciplines as reading, social studies
and science as isolated subjects rather than as thinking
processes.

The rote learning of isolated facts in these

areas has hindered the development of critical abilities.
The Role of the Teacher
Since the education process is a human relationship,
it is the teacher who makes the difference in what a pupil
learns (Berg, 1981, Wardeberg, 19 67).

Berg hypothesized

that when teacher-student personal interaction is
lessened, worthwhile learning is also lessened, especially
higher level reading skills.

He stressed that divergent

behavior is not taught through convergent practice.
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In order to effectively teach critical reading
skills, the role of the teacher should not be the
traditional one, that of the imparter of
knowledge. Teachers should serve as guides and clarifiers,
providing opportunities for students to react with
honesty and integrity (Petty, 1956; Wardeberg, 1967).
Children who are led to believe that they cannot think or
judge will learn not to think.

Wardeberg (1967) calls

this situation "educational atrophy."
DeBoer (1967) stated that teachers should help
readers clarify thinking, identify and analyze
assumptions, and broaden their background of knowledge so
that adequate standards of judgment may emerge.

Through

adequate instructional procedures, the teacher should
guide students through the three levels of critical
reading:

ability to determine relevancy of materials to

a particular task, evaluation of accuracy of material, and
ability to appraise the author's conclusions.
Alston (1971-72) hypothesized that teachers are not
teaching critical reading skills because they have not
been prepared by their own education.

She determined the

critical reading ability of a group of classroom teachers
by administering the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking
Appraisal.

She then attempted to correlate the results

with such factors as age, sex, teaching experience, and

preparation in reading.

Findings revealed that as age and

teaching time increase, critical reading test scores
decline, and that neither sex nor number of reading
courses has a significant effect on test scores.

Although

Alston found that teachers consider critical reading
important, only a small amount of classroom teaching time
is actually devoted to the development of this skill.

She

concluded that college teacher preparation programs have
an obligation to more adequately prepare future teachers
in this area.
Wolf and Ellinger (1967) conducted a study to analyze
the feasibility of teaching young children to read
critically and to determine the kinds of teacher behavior
that elicited critical responses from children.

A group

of teachers was given a brief definition of critical
reading and asked to use techniques they believed would be
successful in teaching these skills.

Teachers were

observed and results of observations were recorded.
Participants were then asked to teach from staff prepared
lessons which had been designed to develop critical
reading skills.

These lessons contained background

information, a discussion

of unit content, an explanation

of difficult concepts, and general teaching techniques.
They were designed so that questions would allow for
diversity of opinions.

Provisions were included which

would encourage students to substantiate their answers or
comments with evidence.

After these lessons were taught ,

teaching was observed again.

Observations revealed

that the number of critical responses elicited from the
students was increased significantly through the use of
the specifically designed lesson plans.

There was a

higher percentage of critical responses to all teacher
question types in staff prepared lessons.

Teachers who

established a background of information early in the
lesson usually obtained a higher percentage of critical
responses.

Wolf and Ellinger emphasized the importance of

a.classroom climate that encourages critical questioning.
Traditionally, the teacher has assumed the
responsibility of prompting less successful learners to
use appropriate strategies, either by direct instruction
or by asking leading questions.

These types of activities

do not really help students to structure their own
learning.

Children must be taught how to access their

available knowledge and how to use it appropriately.

If

they are to "learn how to learn", they must be flexible
and recognize how to tailor their own comprehension
activities to many competing demands:

structure of

materials, task variables, learner characteristics and
available learning activities (Brown & Bransford, 1982).
Teachers often try to assume the role of external agents:
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they monitor their students' comprehension for them rather
than encouraging independent strategies (Baker, 1979).
In real life situations, both external and internal
retrieval resources are utilized.
human and/or non-human.

These resources may be

People take notes, use tape

recorders, films, or computers to help them store or
retrieve information.

Students must be made cognizant of

when, where, and how to efficiently store and retrieve
knowledge.

Teachers should not be oriented exclusively

toward their students' external behavior, but should make
some attempt to understand what is going on in their minds
(Flavell, 1976).
Flavell (1976) reminds us that children and adults
often face the same type of problems with only the
situation or the degree being significantly different.
Everyone finds himself/herself in a situation, at one time
or another, where he/she is a novice and cannot perform
effectively.

If background knowledge and skills are

lacking, one cannot participate self-consciously with
intelligent self-regulation (Brown & DeLoache, 1978).

One

must pass through three stages in this self-awareness
process:

(a) no self-regulation,

(b) an active period of

deliberate self-regulation, and (c) automatic use of
processes (Brown & DeLoache, 1978).

It is during the

second stage that the role of the teacher is crucial.
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Accumulation of knowledge about how to think comes from
experience with solving complex problems.
To comprehend, one must be able to differentiate
between what is understood and what is not understood
(Markman, 1981).

Readers must be able to flexibly

adjust their inferential and constructive processing
behavior to meet demands imposed by purpose and text.

If

the main goal of schools is to teach children to
independently plan, monitor, and regulate their reading
and/or thinking by using knowledge about the task, then
the best approach would include explicit, direct
instruction and also practice in formulating and executing
plans (Babbs & Moe, 1983).
The Role of Questioning
Teacher questioning strategies have been hypothesized
to exert a great influence on children's critical reading
abilities.

Researchers have studied the relationship

between the content of questions and/or the way questions
are posed and the type of thinking exhibited by the
student and have recognized that teachers have a definite
responsibility in this area.
Questioning is an intellectual strategy that can
influence student behavior before, during, and after
reading.

Planning questions is a strategy that may

stimulate higher level thinking by challenging students to
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use content in various ways.

Questions not only influence

what a student learns, but also how he learns it (Annacone
& Sinatra, 1979).

Rucker (1980) contended that teacher

questioning ability has a high correlation with effective
thinking.

However, he felt that higher level questions

can only be answered effectively when the foundation has
been laid by lower level questions.
Teachers often mistake quantity for quality in
questioning strategies:

some teachers ask as many as 150

questions an hour (Orlich, 1980). Thompson (1979) compared
questioning in most classrooms to an inquisition:

it

causes tension and anxiety instead of being a vital,
integral part of learning.

He felt that good questioning

ability is not intuitive, but learned.

Proper questioning

procedure involves the number and types of questions, the
method of asking, and the attitudes and methods of
dealing with student responses.
Gussak (19 67), in his classic study of teacher
questioning, attempted to answer the following questions:
What kinds of questions do teachers ask about reading
assignments?

How frequently are teacher questions about

reading assignments met with congruent or correct student
responses?

Do teachers employ certain strategies as they

question students about reading assignments (How is the
actual question/answer situation handled?

How do the

teachers handle the student responses?).

Guszak found

that the emphasis was on literal questions and contended
that this over-emphasis on individual facts may make
the student miss the overall story plot.

Over 90% of

literal questions received a congruent response on the
first try.

Obviously, students had learned to "parrot

back" information to the teachers.

Evaluative questions,

when posed, were met with a simple yes or no.
were rarely asked to support their answers.

Students
He found that

the teachers he observed exhibited two basic types of
questioning strategies:

(a) they controlled the nature of

the teacher/student exchanges during the question/answer
process (Question-Response Unit), or (b) they patterned
individual responses into larger units for the purpose of
verifying, justifying, or judging (Question-Response
Episode).

The implication of this study is that

educators, by asking for unsupported value statements, are
not adequately preparing students for assuming their place
in society.
The cognitive level of question preferred by the
student is important to the success of the inquiry
approach to teaching (Wilen, 1979).

Most students prefer

low level questions because they have been conditioned to
the security and comfort of one correct answer.

High

level questions create confusion, frustration, and
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anxiety.

Students will be better prepared to deal with

high level questions if teachers will create an
environment for inquiry, identify cognitive levels,
involve students, and consider the students' attitudes.
Godbold (1970) compared the oral question practices
(levels of questions and number of questions) of
elementary and secondary teachers and experienced and
inexperienced teachers.

Results revealed that the most

common type of question, for all four groups, was direct
recall and that the categories above the interpretation
level were the most neglected.

Contrary to the findings

of Alston (1971-72), who had found a negative relationship
between questioning strategy and length of experience,
Godbold found no clear-cut relationship between these
two variables.

A comparison of the findings of Alston and

Godbold would seem to indicate that possession of the
ability to read critically does not guarantee that a
teacher will be able to impart this skill to students.
Perhaps colleges and universities should sort out the
differences between these two abilities and should
re-design their instructional programs accordingly.
Thompson (1979) divided questions into two types:
eliciting and probing.

Eliciting questions are the first

ones asked on a certain subject. They may be either
convergent (low level thought processes) or divergent
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(allowing for more varied responses, more thought
provoking).

Probing questions are used when an incorrect

answer to an eliciting question has been given; they
assist in guiding the student to the correct response.
Probing is more necessary with higher level questions.

A

teacher can provide hints in probing questions which will,
hopefully, trigger correct responses. Thompson stressed
the importance of planning questions for a lesson.
Mills, Rice, Berliner and Ward (1978) conducted a
study to determine the actual degree of correspondence
between the cognitive level of teachers' questions and the
cognitive level of students' answers.

Since they found

that the cognitive level of students' thinking (as
evidenced by their responses) matched the cognitive level
of the teachers' questions only 52.9% of the time, they
concluded that training teachers to ask higher cognitive
questions alone is not sufficient.
Riley (1981) conducted an experimental study to
determine the effects of:
questions,

(a) 100% high cognitive

(b) 50% high cognitive questions, and (c) 0%

high cognitive questions on the achievement of elementary
students at the knowledge, comprehension and analysis
level.

A second purpose of the study was to determine the

effects of redirecting questions on student achievement.
Redirection was defined as occurring when a teacher

asks the same question to a number of students.
following results were realized:

The

(a) There was no

difference in achievement due to cognitive level of
questions,

(b) Students assigned to teachers using

question redirecting scored significantly higher on
knowledge level tests,

(c) There was a significant

interaction between question level and question strategy
on the post-test results.

If questions were not high

cognitive types, achievement scores did not vary
significantly (whether questions were directed or
redirected).

However, there was a significant difference

in achievement scores, according to question types
(directed or redirected) when all high cognitive questions
were asked.
noted:

A main effect for grade level was also

primary students consistently scored lower than

intermediate students.
Redfield and Rousseau (1981) used a meta-analytic
technique to synthesize experimental research findings on
the relationship between level of teacher question and
student achievement.

They defined high cognitive

questions as those which require a manipulation of
information to create and support a response and low
cognitive questions as the verbal recall of information.
After reviewing 20 previously conducted studies on
teachers' use of higher and lower cognitive questions,

effect sizes were computed to investigate the impact of
level of teacher questioning/ experimental validity and
program monitoring.

The results indicated gains in

achievement could be expected when a majority of questions
asked by a teacher were considered to be high cognitive
level questions. Redfield and Rousseau hypothesized
that the average student in a control group would place at
the 77th percentile if he/she were exposed to the
experimental treatment of being asked higher cognitive
questions.
Gall (1970) offered hypotheses for why teachers have
stressed facts:

(a) teachers feel they need to ask fact

questions to bring out data students will need in order to
answer thought questions,

(b) critical thinking and

problem solving have only recently been incorporated into
new curriculums,

(c) there is a lack of effective teacher

training programs.

He pointed out that relatively few

programs have been implemented for improving teacher
questioning practices.

Gall further stated that the main

trend in the past 50 years has been the development of
techniques to describe questions used by teachers in
classrooms.

Questions, however, should not be viewed as

ends in themselves, but, rather as means to produce
desired changes in student behaviors.

Teachers must

decide what changes they want and determine which
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questioning strategies will bring about those changes.
Gall noted problems inherent in studies of classroom
questioning practices.

When trying to classify a question

according to the cognitive-process approach, one cannot
directly observe the inferential constructs which are
under consideration.

To deal with this, researchers must

control the lesson material on which the questions will be
based.

Existing taxonomies are designed to classify

questions which are usually used in classrooms, not the
type they should use.
All of the previously discussed findings must be
considered in the light of Gall's (1970) observations.
The classification of questions as requiring either high
or low cognitive level processing is difficult when the
lesson content has not been controlled.

The same question

could require rote recall from one passage and evaluative
thinking when asked about another passage.

Thus, question

wording cannot be considered independently when attempting
to determine level of processing required.

Perhaps, as

Gall suggested, educators should concentrate on
identifying and classifying questions which would really
emphasize higher level skills rather than concentrating on
classifying the kinds of questions teachers now ask.
Attitude
In any type of instruction, the attitude of the

learner must be considered along with other pertinent
variables.

Piekarz (1964) felt that variations in

attitude affect reading performance as much as variations
in intelligence.

He went on to say that not only

intellectual ability, but also feelings and attitudes are
important in reading.

Attitudes give a personal outlook

on the world and affect reading at all levels:

at the

perceptual level by helping to determine printed words
actually seen, at the understanding level by distorting
ideas, and at the retention level by selecting what will
be remembered.

Since critical readers go beyond the

literal level and into the interpretive and evaluative
levels, their emotions and attitudes are even more
crucial.
Groff (1962) conducted a study to determine the
relationship between elementary students’ expressed
attitudes toward four different content types of reading
material and their level of critical reading as determined
by an experimental test of critical reading.

The

relationship between the students' attitudes and their
test scores was an influencing factor in reading
comprehension ability.

This relationship was even

stronger when students were asked to reason or read beyond
the material.

Attitude toward reading as a school subject

had an important effect on other variables investigated.
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Many factors which contribute to the development, or
lack of development, of critical reading skills have been
identified.

While there is no simple, clear cut 'recipe'

for teachers to follow, there are many variables which can
be manipulated so that conditions are optimal for the
maximum growth of such skills and abilities.
The classroom should be a place where active rather
than passive learning is evident {Taschow, 1972) .
Instruction in critical skills should be begun early,
possibly along with the first formal reading instruction
(Robinson, 1964) and should be considered as a natural
extension of the comprehension process rather than as an
isolated subject (Berg, 1981; Kassab-Golden, 1976).
The role of teachers is crucial to the success of
critical skill development.

It is the responsibility of

the teachers to establish the atmosphere, plan and execute
the lessons, question the students, and otherwise
influence the type and direction of learning that takes
place.

If they feel that critical reading deserves an

important place in the instructional scheme, then they
should make every effort to see that it receives proper
emphasis and not just assume that such skills will be
developed incidentally.
Classrooms should be places where continuous
systematic learning is taking place.

Students should be
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constantly involved with all learning activities and with
all text material.

Critical reading skill development

should be begun early, conducted in the setting of real
life situations and integrated into all content areas.
Students must be placed in situations where they can
realistically practice critical reading strategies.
Metacognition
Educators have come to realize that they must
consider processes as well as products when they are
exploring areas concerning higher level reading/thinking
skills.

Metacognition is a relatively new term used to

describe one's awareness of these mental processes.
Metacognition, as defined in A Dictionary of Reading
and Related Terms refers to "those theories and principles
used in the study of thought processes" (Harris & Hodges,
1981, p.196).

Although the word metacognition does not

appear frequently in literature until 1979, the study of
reasoning, thinking and reflection is not new to the field
of education.
In order to understand metacognition, a distinction
between cognition and metacognition must be established.
Stewart and Tei (1983) compared these two concepts and
concluded that cognition deals with the use of knowledge
while metacognition deals with a personal awareness and
understanding of the use of such knowledge.

Cognition

implies the possession of skills; metacognition implies
conscious awareness and control over those skills.
According to Flavell (in press), a cognitive strategy
helps in reaching a subgoal, whereas a metacognitive
strategy helps in feeling confident about the attainment
of that goal.

Flavell goes on to say that cognitive

strategies assist in the monitoring of that cognitive
progress.
The term metacognition refers to a knowledge of, and
a control over, one's thought processes.
has been defined as:

Metacognition

knowing about comprehension

(Wagoner, 1983), the deliberate conscious control of one's
cognitive actions (Brown, 1980), thinking about thinking
(Babbs & Moe, 1983), and one's knowledge of his/her own
cognitive processes and products (Flavell, 1976).

Flavell

(in press) contends that the concept of metacognition
should include more than cognitive knowledge; it should
also include knowledge of psychological processes
(i.e., emotions, motives). Both metacognitive knowledge
and metacognitive experiences must be considered.

Wagoner

(1983) includes the idea that metacognitive knowledge must
include a "triggering mechanism" which activates itself
when failure occurs and a variety of "fix-up" strategies.
Fluent readers actively monitor their own comprehension
and realize when failures have occurred.

They then
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select, from their repertoire of knowledge, strategies to
remedy the problem.
Metacognition and cognitive monitoring refer to a
knowledge about cognition in general, but comprehension
monitoring usually means reading comprehension monitoring,
that is cognitive monitoring during interaction with
written connected discourse (Wagoner, 1983).

Wagoner

feels that comprehension monitoring is deeply embedded in
the comprehension process and is concerned with person,
strategy and task variables.

Most theorists today view

comprehension monitoring as an active process of
hypothesis testing or schema building (Baker & Brown,
1980).

Researchers generally agree that fluent, mature

readers are not usually conscious of the comprehension
monitoring process until a problem occurs (Baker &
Brown, 1980; Brown, 1980).

Brown (1980) compares this

process of fluent reading to proceeding on "automatic
pilot" until a "triggering event" occurs which alerts one
to comprehension failure.

The reader is then moved into a

"debugging" state and the monitoring process moves from
the subconscious to the conscious level.

At this point,

the reader must decide whether to store the problem in
memory (hoping for future clarification) or to take
immediate action— re-read, jump ahead, consult a
dictionary, or ask someone (Baker & Brown, 1980).
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Cognitive style may influence comprehension monitoring
ability: field independent and reflective students may be
better able to use prior knowledge than field dependent,
impulsive students (Pitts, 1983).
Armbruster et al.

(1983) described a tetrahedral

model which includes four variables involved in the
metacognitive ’reading to learn' process:

text, task,

strategies, and learner characteristics.

The manner in

which these variables act upon and interact with the
reader is crucial to comprehension.

The style, structure,

and coherence of the text are important influencing
factors.

Text features may affect learning in the absence

of metacognition, but an awareness of the role of these
features is crucial if the learner is to consciously
monitor his/her understanding.

Tasks vary according to

the kinds of cognitive processing they demand.

Readers

must be able to identify their purpose and then
appropriately modify their reading behavior.
selection of retrieval cues is essential.

The

There are two

major types of strategies available to the reader:
"fix-up" (re-reading, looking ahead, consulting another
source) and study (underlining, notetaking, outlining).
Learners must develop an awareness of their own
capabilities and/or limitations (their prior knowledge,
memory limitations and competence, or lack of competence,

at certain tasks).

In short, readers must know:

when

they know, what they know, what they need to know, and
also the utility of active intervention (Brown, 1980).
The notion of executive control (borrowed from
information processing models of cognition) is central to
many theories of metacognitive development.

Brown and

Bransford (1982) describe the "central processor" as a
supervisor, or executive system, which can perform an
intelligent evaluation of its own operations.

Processing

may be either automatic (a fast, parallel process that
requires little subject effort and demands little subject
control), or controlled (comparatively slow, serial
process that requires subject effort and provides a large
degree of subject control).

All intelligent systems,

whether they are human or machine, depend upon executive
orchestration, resource allocation, and monitoring
activities.
Brown and Bransford (1982) feel that the concept of
metacognition is too broad and, thus, studies are limited
by the fuzziness of the definition.

They recognize that

the term, as it now stands, includes both knowledge about
and regulation of cognition. These two aspects, while
related, are distinguishable.

Knowledge about cognition,

they argue, is statable, stable, possibly fallible, and
late developing.

On the other hand, regulative type
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activities involve planning, monitoring and checking
outcomes (not necessarily statable, somewhat unstable,
and age independent).

Separation of these two concepts

could, perhaps, lead to more precise definitions of this
now loosely defined concept (Brown & Bransford, 1982).
Levels of metacognitive skills and degrees of
comprehension monitoring may be studied by a variety of
methods, as enumerated by Baker and Brown (1980) and Brown
and Bransford (1980):

(a) confidence rating approach

('How sure are you that your answer is correct?'

Readers

judge their own monitoring after, not during, reading.),
(b) amount of self correction during reading (Good
readers go back and correct something that doesn't fit.),
(c) cloze technique (More mature readers use subsequent
text rather than just re-reading previous text.),

(d)

on-line measures (eye movements, eye-voice span and
reading times), and (e) self reports during reading (Good
readers are aware of processes during reading; poor
readers are not).

The main problem with research in the

area of metacognition is that of bringing a subconscious
process to a conscious level, or externalizing a mental
event (Brown, 1980).
Comprehension monitoring skills of children are
especially difficult to judge (especially when the
evaluation involves verbal reports) because of knowledge

base factors (familiarity of materials)
Bransford, 1980).

(Brown &

Children are less conscious of their

own processes and less capable of self-expression (Brown,
1980).
Everyone has metacognitive experiences, but maturity
and experience allow adults to more intelligently
interpret such experiences.

Young children often do not

understand their own feelings of puzzlement or
uncertainty. There is no one metacognitive faculty that
automatically sounds an alarm at possible
misinterpretation

(Brown & Bransford, 1980; Pace, 1981).

Different information is necessary for differing
purposes.

Markman (1979) reports that the mechanism by

which one monitors comprehension is complex.

She states

that, similar to critical skill development, there is no
one single, unified act, but a variety of subprocesses
which need to be appropriately organized.

These

subprocesses may not be in children’s repertoires, or
there may be a problem with the handling of the
organization by the children. In general, children do not
compare their behavior to sensible criteria, they follow
instructions blindly, and they lack the ability of
self-questioning (Brown, 1980).
According to Brown, Campione, and Day (1981), and
Palincsar and Brown (1982), training studies have taken

many forms.

In blind training studies, subjects are

unaware of the significance of the activities in which
they are engaging.

The problem with such studies is that

they fail to result in generalization or maintenance of
the strategy under consideration.

Informed training

studies represent an intermediate level in which children
are given some information about the significance of the
activity they are being induced to use.

With these

procedures, performance and maintenance of the activity
seem to occur when the task is very similar to the
training task, but the generalizability is very limited.
Self-control training studies supply subjects with
explicit instructions in how to employ, monitor, check,
and evaluate the strategy they are being taught.

Not only

increased performance, but also training transfer is
at a maximum with such training.
In summary, even though the word metacognition is
new, concepts and strategies it implies have been
recognized

for many years. New methods of research and

evaluation as weil as new bodies of knowledge should
enable this field of study to have a great impact on
educational theories and practices of the future.

All

good definitions of metacognition include both knowledge
of and regulation of one's thought processes (Flavell,
1979).

Pitts (1983) defines comprehension monitoring as

the ability to monitor or judge the quality of one's own
understanding.

For fluent readers, comprehension

monitoring is an automatic process.

At the onset of

difficulty, the mature reader can reach into his/her
repertoire of strategies and use an appropriate one to
"debug" the problem (Brown, 1980).

However, researchers

have shown that younger and less able readers cannot
effectively monitor their comprehension (Babbs, 1983;
Baker fit Brown, 1980; Flavell, 1979; Kendall fit Mason,
1982).

There are many different methods employed for

assessing levels of comprehension monitoring and
metacognitive skills (Baker & Brown, 1980).
Flavell (in press) feels that the following
characteristics of human beings make metacognitive skills
essential for their educational progress:
a lot,

(b) their thinking is fallible,

(a) they think

(c) they often feel

a need to explain their thinking to others,

(d) they need

to plan and to critically evaluate those plans,

(e) they

need to explain psychological experiences.
The Influence of Text, Topic, Task and Individual
Variables on Metacognitive Abilities
Many studies have examined the effects of
inconsistent text on comprehension and metacognitive
activities.

One of the earliest studies (Markman, 1977)

had, as its goal, the investigation of developmental

changes in comprehension monitoring.

An attempt was

made to determine at what point children (grades 1-3)
realized that they didn't understand a particular text.
The subjects were asked to judge the comprehensibility of
instructions which had been written by the investigator.
They were told these instructions would be used to teach
other children how to either play a game or perform a
magic trick.

Thus, the children could admit that they

didn't understand without pointing out their own
shortcomings.

The results indicated that older children

realize that information is incomplete before younger
children.

First graders had to be induced to repeat an

instruction, or even to execute it before they realize
anything is wrong.

Young children seem to be processing

material at a superficial level.

The younger children

failed to execute the instructions mentally and,
consequently, did not realize there was a problem until
they actually tried to perform the task.

In a follow-up

study, Markman (1977) found that third graders performed
extremely well when the task was first demonstrated to
them.

First graders continued to be unaware of the faulty

instructions despite the demonstration.

Markman concluded

that differences in sensitivity to comprehension failure
would result in differences in comprehension quality.
Markman (1979) examined the influence of inferential

processing requirements on children's use of inconsistent
information.

The examiner asked the children (third,

fifth, and sixth graders) to serve as consultants
concerning comprehensibility of some children's essays she
was writing.

These essays had either an explicitly or an

implicitly stated inconsistency.
the children.

The material was read to

The investigator then asked probing

questions which had been designed to make the children
realize that there was some inconsistency within the
essay.

After a child noticed the problem, the probing was

discontinued.

When inferences were required to discover

the inconsistent material, elementary school children were
unaware of the problems.

When inconsistencies were

explicitly in the text, performance improved somewhat, but
was still not considered perfect.

Based on their earlier

answers to the inference probes, these students had
exhibited the logical capacity to draw required
inferences.

The procedure was designed so that they would

not be embarrassed about asking questions or criticizing
the essays.

But, still they failed to question the

inconsistencies.

It seems apparent that they were

simply unaware of their own comprehension failure.

A

second study (Markman, 1979) required children to repeat,
aloud, two incompatible sentences.

Markman predicted that

such a repetition would allow the children to more readily
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identify explicitly incompatible sentences.

However, this

prediction did not prove valid. .Sentences were accurately
repeated, but still not comprehended.

In a third study

with third and sixth graders, Markman (1979) told one
group of children to expect problems in the essays.

While

sixth graders' performances were superior to third
graders', the younger children, as evidenced by their
comments and their questions, did approach the situation
differently when they expected to find a problem.
The ability of children to adjust their standards
of evaluation was the concern of Markman and Gorin
(1981). The examiners presented the three groups of
eight year old subjects with essays which contained
inconsistencies or falsehoods.

One group was told only

to expect problems; the other two groups were given
specific examples of either falsehoods or
inconsistencies.

Results indicated that explicit

information about the kind of problem to be encountered
allowed children to adjust their criteria to that specific
problem.

The investigators concluded that children may

have the rudimentary ability to notice comprehension
problems, but that they do not know how to adjust their
standards of evaluation.

This, apparently, is a skill

that can be taught.
A study to test for differences in monitoring

skills of good readers and poor readers was designed by
Garner (1980).

She hypothesized that a possible reason

poor readers can read words but not comprehend is their
inability to monitor their own comprehension.

Fifteen

good and fifteen poor seventh and eighth grade readers
were identified by a classroom teacher.

They were

asked to process, as editors, four segments of an altered
piece on American heroes (two of which had reasonable
information and two of which had inconsistent
information).

Results indicated that good readers

noticed the disruptive effect of altered materials and
could tell which parts were inconsistent.
Flavell, Spear, Green & August (1981) conducted a
developmental investigation of comprehension monitoring
and knowledge about communication.

Kindergarteners and

second graders attempted to construct block buildings
identical to those of another child after,hearing
instructions tape recorded by the child who had originally
constructed the building.

Some instructions were

communicatively inadequate (unpredictable segments,
ambiguous references, contradictions, incomplete
directions).

The researchers found that:

(a)

kindergarten and second grade students will try to
follow defective instruction,

(b) older children respond

more seriously to detected inadequacies,

(c) younger

children do not see the significance of the implications
of inadequate instructions, and (d)
communication/comprehension knowledge and monitoring
skills are important for young children to acquire.
Baker (1979) found that college students can and do
monitor their comprehension, but do not do so
consistently.

Three types of confusions (inconsistent

information, unclear references, and inappropriate
logical connectives) were introduced to the fourteen
students involved in this study. Retrospective reports
were obtained in an attempt to determine how the
confusions affected comprehension.

Students were first

told to study the problem passages.
then obtained.

Probed recalls were

After this, they were told about the

types of confusions which were present in the passage
and questioned as to whether or not they had noticed
them.

Results indicated that these students had a

variety of "fix-up" strategies, some of which were used
automatically, even before a faulty interpretation was
ever realized at the conscious level.

The fact that

many could find confusions after they had been warned of
their existence is evidence of their ability to monitor
comprehension.

Since many students did not recognize

these confusions unless they had been 'clued-in1 as to
their existence, Baker concluded that the faulty
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comprehension ability of these college students could
stem from a lack of effective instruction in comprehension
monitoring strategies, which should have been begun when
they were much younger.
Baker and Anderson (1981) required college students
to read expository passages, some of which contained
both detail and main point inconsistencies.

Since

students spent more time on the passages that contained
inconsistent information, Baker and Anderson concluded
that the subjects monitored their comprehension as they
were reading and actively evaluated whether ideas were
consistent with each other.

Instructing students to

expect inconsistencies had no effect on their reading
behavior.

This suggests that mature readers routinely

apply this standard as they are reading.

Baker and

Anderson concluded that there may be no one single most
effective processing style.

Mature readers have a wide

range of strategies available to them which they can
flexibly and efficiently use when problems occur.
In an attempt to determine when comprehension
monitoring occurs, Pace (1981) examined the effect of
passage topic and task demands on elementary school
students' monitoring of their own comprehension.

Second,

fourth, and sixth graders read about either a well known
event (playing checkers), or a little known subject

(making lye soap).

When comprehension questions were

asked, more students who read the unfamiliar passage
referred back to the text to answer the questions.

With

both familiar and unfamiliar topics, questions were such
that students would have to read the text before answering
them.

In other words, just because the topic was familiar

did not mean that students would automatically know the
answers.

As a whole, comprehension was better for the

familiar passage and also for the sixth graders.

Thus, it

appears that topic affects whether students will employ
comprehension monitoring strategies.

Evidence was found

of the flexibility of such strategies and the importance
of existing knowledge on comprehension was reinforced.
Alverman and Ratekin (1982) assumed that person,
strategy, and task variables are essential for explaining
comprehension and that a reader's knowledge about his/her
own areas of strength and weakness influence the type of
strategies he/she employs.

They studied a group of

seventh and eighth graders to see if the students could
predict their own level of proficiency.

When scores were

adjusted for prior reading achievement, self-perceived,
high efficiency group performance was superior to
self-perceived, low efficiency group performance. There
was evidence to suggest that the students' perception of
their own proficiency affected their choice of
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strategies.
Myers and Paris (1978) attempted to provide a
broader description of children's conceptualizations
about reading.

The subjects in this experimental study

were in the second and sixth grades.

Interview items were

designed to assess the children's knowledge of the
following three variables:

person, task, and strategy.

Findings indicated that second graders focused on decoding
rather than meaning related goals and that they exhibited
few appropriate strategies for information extraction.
Sixth graders were more aware of skills required for
understanding printed materials.

Myers and Paris

concluded that beginning readers have a limited knowledge
of the cognitive aspects of reading and recommended some
type of instruction regarding the means, goals, and
parameters of proficient reading for these students.
Two more experimental studies with fourth grade
students were conducted by Paris and Myers (1981).
Comprehension and memory skills of good and poor readers
were compared.

Three methods were used to compare

comprehension monitoring strategies:
self-correction during oral reading,

(a) spontaneous
(b) directed

underlining of problem areas, and (c) study behaviors.
Poor readers engaged in considerable less monitoring,
concentrated more on decoding than on getting the meaning,

and could not adequately use comprehension monitoring
strategies for resolving comprehension inadequacies.
Although the intent to monitor was present, poor readers
could not accurately evaluate the comprehensibility of
stories as well as good readers.

Poor readers engaged in

few spontaneous study behaviors and failed to take notes,
ask questions or use the dictionary as often as the good
readers.

Again, results indicated that explicit

instructions regarding reading strategies can improve
comprehension.

Readers must be specifically taught how to

set appropriate goals and also provided with means for
achieving those goals.
Raphael (198 0) and Raphael, Myers, Tirre, Fritz,
and Freebody (1981) explored the effects of topic
familiarity, structure, and vocabulary load on
comprehension and metacomprehension.

Thirty-two

narratives were developed using four underlying themes.
Each theme had a familiar and an unfamiliar passage.
For each passage, there was a well structured and a
poorly structured version in both high and low frequency
words.

Ten comprehension questions and two

metacomprehension questions were developed for each
paragraph.

Students were given a booklet with four

passages and were asked to answer either the metacom
prehension or the comprehension questions.

Factors of

topic familiarity, text structure and word frequency
affect a student’s performance on measures of
comprehension in similar manners and in expected
directions.

On both measures, scores were higher on

passages with the familiar topic and good structure.
Good readers scored higher on the comprehension questions
than did the poor readers.

Comprehension and

metacomprehension appear to have a great deal of overlap.
The investigators feel that future research should
investigate the ability to comprehend and the ability to
monitor comprehension within an individual reader and also
attempt to produce possible methodology for identifying
points at which material ceases to be comprehensible.
Goetz, Palmer, and Haensley (1983), in a study
involving college students, manipulated sentence clarity
and passage organization.

They found that all subjects

regardless of ability lev.el, were sensitive to text
variables, especially conceptual variables.

As conceptual

level increased, poor readers had a difficult time
determining which factors were contributing to text
difficulty.

Goetz, Palmer and Haensley predicted that

such inabilities could lead to inappropriate strategy
choices for remedying comprehension failure.
Haynes and Hare (1983) described different text
types and related specific hints for interpreting each
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text type to a group of seventh grade experimental group
subjects.

A comparable control group was given general

guidelines concerning good listening/thinking skills,
good note-taking skills and good text-processing skills;
no mention of specific application of these skills was
made.

The two groups were given a passage to read and

then asked to write down everything they remembered.
They were then given a second passage to read and asked
to write down how the two passages differed.

The

experimental group exhibited superior performance on the
first task, but both groups performed poorly on the
second task.

Haynes and Hare concluded that the

treatment, while effective in increasing ability to
remember facts, was not effective enough to produce the
self reflective behavior necessary for comparing the two
passages.
In summary, researchers have studied the effects of
certain variables upon the metacognitive processes of
learners (inconsistent information, task, topic, age,
reading proficiency) and have concluded that there
appears to be a fairly strong relationship between the
ability of students to monitor their own comprehension
and their degree of understanding.

Age is a major

influencing factor in whether or not students will be
aware of their own metacognitive processes.

Metacognitive

ability exists in most students, but may not be
spontaneously exhibited and so explicit instruction may
be necessary.
Attempts to Teach Critical Reading/Thinking Skills
Many attempts have been made to teach critical
reading skills to students.

Some attempts have been

successful, while others have not.

Some have used

existing school curricula, others have developed special
content units, and still others have attempted to teach
the skills of logical thinking and reasoning as isolated
skills.

More recently, studies have aimed at the

metacognitive aspects of student development.

Because

of the lack of consensus on an adequate definition and
the absence of a widely accepted measuring
instrument, valid comparison of results of studies is
often impossible.
Traditional Methods
Wolf et al.

(1968) conducted a large scale study in

an attempt to determine:

(a) whether critical reading

skills could be taught to children in an elementary
school classroom without compromising progress in basic
reading skills,

(b) whether there was a relationship

between critical reading proficiency and general reading
ability, intelligence, and personality factors, and (c)
which kinds of verbal behavior on the part of the teacher

elicited critical responses from the students.
Twenty-four classrooms in grades one through six were
included in this study which lasted the entire school
year.

Experimental groups received instruction in

critical reading; control groups received instruction in
children's literature.

Researchers constructed and

administered the O.S.U.

(Ohio State University) Critical

Reading Test.

Post-test results revealed that, at all

grade levels, scores of the experimental groups were
significantly higher than those of the control groups.
At no grade level was there a significant difference
between the general reading test scores of the
experimental group and those of the control group.
Higher level teacher questions (interpretation, analysis,
and evaluation) produced more critical responses from
children.

Critical reading ability appears to be related

to general reading ability and intelligence.
The effect of training on the development of thinking
was the chief focus of a study by Taba et al. (1964). They
felt that the curriculum is seldom organized to focus on
active formation and use of abstract ideas.

The main

objective of this study was to examine the development of
thought under optimum training conditions.

Taba developed

a coding system which could be used to analyze the
thinking of students in relation to the verbal behavior of

teachers and to scale such thought according to levels of
maturity, complexity, or abstraction.

Data was obtained

by constructing and using the Social Studies Inference
Test.

Special units were designed which would teach

critical thinking skills along with social studies
content.

The type of teaching strategy employed appeared

to have enhanced student performance in social
studies. Overall, results revealed that students grew in
their ability to differentiate data and make inferences.
Students exhibited considerable growth in the transforming
of concrete thought to formal thought. A low relationship
between level of thinking and the traditional influencing
variables of I.Q., social studies achievement, reading
comprehension, and social status was indicated.

The

improvement of students with low I.Q.s could not be
noticeably distinguished from those with high I.Q.s.
Taba found that neither reading level nor social studies
achievement level was a crucial factor in cognitive growth
development as measured by the Social Studies Inference
Test and also by classroom discussions.

The role of

teacher questioning was found to be a very influential
factor.

Teacher's questions set limits within which

students can operate and create expectations regarding the
level of cognitive operation.
Maney (1958) attempted to determine relationships

among such factors as literal and critical reading
comprehension, verbal intelligence, general reading
comprehension, standardized reading test scores, literal
and critical reading test scores and fifth grade students'
comprehension of science materials.

She found that, in

science, critical reading comprehension is not one general
skill, but a set of skills and abilities, each skill being
independent of literal reading ability.

She also found

that tests of literal reading ability, group verbal
intelligence, or general reading could accurately predict
proficiency in literal interpretation of science material,
but could not predict proficiency of critical reading of
such materials.

She concluded that, since critical

reading ability consists of separate subskill or ability
areas, the most effective way to develop such subskills is
to teach each one.

She predicted that this would

gradually increase the level of critical reading ability
of students.
Sochor (1958) investigated the same factors as
Maney, with the exception that the skills were studied
in the context of a social studies curriculum.

Results

obtained were similar and conclusions and implications
were the same as those found by Maney.
Mason (1963) designed science units to teach critical
thinking skills and then compared results obtained with
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these units to results obtained with conventional units.
It appeared that self-contained units designed to teach
directly for both content and critical thinking skills may
be very effective since all groups showed significant
gains in subject matter knowledge and all but one group
showed significant gains in critical thinking skills.
Testing instruments consisted of a pre-and posttest for
unit achievement and a test of critical reading ability.
Struthers (1969) used elementary science as a means
to teach critical thinking.

Treatment groups used

different teaching approaches, but Struthers found the
changes in critical thinking, according to post-test
results, were due to individual teachers rather than to
the approach.

He concluded that individual teacher

differences in ability, teaching style, and motivation
are highly relevant factors and must be considered in
any curriculum modification.
D'Angelo used a curriculum approach to foster
critical thinking skills in a third grade social studies
classroom (D1Angelo, 1978) and a fifth grade science
classroom (D'Angelo, 1979).

Results, in both cases,

showed the successful mastery, by the students, of the
following critical skills:

inferring, generalizing,

assessing observations, understanding propaganda
techniques, and examining reliability of sources and
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adequacy of evidence.
Hyram (1957) taught one group of students the
following seven concepts of logical thinking in the hope
that there critical thinking skills would be increased:
(a)

the nature of thinking in general,

thinking,

(c) the nature of definition,

of eductive inference,
inference,

(b) the tools of
(d) the nature

(e) the nature of deductive

(f) the nature of experimentation, and (f)

common errors in reasoning.

A control group received only

regular classroom instruction.

While pretest scores

showed both groups as being equal in reasoning ability,
posttest scores attested to the success of the
experimental treatment.

There were significant

differences in group scores at the end of this study.
Hyram concluded that upper grade pupils could be taught to
think critically or logically and that thinking depends
upon knowledge of the principles of logic.

He criticized

teaching methods which did not include such direct
instruction and emphasized that critical thinking, like
reading, spelling and math, is a tool skill.
Nardelli (1957) investigated the effect of a short
period of instruction upon the ability of sixth grade
students to draw inferences and recognize propaganda
devices.

He also looked for relationships among 'creative

reading' ability and chronological age, mental age,

intelligence, and reading ability.

He defined creative

reading as an attitude of suspended judgment which
includes the abilities to read beyond the printed page, to
see relationships and to recognize authors' intentions and
use of propaganda devices.

He also looked for

relationships among 'creative reading' ability and
chronological age, mental age, intelligence, and reading
ability.

Nardelli found that lesson units he constructed

were effective only with recognition of propaganda
devices, not with inferences.

He further discovered a

high relationship between I.Q. score, reading achievement,
mental age, and ability to do creative reading.

He

hypothesized that instruction in creative reading might
be more effective if spread out over a whole school year.
A study by Fagan, Hassler and Szabo (1981) explored
the idea that increased student oral participation at a
higher level of thinking would follow when teachers were
trained in wait-time theory and in higher level
questioning strategies.

Results indicated that students

of teachers who used longer wait-times had longer
responses and students of teachers who asked higher
level questions responded with more high level responses.
Stauffer (1975) designed the Directed Reading
Thinking Activity (D.R.T.A.) to promote critical and
creative reading abilities in students.

He stressed the

importance of students' interacting not only with each
other, but also with the written material.

Using a

group reading approach, students instructed with the
D.R.T.A. are taught to;

identify purposes for reading

(both group and individual), adjust reading rate, achieve
reading purposes, and develop comprehension.
following skills are stressed:

The

segmented predictions,

weighing evidence, organization of knowledge,
determination of the quality and quantity of one's own
learning, use of facts to make objective value judgments,
and the ability to take backward looks.

All students must

be taught the art of inquiry, the skill of processing
information, and the skill of validating information.
Success depends on an effective teacher and also on the
introduction of such skills early in the students' school
career.

Effective instruction includes teaching students

to locate problems for themselves and to raise their own
questions.

They must, additionally, be able to locate

materials, and determine value and accuracy of answers
which they find.

Many of these instructional methods and

goals proposed by Stauffer for use with the
D.R.T.A. closely resemble methods and goals of proponents
of metacognitive skill development.
Research does not support delaying instruction in
critical skills until basic decoding skills have been

mastered (D'Angelo, 1978, 1979; King, 1968; Lundsteen,
1963; Nardelli, 1957; Taba et al., 1964; Wolf et al.,
1968).

Boodt (1984) hypothesized that critical listening

to literature can promote reading for pleasure and also
develop critical reading proficiency.

She defined

critical listening, critical reading and critical thinking
as evaluating and analyzing an idea in the light of some
standard.

Researchers taught fifth and sixth graders

critical listening skills by asking open ended questions
about a selection which had been read aloud to them.
Children were encouraged to respond with judgments and
opinions rather than literal facts.

Critical listening

instruction resulted in an increased ability to read and
think critically.

Boodt hypothesized that certain reading

errors made by low achievers might, in reality, be errors
in thinking rather than errors in decoding.

Critical

listening instruction could very well benefit those
students who have not yet mastered independent reading
skills.

These are usually the ones who never receive any

type of critical reading instruction and, thus, are
unprepared to either read or think critically when
required to do so.
In summary, most researchers agree that critical
reading/thinking skills can be taught even to elementary
aged children.

However, skills taught to these younger

students would not be the same as those considered in
this study..

Young students should be taught 'background1

skills which would lay the foundation for later critical
skill development.

Nardelli (1957) and Wolf et al.

(1968)

found a relationship between general reading ability,
intelligence and critical reading ability while Taba et
al.

(1964) concluded that the relationship between these

more traditional measures of achievement and critical
reading ability was low.

Maney (1958) and Sochor (1958)

found that critical reading was a set of sub-skills,
independent of reading level and not predicted by
traditional reading tests.

Critical reading may be

taught as a 'tool' skill (Hyram, 1957) or through
curriculum units containing both content and critical
skills (D'Angelo, 1978, 1979; Struthers, 1958).

The

importance of the teacher's role was stressed by Fagan
et al.

(1981), Struthers (1969), Taba et al.

(1964), and

Wolf et al. (1968).
Metacognitive Methods
During the 1960's, research studies centered mainly
on children's

learning (Brown & Bransford, 1982). It

was during this period that most of the studies which
delved into the more traditional ways to teach critical
reading were conducted.

The failure of many of these

training studies to bring about an increase in the use

of critical thinking and other intellectual strategies
was an influencing force in the development and growth of
the concept of metacognition.

Even though many of the

same 'old' ideas are being explored through 'new1
metacognitive research, this new work should have a
greater impact because of a convergence of interest of
educators and cognitive psychologists.

Cognitive

psychologists have shared with educators, knowledge about
intellectual processing.

Educators, on the other hand,

have encouraged psychologists to study 'real' students in
'real* learning situations rather than use contrived texts
and laboratory situations (Brown, 1981).

Research is now

guided by cognitive theories which draw support from a
wide theoretical base and which cut across many academic
domains.

Barriers between learning theorists and

cognitive developmental theorists are disappearing (Brown
& Bransford, 1982).

While past studies looked at only the

product of experimental procedures, present day
researchers are analyzing the intellectual processes as
well.
Accepting the premise that comprehension monitoring
strategies and comprehension ability are related,
researchers and practitioners have begun to develop
programs which will increase comprehension monitoring
ability or develop metacognitive skills in young

children.

The best approach is: (a) to provide direct

explicit instruction and practice in formulating and
executing plans and other metacognitive experiences,

(b)

to provide a variety of text types for reading, and (c)
to provide the opportunity to participate in creative
writing experiences (Babbs & Moe, 1983; Flavell, in
press).

Since metacognitive research is a relatively

new area of endeavor, long term effects of such training
strategies have yet to be realized.

Most studies take

place outside of regular classroom settings and are
conducted by a trained researcher, not a regular classroom
teacher, but the implications for practical applications
are tremendous.
Research (Kendall & Mason, 1982) has shown the
following approaches can help improve students'
metacognitive strategies:

(a) provide instructions in

predicting outcomes and in regulating a reader's active
involvement,

(b) encourage children to integrate prior

knowledge and story content, and (c) train students
to monitor their understanding by asking themselves
questions as they read.
skills, teachers need:

In order to improve academic
detailed descriptions of processes

underlying adequate performance, adequate diagnosis of
students, and durability, interpretability, reliability
and transferability of intervention effects (Palincsar &
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Brown,

1983).

Raphael (Raphael, 1982; Raphael et al., 1981; Raphael
& Pearson, 1982) has attempted to use information gained
from metacognitive research to increase students'
question/answering strategies.

She has developed a

successful method for enhancing students' abilities to
answer comprehension questions.

This method is based on

the Pearson and Johnson Taxonomy which stresses the three
way relationship that exists between the text, the
question, and the reader's prior knowledge.

A question

can be categorized according to the source of the
information required for the answer.

A text explicit

question is one that can be answered with a single text
sentence.

To answer a text implicit question, the reader

must integrate information across sentences, paragraphs,
or even pages.

A script implicit question can only be

answered by an interaction between reader and
text: information is provided in the text, but it must be
combined with information in the reader's background of
knowledge.

This categorization method is called QAR

(Question/Answer/Relationship).

On several different

occasions, Raphael (Raphael, 1982; Raphael et al., 1981;
Raphael & Pearson, 1982; Raphael & Wonnacott, 1981)
successfully taught fourth, sixth, and eighth graders how

to apply this QAR relationship when answering
comprehension questions.

The students in all the studies

were taught to use the following strategies to find
correct answers:

(a) right there (answers are explicit in

passage: text explicit), (b) think and search (answers
require information from more than one sentence or
paragraph: text implicit), and (c) on my own (answers must
be found in reader's own knowledge: script implicit).

In

order to use these strategies efficiently, students must
be aware of their own metacognitive ability and must be
adept at comprehension monitoring.

Results revealed that

high ability students outperformed average and low ability
students and that performance on text implicit questions
(which require integration of information across
sentences, paragraphs or pages) was higher than
performance on script implicit questions (which require
an interaction between reader and text).

As a whole,

these strategies proved to be very successful in
increasing students' comprehension.

Due to the success of

this instructional method, Raphael and Wonnacott (1981)
conducted inservice sessions for classroom teachers on the
use of these strategies.

Through workshop participation,

teachers were made aware of how to teach fourth grade
students the functional relationships between questions
and the response information to which they refer.

Students of these teachers were very successful when
attempting to apply the QAR strategy to their
comprehension activities in the classroom.

Both teachers

and students were enthusiastic about the program,
Andre and Anderson (1978-79) tried to determine if
generating 'good' comprehension questions while studying
prose material was an effective study technique.

In two

separate experiments, high school seniors were taught,
through the use of a self-questioning training booklet,
how to generate their own comprehension questions.

This

booklet taught the students how to identify the main idea
and how to use this main idea as the core of their
question.

Students were also taught to make up questions

which dealt with new instances of sentence ideas or
paraphrased content.

The generation of strictly literal

level questions was discouraged.

Seventy-five percent of

the student-generated questions were considered to be
'good1 comprehension questions.

These questions were

rated on a scale of 0-4, using the rules established in
the training booklet as a basis for scoring.

The

probability of answering a posttest item after having
generated a good text-based question was .78 (.38 with
less than adequate questions).

The benefit of this

self-questioning study technique was greater for lower
verbal ability students.

This might indicate that higher
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ability students are already spontaneously using such
strategies.
In an effort to improve comprehension, Cohen (198 3)
attempted to teach third graders to generate their
own questions while reading a short story.

She designed

programmed instructional material for training grade
school children to generate 'who',
'what',

'why', and 'how' questions.

directed at the literal level.

'when',

'where',

The training was

Significant gains in

all experimental groups indicated that it is possible to
train third graders to generate literal level questions.
This type of training is thought to improve
comprehension.

Further studies to investigate training in

self-generation of higher level questions are needed.
Babbs (1983) designed a program to increase the
comprehension monitoring strategies of fourth graders.
Reading plan sheets helped the students in the
experimental group to:
is a thinking process,

(a) remind themselves that reading
(b) determine a goal,

(c) evaluate

the difficulty of the text, and (d) determine strategies
for reaching the goal and checking on goal attainment.
The use of monitoring cards helped the students to
evaluate their own comprehension and to use appropriate
strategies when necessary.

Control groups received the

same amount of extra attention but were given no training

in comprehension monitoring techniques.

Oral recalls,

reading times, and interview questions were used for
evaluation.

When using the monitoring cards, the

experimental group's performance was superior to that of
the control group.

However, when the cards were not being

used, the experimental group did not spontaneously use the
strategies they had been taught and their performance was
no better than that of the control group.

The results of

this study indicate that it is possible to teach a
strategy which will improve reading comprehension.
However, it appears that students taught by this method
will not use the strategy in future appropriate
situations.
Davey and Porter (1982) developed a Four Step
Instructional Procedure designed to enhance poor readers'
comprehension.

A six week training session was given

midway through the school year and included the following
sequence:

(a) enhancing a meaning orientation to print,

(b) focusing attention on meaning during silent reading,
(c) establishing criteria for understanding, and (d)
developing fix-up strategies.

The procedure was effective

in matching student-perceived comprehension with
demonstrated comprehension, improving ability to generate
summaries after reading, and identifying 'idea-type*
difficulties.

Trained students felt the use of these
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strategies had helped them but confessed that they seldom
used them with other content material.
Since most existing research has often focused on
either very general metacognitive abilities or very
specific skills, Palincsar and Brown (Brown & Palincsar,
1982; Palincsar, 1984a, 1984b; Palincsar & Brown, 1983,
1984) concluded that a better approach might be found
through the identification and teaching of 'skill
packages'. They felt that the ideal cognitive skills
training program should include skills training (practice
in the specific task-appropriate strategies),
self-regulation training (explicit instruction in the
orchestration, overseeing, and monitoring of these
skills), and awareness training (provision of information
concerning the range of utility and significance of these
activities). They then developed a 'skills package' which
would encompass all three aspects.

The skills they taught

were summarizing, questioning, predicting, and clarifying
(skills training).

Students were reminded to engage

in these skill activities as they

read and instructed not

to proceed until they did so (self-regulation).

Subjects

were constantly reminded that engaging in these activities
could increase their comprehension and were shown evidence
that their comprehension did improve when they did so
(awareness).

Palincsar and Brown conducted three studies in an
attempt to discover the effectiveness of this cognitive
skills training package.
evidence of:

Investigators looked for

(a) reliable improvement on training tasks,

(b) improvement of students' independent reading of novel
passages,

(c) independent evidence of improvement in

strategies trained,

(d) durability of training effects,

(e) generalizability of effects, and (f) transfer to
novel tasks.
Palincsar and Brown, in an attempt to mimic natural
learning, developed a procedure called Reciprocal
Teaching.

They modeled this procedure after the

Reciprocal Questioning (ReQuest) Procedure developed by
Manzo (1968; cited in Palincsar & Brown, 1984).

Subjects

were taught to use specific comprehension strategies
(questioning,

clarifying, summarizing and predicting)

they engaged,

with the researcher, in a type of

as

interactive learning game involving taking turns in
leading a dialogue about each segment of the text.

Both

parties (researcher and student) would read the text
silently. Then, the leader would engage in the following
sequence of activities:

(a) paraphrase the main idea,

(b) discuss grouping or classification of information
read,

(c) predict possible questions that might be asked,

(d) hypothesize about remaining content, and (e) comment
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on confusions and suggest ways of resolving them.

The

leader would ask the other member a question and then
roles were reversed.
Performance scores for the seventh grade students in
this study increased dramatically during the course of
these training sessions.
15 percent correct.

Average pretest scores were

After the training, those percentages

increased to 80-90 percent correct.

These scores were

obtained from passages read privately by the students, not
those read with the instructor during the sessions.
Despite the facts that classroom teachers were not at all
involved in this training, and that little was done to
ensure generalizability, regular classroom performance did
improve significantly.

Six months later, subjects were

found to have maintained 60 percent of the achieved
gains.

A re-introduction of the training caused this

figure to leap to 90 percent retention.

In addition

to these quantitative gains, qualitative evidence of
comprehension improvement was also found.

Students began

asking for help with unknown words and re-reading
difficult passages.

Students evolved from being passive

to being active participants in reciprocal strategies.
Unclear questions were dropped, summary statements began
to contain main ideas, and students began to use
comprehension monitoring strategies, not only in training
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sessions, but also in privately read passages.
A second study, conducted by Palincsar and Brown
(1983, 1984) was similar to the first study except that
tests of transfer were included and that training was
conducted with small groups of students, rather than on a
one-to-one basis.

A third study used regular classroom

teachers rather than trained investigators.

Procedures

were identical to the second study with the exception of a
training session for the teachers.

Results of both

studies showed effects of reciprocal teaching were
reliable, durable, and transferred to other tasks.
Classroom teachers with only limited training were as
effective as the researchers had been.

Teachers in Study

3 felt that students exhibited overall improvement in
general thinking and study skills.

Both the students and

teachers involved reacted positively to this training.
Teachers in Study 3 planned to keep using the techniques
in their regular classrooms.

In retrospect, researchers

attributed the success of these three studies to the facts
that:

(a) subjects were informed about the reasons these

activities were important,

(b) subjects were informed as

to the generalizability of the activities and their range
of utilization,

(c) subjects were trained in

self-regulatory activities,

(d) skills were general and

applicable to a wide variety of activities.
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Garner, Wagoner and Smith (1983) involved fourth and
sixth grade students in a tutoring situation to try to
determine if good and poor comprehenders differed in: the
use of text lookbacks at the post reading stage to resolve
comprehension difficulties, the differentiated use of text
for reader-based versus text-based questions, and the
portion of the text used to solve comprehension problems.
The researchers found that good comprehenders are aware of
when, where and why lookbacks to the text should be used;
poor comprehenders did not appear to have this knowledgesixth grade good readers appeared to 'mirror' adult
learners in making decisions as to which portions of
the text to use for decision making.

The tutoring method

was a very successful attempt at looking at 'real' readers
in a 'real' situation.

This method of studying metacogni

tive behavior avoids the interferences with processing
encountered in a 'think aloud' situation.

The authors

feel that a combination of this method with verbal
report data should prove to be a very accurate way of
gaining reliable information about lookbacks.
Patching et al.

(1983), in a study that attempted to

develop critical skills through the use of metacognitive
strategies, defined critical reading as "the set of
processes or operations that occur when readers correctly
identify valid (versus invalid) instances of argument,
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reasoning or presentation of evidence in written
materials" {p.408).

Fifth graders were divided into three

groups and were then instructed over a three day period.
The Systematic Instructional Procedure was used with
Experimental Group l:

Teachers taught cognitive processes

as if they were overt physical activities.

Teachers

modelled appropriate 'how to think' behaviors and provided
both positive and negative feedback as necessary.
Cognitive processes were broken down into subskills.

For

initial instruction, teachers demonstrated each subskill
sequentially, prompting students in an attempt to make
them see the operation as overt.
gradually phased out.

The teacher's role was

As the operations were mastered by

the students, the processes became covert.

Immediate

correction of errors, maximum positive reinforcement, and
quick paced lessons were essential.
'techniques were incorporated:

Mastery learning

students were required to

•master1 one subskill before moving on to the next.

This

technique allows the teacher to provide corrective
feedback at exactly the right place in the student's
cognitive processing level.

The second experimental group

was instructed using a "workbook with corrective feedback"
approach.

The same rules and examples were provided but

were presented through the use of a workbook rather than
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by a teacher.

A third group, the control group, did

worksheets from a commercial, commonly used reading
comprehension workbook.

The subjects were presented

categories of invalid arguments.

When tested with

researcher-designed instruments, students receiving
systematic instruction by the teacher scored significantly
higher than those instructed with the workbook.

Modelling

and explicit training in overt strategies appears to be a
successful way to teach critical reading skills.
In a three week training session, Miller (1984)
attempted to teach fourth grade subjects to judge
between-sentence inconsistencies which were embedded in
short essays.

Miller divided the subjects into four

instructional groups:

(a) Specific Self Instructional

Group (SSI) in which students were taught to internalize a
series of directives for comprehension monitoring and were
also taught a self-verbalization strategy,

(b) Didactic

Instruction Group (DI) in which students were given the
same task-specific information as the SSI Group, but were
not taught the self-verbalization strategy,

(c) Control

Practice Group (CP) in which students were exposed to the
same learning task in a nonstructured setting,

(d) General

Self-Instructional Group (GSI) in which students were
provided with global problem solving self-statements and
explicit rationale for training sequence in addition to
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the task-specific statements provided to the other
three groups.

Miller found that the two groups provided

with self-instructional training (SSI and GRI) could
identify a significantly greater number of text
inconsistencies than could the other groups.

She

concluded that self-instructional training does increase
the comprehension monitoring ability of young children and
that self-verbalization strategies encourage more active
interaction between the learner and the text and thus
increase comprehension ability.
Grabe and Mann (1983) studied comprehension
monitoring ability of good and poor upper elementary and
college students.

In an effort to avoid methodological

difficulties of editor paradigms evident in similar
studies, Grabe and Mann had the subjects assume the role
of detectives and evaluate statements made by the criminal
suspects.

They emphasized the identification of

inconsistent information rather than the assessment of
difficulty level.

The subjects (fifth graders and college

students) played the computer controlled "Master Detective
Game".

Subjects consistently recognized consistent

statements, but had difficulty in recognizing interaction
between idea units.

While results indicated this training

strategy was not effective in producing identification of
inconsistent statements, it did indicate that
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comprehension monitoring ability can be improved.
Alexander, Goetz, Palmer and Mangano (1983) prepared
packets of training materials for provisionally admitted
college students. These packets included:
self-questioning handout,
checklist,

(a) a

(b) a self-questioning

(c) a set of studying scenarios,

(d) a

trainer's procedural handout, and (e) an outline of the
stages of fading.

After four class meetings during which

instructional material was utilized, students exhibited
improved performance on targeted (history) passages.
However, there was no transfer effect to other content
areas.
Bean, Singer, Sorter, and Frazee (1983) developed a
type of summarization training as a basis for student
generated questions on expository text.

Subjects (honors

eleventh grade history students) were taught a five step
strategy for summarizing and generating questions.
Effects of this training were positively related to
ability to synthesize and summarize text, but this
increased ability was evident only in situations similar
to ones used in training sessions, not in performance on
multiple choice tests used to ascertain improvement.
The impact of adult guidance on problem solving
ability of preschool, kindergarten and second grade
students was investigated by Nichols and Kontos (1984).
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The problem solving task consisted of the completion of
form board puzzles.

The adult guidance provided to some

of the students did not contribute to increased problem
solving ability or increased metacognitive skill.
Nicholas and Kontos maintain that self-initiated and
other directed problem-solving activity may play an active
part in the development of metacognitive abilities.
In summary, studies which attempt to increase
students' metacognitive abilities have often been
successful.

Some of these studies can be directly

related to increases in critical reading/thinking
ability; others provide background information which
might be adapted to the development of critical skills.
Results indicated improvement in both reading and
thinking skills.
Most researchers would agree that results of
studies which delve into higher level thinking skills
through the use of metacognitive strategies indicate
that tremendous possibilities exist in this area.

But,

the concepts a n d .instructional techniques are too new to
form any type of definitive conclusions.

Many studies

show results in the right direction but, for a variety
of reasons, results are not significant.

Often

techniques or training sessions must be modified or
subjects selected differently.

Results of these early

metacognitive studies should provide a good foundation
for developing a solution to the critical reading
deficiencies of today's school population.
Summary and Educational Implications
Theoretical, research-oriented information is
useful only when it can be used as a framework to
develop successful classroom instructional procedures.
Studies in the areas of critical reading and more
recent investigations concerning metacognition and
comprehension monitoring should definitely have a
bearing on the needs of today's students.
Dewey (1910) recognized the importance of being
able to think critically:
educational goal.

he considered it an essential

Critical reading is merely the

application of critical thinking to written material
(Russell, 1963).

During the 1950's and 1960's a wealth

of research concerning critical reading/thinking
skills was published.

Educators claimed this as one of

their highest priorities:

the responsibility to teach

students how to assume their rightful place as
critically thinking members of a democratic society.

Although many studies were conducted, the lack of a
readily accepted definition and the absence of measuring
instruments limited the comparison of results.

Most

definitions of critical reading/thinking include the
evaluation of evidence in the light of some norm or
standard.

Training studies attempted either to teach

isolated critical skills or to incorporate skill
development in existing curriculums.

Results of

these studies failed to offer any real remedy for the
failure of schools to teach students how to read or to
think critically.

Suggestions were often vague and

difficult for teachers to put into actual practice.
Often, desired student behaviors, rather than
instructional techniques, were offered (Kendall & Mason,
1982) .
More recently, however, critical skills have been
explored through the use of metacognitive strategies.
It appears that answers to past comprehension questions
might be found through analyzing results of studies in
which students are required to monitor their own
comprehension.

Metacognitive researchers offer specific

instructional techniques (Kendall & Mason, 1982).
Suggested procedures include requiring students to ask

themselves questions as they read, teaching them
strategies to resolve comprehension failure, and
providing 'real1 opportunities to apply such
information.

The role of teachers, especially their

skill in modelling appropriate behavior, is crucial to
the success of this process.
Kendall and Mason (1982) offer a word of caution:
an overt demonstration of an understanding of
metacognitive skills is often unnecessary.

A

distinction between the reading behavior of good and
poor readers must be recognized.

Good readers often use

strategies (which they have previously found to be
successful) on an unconscious level.

They may need to

consciously plan or reflect only when they encounter
complex text or comprehension failure, and then such
strategies are spontaneously used.

Poor readers, on the

other hand, may not even know when comprehension
failure has occurred, or may not have strategies
available for resolving difficulty.

Thus, while

constant reminders to monitor understanding and attempts
to bring unconscious processes to a conscious level may
be integral to comprehension of the poor reader, such
processes might actually interfere

with the

comprehension of the good reader who is already
unconsciously implementing such strategies
spontaneously.

Teachers often require students to learn

more skills than are necessary to decode words.

Kendall

and Mason fear that this same thing could happen with
metacognitive strategy training.

Evidence gleaned from

recent metacognitive studies should offer new insights
into many as yet unresolved educational problems,
including the problem of how to teach students to read
and think critically.

Perhaps the fact that past

researchers have considered critical reading a

separate

and distinct skill rather than a part of the overall
comprehension process has contributed to the lack of
success schools have experienced in this area.

It is

important to integrate data from past studies with
more recent information gained from metacognitive
research.

With new insights gained from such an

integration, students can be educated so that they
can reach their maximum potential and may assume their
rightful place as critical thinking and critical reading
members of our society.

Chapter 3

METHODS AND PROCEDURES
This study was conducted to determine the
effectiveness of a Metacognitive Strategies Training
package specifically designed to teach critical reading.
Subjects were not only taught metacognitive strategies,
but were also given the opportunity to practice the
successful use of such strategies in the context of
an interactive learning activity.

The application and

usefulness of these strategies to the critical analysis of
text was emphasized.

Results using this method were

compared to results obtained from a comparable group of
students instructed through the use of a more traditional
method of teaching critical reading:
materials.

the use of written

A control group received only regular Reading

Lab instruction which included, primarily, the independent
completion of assignments from an individualized program
of study.
The subjects, materials, procedures, and design used
in this study are described in greater detail in the
sections which follow.
Subjects
All entering freshmen students at Louisiana State
University with A.C.T. reading scores below 21 are given
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the Nelson-Denny Reading Test.

If this test indicates a

reading grade level between 8 and 11, students are
required to register for Developmental Reading Lab
sessions each semester until they complete course
requirements.

Reading Lab students must attend a

specified number of days, complete all assignments and
book reports, and maintain a C average on all tests.
Then, if at the end of the semester, their reading grade
placement on the Nelson Denny Test exceeds 11, they need
no longer register for Developmental Reading Lab sessions
Students enrolled in these sessions served as
subjects for this experimental study.

Two intact

laboratory sections of approximately 40 students each
were selected.

Ten students from each section were

randomly assigned to each of these groups:

(a)

Experimental Group 1 (Metacognitive Strategies Training
Package), (b) Experimental Group 2 (Passive Written
Procedure Package), and (c) Control Group.

Thus, there

were two ten-member groups for each of the three
categories of subjects with a total of 60 subjects.
Of these 60 subjects, only 50 remained for the
entire three week period.

Some subjects dropped out of

school or out of the Reading Lab course, others were
absent excessively, and a few requested to be dropped
from the study.

Of the 50 remaining subjects, 18 were
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in Experimental Group 1, 16 were in Experimental Group
2, and 16 were in the Control Group.

Only data on

these 50 subjects were used in the final analysis.
Materials
Materials used for this study were either copied or
adapted from commercial materials or other research
studies or were researcher-constructed.
of two main types:

Materials were

tests and training materials.

Critical reading tests, general comprehension tests and
strategy evaluation tests were used to determine treatment
effectiveness.

An attitude assessment instrument was used

to detect changes in attitude as a result of experimental
procedures.
Critical Reading Tests
A test of critical reading ability was used to
determine effectiveness of experimental procedures.

A

thorough review of the literature produced no adequate
standardized test that would meet the needs of this
study.

The only standardized critical thinking test in

wide use today, the Watson-Glaser (The Psychological
Corporation, 1980), was rejected for two reasons.
First, it was deemed to be too difficult to use with low
ability subjects.

Second, its emphasis is on critical

thinking rather than critical reading.

After a review of

researcher-designed tests that had been used in past

studies (Nardelli, 1957? Struthers, 1969? Taba et al.,
1964? Wolf et al., 1968; Worden, 1981), the Intermediate
Level of the Ohio State University (O.S.U.) Critical
Reading Test (Wolf, et al., 1968) was selected to be used
as a model for the construction of this study's critical
reading pre- and posttests.
this test:

There are three levels of

Primary Level 1 (first grade), Primary Level 2

(second and third grades), and Intermediate Level
(fourth-sixth grades) Tests were normed on a national
sample of 4991 students in 46 school systems from four
major geographical areas.

The average reliability (as

determined by Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 and 21 and
split-half coefficients) was found to be .79.
require students to:

Test items

evaluate internal consistency of

arguments, determine the presence of propaganda
techniques, identify and analyze others' points of view,
compare different texts, identify literary forms, analyze
story structure, and determine reliability of
sources.

Readability level of this intermediate level

test was declared by test developers to be at a fourth
grade level.

Although it was designed to test critical

reading skills of 4th-6th grade students, it was used as a
model for this study's test of college level students for
the following reasons:
1.

The skills tested by the O.S.U. Critical Reading
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Test are the same as those under consideration in the
present study.
2.

A test with a low readability level was deemed

preferable to insure that critical reading ability
and not decoding or general comprehension ability
was being measured.
3. The fact that the O.S.U. Critical Reading Test
has been normed on a large sample of students
should add an extra measure of reliability since
items included in the test designed for this study
were either copied from or closely modeled after
items found on the O.S.U. Critical Reading Test.
4.

The subjects in the present study were reading

well below grade level.
There is only one form of the O.S.U. Critical
Reading Test.

For the pilot study (see Appendix A ) , the

40 test items of the O.S.U. Critical Reading Test were
divided to create two forms (a pre- and posttest).

The

20 odd numbered items were used as a pretest and the 20
even numbered items were used as a posttest.

Results

of the pilot study indicated that these two forms were
not equivalent.

Skills were not equally divided nor

was the test long enough to adequately measure critical
reading ability.
Taking these inadequacies into consideration, a new

critical reading test was constructed.

Using 3 0 of the

items of the O.S.U. Critical Reading Test as a model, 30
new items were written.

The questions were intermingled

so that the new pre- and posttests contained equal
number of researcher-designed and original test items
and so that skill areas were equally divided.

The entire

test was administered to 15 reading education students to
determine the one best answer to each question.

To ensure

equivalency of pre- and posttests, all 60 items were
administered to

a group of 4 5 reading lab students who

did not participate in the regular study.
analysis was performed.

An item

Based on these results, items

were reassigned to either the pre- or posttest to ensure
that the two forms were of comparable difficulty and
reliability.

The resulting tests (see Appendix B) had an

average item discrimination value of .32 (Test A) and .30
(Test B)

(Hopkins & Stanley, 1981).

Hopkins and Stanley

(1981) consider test items with a discrimination value of
between .30 and .39 as being 'good* items.

The

reliability coefficient, as determined by the
Kuder-Richardson Formula 21, was .65 for Test A and .62
for Test B.
General Comprehension Tests
Four passages with their accompanying questions
were chosen as a measure of general comprehension

ability. The use of these passages was deemed preferable
to the use of a standardized reading comprehension test
because they represented the type of comprehension
activities these students would come in contact with in
their regular reading lab work and because they were
considered by the researcher to be adequate measures of
the type of general comprehension ability addressed by
this study.

Two of these’passages were used as a pretest

and two were used as a posttest.

Pre- and posttest

passages were comparable according to form, style, and
readability; each test contained 31 items.

Passages were

chosen from Timed Readings by Edward Spargo and Glenn
R. Williston (Jamestown Publishers, 1980) and Readincr
Comprehension in Varied Subject Matter by Jane Ervin
(Educators Publishing Service, Inc., 1981).

General

comprehension test passages used in the pilot study were
on an eighth grade readability level (Fry, 1977) and were
not sufficiently challenging to produce adequate
variance.

The current materials were on a tenth grade

readability level (Fry, 1977).

Questions which

accompanied passages tested all levels of comprehension
(literal, inferential and critical/interpretive).
Strategy Evaluation Tests
Strategy evaluation forms were devised so that
increases in subjects' use of instructed strategies
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could be determined.

Subjects were presented with both

a pretest and a posttest passage and were required to
answer certain questions in which they demonstrated
their ability to use instructed strategies (questioning,
summarizing, predicting, and distinguishing between fact
and opinion).

These passages were similar to those used

during the actual instructional phase of this study.

A

copy of both the pre- and the posttest passages as well
as the strategy evaluation form can be found in Appendix
D.
In order to detect improvement of subjects in this
area, a strategy evaluation rating scale was devised.
The pre-and posttest passages were given to 20 elementary
school teachers.

These teachers were asked to determine

which of the passage sentences they believed were fact and
which were opinion.

They were also asked to underline

several sentences in each passage which stated the main
idea of the text.

These responses were compiled and

tabulated and used to construct a list of sentences which
(for purposes of scoring subject responses) were to be
considered as facts and opinions.

Also, on the basis of

these teachers' responses, a list of sentences which
should be included in a 'good' passage summary was
compiled.

On both pre- and post-tests, subjects were

awarded points on the basis of the number of these
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facts/opinions and summary statements they included, the
quality of their questions (literal, inferential,
critical/interpretive), and the appropriateness and/or
accuracy of their predictions.

A copy of this rating

scale and the list of facts/opinions and summary
statements are included in Appendix E.
The researcher and three independent raters evaluated
each subject's responses on the pre- and post evaluation
forms.

So that sample tests would be available to train

evaluators, some Strategy Evaluation Tests were given to
Reading Lab students who were not a part of the regular
study.

Using these sample tests, raters were trained by

the researcher during informal sessions.

The researcher

explained procedures and modeled scoring of several
tests; she then watched as each rater attempted to score
three additional tests.

All raters adequately

demonstrated that they understood and could apply the
evaluation procedures before they were allowed to score
actual student tests.
Attitude Survey Instrument
Pilot study subjects seemed to develop more positive
attitudes throughout the training period, but there was no
instrument to objectively measure these changes.

For this

reason, an attitude survey instrument was constructed by
the researcher.

This instrument was designed to determine
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changes in attitude of involved subjects during the three
week training period.

Item content was determined through

an evaluation of oral and written comments made by pilot
study subjects and observations and anecdotal notes made
by the researcher.

Attitudes of subjects both before and

after the experimental treatments were assessed.

Subjects

were asked to rate their feelings toward: themselves as
readers, reading in general, reading lab instruction, and
metacognitive and critical reading strategies.

A

five-point Likert scale was used to record student
responses on this 18 item instrument.

A copy of this

attitude survey can be found in Appendix F.
Training Materials
Training materials were developed or copied for
both Strategy Training and Corrective Feedback Training.
The Strategy Training materials for Experimental Group 1
consisted of scripts and fill-in-the blank student
worksheets.

The scripts were for the researcher to use

(during Phase 1) when explaining the following strategies:
formulating good questions, predicting, summarizing, and
speculating about the author's intended tone or purpose.
These scripts were modeled after those used in a study by
Palincsar and Brown (1983, 1984) and were used to help
subjects focus on their own mental processes.

The

accompanying student worksheets for formulating questions,
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predicting and summarizing strategies were copied from the
Palincsar and Brown study and the student worksheet for
the speculating strategy was researcher-constructed.
These directions and worksheets are included in Appendix
G.
Although strategies taught to Experimental Group 2
were identical to those taught to Experimental Group 1,
there was no oral interaction or dialogue among Group 2
members.

Explicit, concisely written directions explained -

instructions, strategies, and procedures to these
subjects.

While directions reminded readers to read

carefully or to follow instructions precisely, there was
no attempt made to encourage subjects to actively monitor
their own comprehension.

The metacognitive component

which was a distinguishing factor in Experimental Group
l's training was not included in these written
procedures.

Subjects completed the same student

worksheets as Experimental Group 1.

As previously noted,

this is the type of critical reading instruction often
found in classrooms:

students are given worksheets or

dittos and expected to work independently with little
teacher guidance (Durkin, 1978-79? Patching et al., 1983).
Twelve commercially prepared text passages were
selected for use as training materials (during Phase 2)
from the following sources:

Essential Skills by Walter

Pauk (Jamestown Publishers, 1982), Reading Comprehension
in Varied Subject Matter by Jane Ervin (Educators
Publishing Service, Inc. 1980), and Timed Readings by
Edward Spargo and Glenn R. Williston (Jamestown
Publishers, 198 0).

These passages were all reported by

the publishers to be on a 6th, 7th, or 8th grade
readability level.

The criterion for passage selection

was that the content lend itself to critical analysis and
meaningful student discussion.

Passages allowed for

varying opinions on a variety of subjects.

The 12

passages selected for inclusion in this study were the
same as those used in the pilot study.

These same

practice passages were used both as part of Experimental
Group l's Metacognitive Strategies Training Package and as
part of Experimental Group 2's Passive Written Procedure
Package (see Appendix H ) .
When analyzing text passages during phase two,
Experimental Group 2 subjects recorded their responses on
a researcher-constructed worksheet.

This worksheet

required the subjects to write much of the same factual
information that was discussed during their phase two
(Corrective Feedback Training) by Experimental Group l
subjects.

Before reading the passage, they were asked to

use the title to predict what they thought the passage
would be about.

Then, after reading the text carefully,
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they were asked to complete the worksheet by:

(a)

formulating two 'good' comprehension questions about the
passage ('good' questions do not ask about trivial
details, but require higher level cognitive skills), (b)
summarizing the passage,
author wrote the passage,

(c) telling why they thought the
(d) giving text examples of

facts and/or opinions, and (e) writing down any
difficulties they might have had.
worksheet for each passage read.

Subjects completed one
A copy of this worksheet

is in Appendix I.
Newspaper articles which would lend themselves to
critical analysis and meaningful discussions were selected
for use during Phase 3 with both experimental groups (See
Appendix J ) .
Procedures
The experimental procedures in this study were
designed to test the effectiveness of a Metacognitive
Strategies Training Package devised by the researcher to
improve critical reading ability.

This Metacognitive

Strategies Training Package was adapted from a similar
'package' described in recent research reports published
by the Center for the Study of Reading (Brown & Palincsar,
1982; Palincsar, 1984; Palincsar & Brown, 1983, 1984).
Training Procedures
In this study, training was administered to two
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experimental groups.

Two ten-member groups received a

Metacognitive Strategies Training Package.

An additional

two groups of ten members each received training through
the use of a Passive Written Procedure Package.

Two

ten-member groups served as a Control Group who received
only regular Reading Lab instruction.

All training was

conducted by the researcher.
During the first phase, subjects in both experimental
groups were instructed in a type of Strategy Training
intended to increase critical reading.
strategies were stressed:

The following

summarizing, questioning,

predicting, and speculating on an author's intended tone
or purpose.

Strategy Training included oral directions

and/or interaction for

Experimental Group 1 and written

instructions for Experimental Group 2.
During the second phase, subjects were provided
with the opportunity to practice strategies they were
taught while analyzing text passages.

Experimental

Group 1 did this through the use of a Corrective Feedback
Procedure which involved an oral dialogue among group
members.

This procedure was closely modeled after

the Reciprocal Teaching Procedure developed by Palincsar
and Brown (Palincsar, 1984a, 1984b; Palincsar & Brown,
1983, 1984).

Experimental Group 2 subjects practiced

strategies in writing as

a continuation of their Passive
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Written Procedure; they were given written instructions
and were required to complete worksheets concerning their
use of the strategies.
Experimental Group l's Metacognitive Strategies
Training included a third phase called Strategy
Application.

Subjects were helped to practice strategy

use with materials which had practical significance to
them.
Thus, the Metacognitive Strategies Training Package
used with Experimental Group 1 was comprised of Strategy
Training, Corrective Feedback Training, and Strategy
Application; and the Passive Written Procedure Package
used with Experimental Group 2 was comprised of strategy
Training and written strategy practice.
The following schedule was followed:
Days 1-2

Pretests and pre-attitude survey

Days 3-6

Strategy Training (Groups 1 and 2)

Days 7-12

Corrective Feedback Training (Group 1)
Strategy practice (Group 2)

Days 13-14

Strategy Application (Group 1)
Continue strategy practice (Group 2)

Days 15-16

Posttests and post-attitude survey

Following is a detailed discussion of the treatment
designed for each group.
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Experimental Group 1
Experimental Group 1 received a Metacognitive
Strategies Training Package specifically designed to
increase critical reading ability.

Subjects received

Strategy Training, Corrective Feedback Training, and
Strategy Application Training.

The key element in this

training, and the one that made it unique from other
studies, was the metacognitive aspect;

and it was this

metacognitive element that distinguished the Experimental
Group l's training from Experimental Group 2's.

Subjects

were made aware of their mental processes so that they
could recognize when a 'breakdown' in comprehension
occurred and could be cognizant of strategies to eliminate
such problems.

Through teacher modeling of these normally

unconscious processes and through the provision of
opportunities to consciously monitor progress, it was
hoped that metacognitive awareness would be heightened.
The self-verbalization strategy was designed to make
the students more aware of their own understanding.
Following is a detailed description of Strategy Training,
Corrective Feedback Training, and Strategy Application.
Strategy training.

Strategy training lasted for

approximately 3 0 minutes and was conducted each day, for
four days, during the regularly scheduled 55 minute
reading laboratory period.

For the remaining 25 minutes,
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students participated in regular reading laboratory work.
On each of the four days allotted for this phase of
the training, Group 1 was instructed in the use of one
of the following strategies:
questions,

(b) predicting,

(a) formulating 'good'

(c) summarizing, and (d)

speculating about the author's tone or purpose.

These

strategies were selected only after a careful analysis
of research findings revealed their applicability not
only to critical reading, but also to metacognitive
awareness.

If properly used, they should serve as both

comprehension-fostering

and comprehension-monitoring

activities (Palincsar & Brown, 1983).
Strategy Training for Experimental Group 1 included
the following steps:

(a) The researcher explained the

importance of the particular strategy under consideration,
(b) The researcher modeled appropriate use of the strategy
using sample passages,

(c) The students were provided with

opportunities to practice using the strategies in a group
situation.

Practice exercises

included instances in

which students had to choose correct answers from a list
and also instances where they had to formulate their own
answers.

The researcher provided ample feedback during

this phase.
Corrective feedback training.

During the next five

days of training, subjects had the opportunity to apply
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the strategies they had learned while they were critically
analyzing text passages (see Appendix F ) .

This training

also lasted approximately 30 minutes each day.
The subjects and the researcher engaged in a type
of interactive dialogue closely modeled after that used
in the Reciprocal Teaching Procedure developed by
Palincsar and Brown (1983, 1984).

Group interaction

proceeded according to the following sequence:
1.

One group member was appointed 'leader'.

2.

The 'leader' read the title of the sample text
and tried to predict what the material was
about.

3.

All group members read the passage silently.

4.

The 'leader' commented on the accuracy of
his/her prediction.

5.

The'leader' summarized the passage for the
other group members.

6.

The 'leader' commented on the author's reasons
for writing the passage and identified the
text sections that were based on fact and/or
opinion.

A major portion of the discussion

time.was spent on this step.

Text passage

topics had been selected so as to maximize
group discussion at this point.
7.

The 'leader' formulated a 'good' comprehension

13 0

question for each group member and allowed
him/her to answer.

'Good' comprehension

questions do not ask for trivial or unimportant
details, nor merely literal information.
For the first text sample, the researcher served as
the 'leader'.

Then the position was rotated among other

group members each time a new passage was read.

Because

of the interactive nature of this phase, group size
should be limited to five.

Therefore, after the procedure

was modeled several times with the whole group, subjects
were divided into two groups of five.

The researcher

rotated between the two groups and participated as a group
member.

Her function was to provide corrective feedback

by encouraging quality responses through prompting,
probing, modeling, and, as the necessity arose, further
instructing.

The scope of her role depended upon

individual student needs and diminished, as it did in the
pilot study (see Appendix A ) , as the subjects became more
proficient with the procedure.
completed each day.

Two text passages were

By the end of the five day period,

each group member had had the opportunity to be the
'leader' two times.
Strategy application.

This third phase was added

as a result of Pilot Study recommendations that subjects
be provided with the opportunity to practice strategies
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in situations which they might encounter outside of the
experimental setting.

For this phase, subjects worked

in pairs and practiced the metacognitive techniques
employed in Corrective Feedback while critically analyzing
relevant materials.

These materials consisted of recent

newspaper articles.

Each member of the pair took a turn

analyzing the materials.

The other pair member provided

positive or negative feedback.

Subjects were encouraged

to use strategies learned during Strategy Training;
however, discussion was more flexible and subjects were
not required to follow a set pattern.
This training took place after subjects had been
provided with the opportunity to orally evaluate training
techniques and their applicability.

This verbalization of

feelings and attitudes was designed to allow subjects to
receive maximum benefit from the Strategy Application
Phase.

This phase lasted for two days.

Experimental Group 2
The content of Experimental Group 2's instruction
was the same as Experimental Group l's.

They, too,

worked for approximately 3 0 minutes each day and received
25 minutes of regular reading lab instruction during their
scheduled class period.

The major differences between

these two groups was the mode of instruction and the
metacognitive element.

Group 2's subjects were instructed

through the use of a Passive Written Procedure Package.
They worked independently using written instructions and
did not participate in any oral group interaction.

The

metacognitive component which provided Group 1's subj ects
with an awareness of their cognitive processing was not
included.

These students were not made cognizant of their

mental processes nor were they taught how to determine
when these mental processes 'broke-down1 or what to do to
remedy comprehension failure.

Written instructions

reminded students to read carefully or to make up high
level questions, but stopped short of providing them with
the feedback necessary to teach and/or promote adequate
comprehension monitoring.
Strategy training.

Strategy training for

Experimental Group 2 consisted of clear, explicitly
written instructions which explained the use of the
strategies taught to Experimental Group 1:

summarizing,

questioning, predicting, and speculating about the
author's intended tone or purpose.

The same sample text

passages and questions that were used with Group 1 were
distributed to Group 2 subjects (See Appendix G).
However, group members read directions and wrote all
answers rather than listening to directions, watching the
researcher model, or participating in group discussions.
There was no interaction among group members or with the
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researcher.
Strategy practice.

Subjects spent eight days

reading the same type of text passages (see Appendix H)
and newspaper articles (see Appendix I) as Group 1, but
were not involved in any group interaction or corrective
feedback procedures.
in writing.

Instead, subjects answered questions

The same worksheet (see Appendix I)

accompanied each text passage.

The students first had to

predict, from the title, what the passage would be about.
They were asked to read the passage carefully and to
complete the worksheet by:

(a) making up two 'good'

(high

cognitive level) comprehension questions about the
passage,

(b) summarizing the passage,

(c) telling why they

thought

the author wrote this passage,

(d) giving text

examples of facts and/or opinions, and (e) writing down
any difficulties they might have had.

These subjects

read two passages each day and completed one worksheet for
each passage, a total of 12 passages and four newspaper
articles.
Before the first session, the researcher explained
how to complete the worksheet.

She explained the

importance of predicting from the title only and
encouraged subjects not to look at the passage before
performing this activity.

Each other step of the

procedure was thoroughly explained and questions
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answered.

The researcher passed out written materials

to group members at the beginning of each session.
Subjects were allowed to work independently for the 30
minute period.

Instructions were very clearly written

so as to eliminate interpretation problems.

After the

first day of this activity, worksheets were returned to
students.

Comments, written by the researcher, advised

them as to the adequacy of their

responses.

This was

done only one time.
Control Group
The Control Group continued with regular classroom
instruction during this three week period.

The program

at the Louisiana State University Developmental Reading
Lab is highly individualized.

Each student's strengths

and weaknesses are diagnosed and an individual program
of study is designed for him/her.

This program consists

of assignments in various commercial materials depending
upon areas of strengths and weaknesses..

Each week, blocks

of time are set aside for total group instruction.

During

this time the class, as a whole, concentrates on one
particular skill area (e.g. use of context, pre-reading
and establishing a purpose for reading, effective reading
habits, etc.).

Students are required to read books of

their own choice outside of class and to give oral
book reports to the instructor(s) eight times during the

semester. The students progress through assignments
individually at their own pace.

After completion of one

(or more) assignment, work is checked by a student
worker.

Students then review the assignment with an

instructor who advises them of what to do next (re-do
assignment, do more work in the same area, or move on
to another area).

One or more instructors and one or

more graduate assistants are assigned to each section of
2 0-40 students.
the semester.

This procedure is followed throughout
The possibility exists that Control Group

subjects, during the course of their regular Reading Lab
instruction, could have been exposed to the four
strategies taught to the Experimental Groups.

However,

since each student was 'locked-in' to his own individual
program of study through which he independently
progressed, that possibility was minimized.

Experimental

Group subjects were also exposed to 25 minutes of regular
Reading Lab instruction.

This should have helped to

cancel out any gains made by Control Group subjects which
could have affected analysis of treatment effects.
Experimental Design
A randomized pretest-posttest control group design
was used (see Figure 1).
The independent variable was group membership.
experimental group was instructed using a cognitive

One
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Ficrure 1 .

R

0^

Og

(Experimental Group

1)

R

0i X 2

O2

(Experimental Group

2)

R

0!

02

(Control Group)

The randomized pretest-posttest control group

design.

Notes N.
R

refers to randomized assignment of subjects

°1 refers to pretests
°2 refers to posttests
*1 refers to treatment for Experimental Group l
*2 refers to treatment for Experimental Group 2

(Adapted from Campbell & Stanley, 19 63)
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skills package which included both critical strategy
training (Strategy Training) and an opportunity to apply
strategies and receive corrective feedback during an
interactive learning situation (Corrective Feedback
Training).

A second experimental group received critical

strategy training and practice using a Passive Written
Procedure Package.

A control group received only regular

Reading Lab instruction.

The dependent variables were:

(a) scores on tests of critical reading ability,
scores on general comprehension tests,

(b)

(c) scores on

Strategy Evaluation Tests, and (d) results of attitude
surveys.
Analysis of Results
A mixed analysis of variance (Kirk, 1982) was used
to determine effectiveness of experimental treatments on
critical reading, general comprehension abilities, and
ability to use instructed strategies.

A separate analysis

was performed for each of these three measures.

This

analysis compared between and within group variance
in an attempt to discover the effect of the Metacognitive
Strategies Training Package and the Passive Written Proce
dure Package on post-test results.

The effects of group,

time-of-test, and group X time-of-test interaction were
examined.

However, it is the interaction (group X

time-of-test) effect that would really reveal treatment
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effectiveness and it was the central focus of the tested
hypotheses discussed in Chapter 1.
the .05 level of significance.

Data was analyzed at

Attitude surveys were

analyzed separately through a visual inspection of
scores.

Results of these analyses are discussed in

Chapter 4.
Summary
This study was designed to test the effectiveness
of a metacognitive training technique for increasing the
ability to critically analyze written materials.
study took

The

place over a three week period and used

students in the Developmental Reading Lab at L.S.U. as
subjects.

Experimental Group 1 consisted of two groups

of ten students each who were instructed with a
Metacognitive Strategies Training Package.

They were

taught appropriate strategies (Strategy Training),
provided with an opportunity to practice the use of
these strategies in the context of an interactive learning
situation (Corrective Feedback Training) which involved
participation in a group dialogue, and then allowed to
apply those strategies to meaningful learning situations
(Strategy Practice).
Experimental Group 2 subjects (two groups of ten
each) were instructed with a Passive Written Procedure
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Package which involved a more traditional type of critical
skill instruction.

They were taught the same strategies

and were provided with the same sample text passages to
practice strategy use as Experimental Group 1, but they
were not involved in any type of oral interaction.

Their

instructions were written and they wrote their answers
and/or reactions rather than discuss them with the
researcher or other group members.

Thus, the

metacognitive component of the first experimental training
procedure was not included.

A control group (two groups

of ten each) received only regular Reading Lab
instruction.
All three groups were pretested with a critical
reading test, a general comprehension test, a strategy
evaluation test, and an attitude assessment.
After completion of the instructional phases, all
groups were posttested with different, but comparable,
forms of the critical reading test, the comprehension
test, and the strategy evaluation test.

They were again

administered the attitude inventory and also encouraged
to, informally and orally, express their feelings toward
the study and its usefulness.
A mixed analysis of variance was used to analyze
the data.

Attitude surveys were informally evaluated to

see if there was a relationship between group membership

and change in attitude.

Chapter 4

FINDINGS AND RESULTS
Various tests were administered and data from these
tests were analyzed to determine effectiveness of
experimental procedures used in this study.

These tests

were designed to measure critical reading ability and
included both pre- and posttest measures of critical
reading, general comprehension, strategy use and attitude.
Test results and analysis of these results are presented
in this chapter.
Pre- and posttest measures were administered to all
three groups.

It was hypothesized that increases in

subjects' scores on these tests would be evidence of the
effectiveness of experimental procedures. Student scores
on the critical reading, comprehension, and strategy
evaluation tests were analyzed using a mixed analysis of
variance (Kirk, 1982).

This statistical procedure was

chosen because it considers each test (pre- and post-) to
be a repeated measure over a specified time period. Since
very small differences were noted in attitude survey preand posttest scores, these results were analyzed
separately.
Between group variance was analyzed to determine if
141
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the metacognitive training administered to Experimental
Group 1 was more effective than either the Passive
Written Training administered to the second experimental
group or the. regular reading lab instruction encountered
by the Control Group. Since other variables were held
constant, it was the hypothesis of this study that any
variation in subjects' achievement could be attributed
to type of treatment.

Analysis of variance for the mixed

design was performed to test effects of: method of
instruction, time-of-test (pretest versus posttest
scores), and group X time-of-test interaction (differences
among group pre- and posttest differences).
Results of each type of evaluation procedure are
presented and discussed below.
Critical Reading Tests
Pre- and posttests results on the critical reading
test for all three groups were converted to percentages of
total items correct.

Table 1 presents means and standard

deviations for the three groups' tests.
As shown in Table 1, very small mean differences
were noted throughout. The largest difference between
groups was only 9.17 percentage points (between
Experimental Group 1 and Control Group on the pretest).
The mixed analysis of variance procedure revealed no main
effect for group, F(2,47) = 1.11, p

< .34, (see Table 2).

Table 1

Critical Reading Test Means (and Standard Deviations 1 by
Time-of-test and Treatment

Exp.Grp.1
(n=18)

(n=16)

(n=16)

Across
Grps.
(n=50)

Pre-Test

67.83
(10.81)

70.50
(10.65)

77.00
(6.94)

71.62
(10.25)

Post-Test

72.89
(17.71)

73.56
(13.00)

74.63
(11.60)

73.66
(14.22)

70.36

72.03

75.81

72.64
(11.89)

Across
Times

Exp.Grp.2

Cont.Grp.
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The difference between pre- and posttests across
groups was only 2 percentage points (see Table 1).

The

effect for time-of-test was non-significant, F(l,47) =
1.33, p

< .25, (see Table 2). More importantly,

differences among group pre- and posttest differences
were very small (Group 1 gained 5.06 points, Group 2
gained 3.06 points, Control Group lost 2.37 points).

A

test for significance of differences among those
differences (i.e. the test for a group X time-of-test
interaction) was nonsignificant, F (2,47) = 1.80,

e

<

.18, (see Table 2).
In summary, inspection of scores revealed small
mean differences both between and within groups. Results
of tests for effects of group, time-of-test, and group X
time-of-test interaction were nonsignificant.

The

critical reading test score was not significantly affected
by the different instructional procedures used in the
three groups.
Comprehension Tests
Two separate comprehension measures were taken from
commercially prepared materials designed for comprehension
instruction (Educators Publishing Service, Inc., 1980;
Jamestown Publishers, 1980) and administered to all three
groups as a pre-test;

two different but comparable

measures served as a post-test (see chapter 3).

1^5

Table 2

Critical Reading Analysis of Variance Table

Source

df

Between Ss

49

Group (G)
Subjects (G)
Within Ss

MS

SS

F

11592.04
2

520.89

260.45

47

11071.15

235.56

50

1.11

3558.30

Time-of-test <T>

1

91.34

91.34

1.33

T X G

2

246.14

123.07

1.80

47

3220.82

68.53

T X Subj (G)
Total

99

P

15150.34

.:
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Comprehension test scores were the total numbers of
correct answers on these measures.

The numbers were

then converted to one score which represented a total
percentage correct on the pretest and one score which
represented a total percentage correct on the
posttest.

The same statistical procedure and the same

type of comparisons as those used with the critical
reading tests were used with these data.

Means and

standard deviations of the comprehension test results
for all three groups are presented in Table 3.
Even smaller differences between groups than those
found in the critical reading test scores were noted (see
Table 3). The largest difference (only 3.94 percentage
points) was between the pretest scores of Experimental
Group 2 and the Control Group. The mixedanalysis of
variance procedure failed to find a group main effect,
F(2, 47) = .77, p

< .47,

(see Table 3).

The difference between pre- and posttests across
groups was only .5 of a percentage point (see Table
3).

As seen in Table 4, time-of-test effect was

non-significant, F(l, 47) = .15, p < .70.

Of more

importance, however, was the very small difference
among group pre- and posttest differences; the largest
difference among differences was only 2.63 points (between
group 2 and the control group).

Group 1 lost .27 points,

Table 3

Comprehension Test Means fand Standard Deviations) by
Time-of-test and Treatment

Exp.Grp.1

Exp.Grp.2

Cont.Grp.

Across
Grps.
(n=50)

(n=18)

(n=16)

(n=16)

Pre-Test

87.94
(6.58)

85.81
(9.04)

89.75
(5.43)

87.84
(7.19)

Post-Test

87.67
(5.24)

86.50
(8.34)

87.81
(10.13)

87.34
(7.91)

87.81

86.16

88.78

87.59
(9.13)

Across
Times
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Table 4

Comprehension Test Analysis of Variance Table

Source

df

Between Ss

49

Group (G)
Subjects (G)
Within Ss

SS

MS

2

112.86

56.43

47

3438.83

73.17

50

6.46

T X G

2

28.26

47

2015.99

Total

99

.77

•

2050.71
1

(G)

P

3551.69

Time-of-test (T)

T X Subj

F

5602.40

6.46

.15

14.13

.33

42.89

1
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group 2 gained .69 points, and the Control Group lost 1.94
points.

Statistical procedures revealed

that the effect

of the group X time-of-test interaction was
nonsignificant, F(2, 47) = .33, p

< .72.

As with the critical reading tests, small mean
differences were noted throughout.

Effects of group,

time-of-test, and group X time-of-test interaction were
tested; all were found to be non-significant.
Comprehension test scores were not affected by the
experimental instructional procedures used with
Experimental Groups 1 and 2.
Strategy Evaluation Tests
As discussed in Chapter 3, it was assumed that the
effectiveness of strategy training could be measured by
critical reading and comprehension tests.

It was

anticipated, though, that subjects might learn the
metacognitive strategies, but fail to apply them to
the broader, but related, tasks involved in the critical
reading and comprehension tests.

As a more direct

measure of subjects' ability to actually use instructed
techniques, an additional measure was obtained.

Subjects

were required to analyze two text passages by:
formulating

'good' comprehension questions, summarizing

the passages, predicting (from the titles) what the
passages would be about, and distinguishing between facts

and opinions.

One passage was given as a pretest, and

another as a posttest.

In an attempt to standardize

evaluation of strategy use and/or application, a strategy
evaluation form was developed (See appendix E ) .

The

researcher and three independent evaluators rated each
subject's pre- and posttests and awarded points according
to specified

objectives (See evaluation criteria in

Appendix E ) . Inter-rater reliability, as determined by
correlation coefficients, was .83.

Points awarded by each

of the four evaluators were averaged and this average was
used as the subject's score on each of the four pretest
and four posttest tasks.

Tasks included predicting,

summarizing, developing high level comprehension
questions, and determining facts and opinions. Individual
task scores were then added to obtain a total score for
each subject. These raw scores represent the number of
points awarded out of a total of 13 possible points (2
points for prediction, 6 points for questions, 2 points
for summary, and 3 points for facts/opinions).
The total pretest score and the total posttest
score were then considered as two dependent variables and
analyzed using a mixed analysis of variance procedure.

As

with the critical reading and comprehension tests, group
and time-of-test effects were tested as well as the group
X time-of-test interaction.
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Means and standard deviations for strategy evaluation
tests are presented in Table 5. Mean scores of all three
groups for both pre- and posttests were very close.

When

testing for group effect, the mixed analysis of variance
procedure revealed no significant differences, F(2,47) =
.20, p < .82, (see Table 6).
The difference between pre- and posttests across
groups was also very small (a gain of only .57 points).
The effect for time-of test, as seen in Table 6, was
significant, F(l,47) = 6.76 p < .01.
Of more importance, the differences among group
pre- and posttest differences (group X time-of-test
interaction) were small.

As shown in Table 5, group 1

showed a gain of 1.16, group 2 a loss of .04, and the
control group a gain of .51; so the largest difference
between differences was only 1.20 points (between group 1
and group 2).

Analysis of Variance showed no significant

effect for the interaction of group X time-of-test effect,
F(2, 47) = 2.77, p < .07, (See Table 6).
Statistical analysis revealed that there were no
significant effects for either group or the interaction
of group X time-of-test.

Strategy use, as measured

by these strategy evaluation tasks, did not increase
significantly as a result of experimental instructional
procedures.
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Table 5

Strategy Evaluation Test Means fand Standard Deviations)
by Time-of-test and Treatment

Exp.Grp.1

Exp.Grp.2

Cont.Grp.

(n=18)

(n=16)

Pre-Test

4.81
(1.51)

5.38
(1.02)

5.29
(0.87)

5.15
(1.19)

Post-Test

5.97
(1.27)

5.34
(1.00)

5.80
(1.20)

5.72
(1.17)

5.39

5.36

5.55

5.43
(1.53)

Across
Times

(n=16)

Across
Grps.
(n=50)
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Table 6

Strategy Evaluation Analysis of Variance Table

Source

df

Between Ss

49

Group (G)
Subjects (G)
Within Ss

MS

SS

F

78. 62
2

0.65

0.32

47

77.97

1. 66

50

.20

1

7.41

7.41

6.76

T X G

2

6.07

3.03

2.77

47

51.56

1.10

Total

(G)
99

•

1

*

1

65.04

Time-of-test (T)

T X Subj

P

143.66
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Attitude Survey
In an effort to detect attitude changes over time,
a researcher-constructed attitude survey was administered
prior and subsequent to treatment to all participants.
This attitude survey (see Appendix F) was composed of 18
individual items which questioned subjects' attitudes
toward: themselves as readers, reading in general, reading
lab instruction, and metacognitive and critical reading
strategies.

A five-point Likert scale was used for

student responses.
Table 7 presents mean scores by group for each of
the 18 test items.

Pre- and posttest differences in

attitude scores were negligible. The largest item
differences (.7 points, in the direction of a more
positive attitude) were on items 10 (11 can understand
an assignment better if I read the directions myself
rather than listen to someone explain them to me') and
12 ('I resent having to take this course1).

Since pre-

and posttest differences, averaged across all 18 items,
were only in hundredths of percentage points (Experimental
Group 1 , .03 points; Experimental Group 2, .04 points?
Control Group,.01 point) further analyses were not deemed
necessary.
Summary
A mixed analysis of variance procedure was used to
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Table 7

Attitude Survev Test Mean Scores bv Item and Treatment

Question
Number

Exp.
Grp. 1

Exp.
Grp. 2

Contro;
Grp.

1

Pre-test
Post-test

2.7
2.7

3.1
2.7

2.8
3.2

2

Pre-test
Post-test

3.4
3.6

3.3
3 .0

3.3
3.9

3

Pre-test
Post-test

3.7
3.5

3.3
3.8

3.2
3.5

4

Pre-test
Post-test

3.3
3.1

3.1
3.1

3 .0
3.3

5

Pre-test
Post-test

2.9
3.1

3.5
3.0

3.5
3.1

6

Pre-test
Post-test

2.8
2.3

2.9
3.0

3.0
2.5

7

Pre-test
Post-test

3.1
2.8

2.9
3.1

2.7
3.0

8

Pre-test
Post-test

2.5
2.7

2.8
2.9

2.2
2.4

9

Pre-test
Post-test

3.5
3.5

4.1
4.0

3.7
3.9

10

Pre-test
Post-test

2.4
2.6

2.8
2.9

3.1
2.4

11

Pre-test
Post-test

3.2
2.9

2.9
2.8

2.8
2.8

12

Pre-test
Post-test

3.0
3.5

2,9
3.6

3.6
3.8
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13

Pre-test
Post-test

3.0
2.6

2.9
3.4

2.9
2.7

14

Pre-test
Post-test

1.7
1.7

1.9
2.0

1.8

15

Pre-test
Post-test

3.9
4.1

4.1
3.9

4.3
3.9

16

Pre-test
Post-test

1.0
1.1

1.4
1.4

1.5
1.2

17

Pre-test
Post-test

3.1
2.9

3.1
3.1

3.1
3.3

18

Pre-test
Post-test

2.1
2.1

2.0
1.9

1.6
1.6

1.7

analyze data obtained from the critical reading, general
comprehension, and strategy use tests.

Attitude survey

test scores were not statistically analyzed since pre- and
posttest differences were so small.

No relevant

statistically significant differences were found.

Data

obtained from this study did not support the hypotheses
that the Metacognitive Strategies Training Procedure would
effectively increase critical reading ability, general
comprehension ability or strategy use or that it would
lead to improved attitudes toward reading.

Chapter 5

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The major purpose of this study was to examine the
effectiveness of a teaching procedure designed to increase
critical reading ability through the use of metacognitive
strategies.

It was hypothesized that subjects who were

instructed with a Metacognitive Strategies Training
Package would perform significantly better on tests of
critical reading ability, general comprehension ability,
and strategy use than subjects who received written
training or subjects who received no extra training at
all. It was further hypothesized that these experimental
subjects would exhibit increased positive attitudes toward
reading.
A mixed analysis of variance procedure was used to
analyze differences both between and within the
instructional groups. Effects of group, time-of-test, and
group X time-of-test interaction were analyzed for
critical reading, general comprehension, and strategy
evaluation tests.

Attitude survey instruments were

analyzed separately.
This chapter includes an analysis of the
effectiveness of this study, a discussion of limitations,
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implications for future research, and a summary of the
study.
Effectiveness of Study
Group Differences
Statistical analysis did not reveal any significant
differences among the three groups. No treatment was found
to be more effective than any other. Thus, no support is
provided for the hypotheses that the experimental group
receiving the metacognitive strategies training would
perform better on tasks involving critical reading
ability, general comprehension ability, or strategy use.
Also, no significant increases in positive attitudes of
these students were detected.
Qualitative analysis was not a part of the original
design for this study;

however, the researcher did

observe some positive changes in experimental group
subjects' behavior and attitudes during treatment.
Although there was no formal method of quantifying such
changes, anecdotal notes made by the researcher suggest
that subjects began to have more confidence in their
ability to analyze their own comprehension success
and/or failure.

Strategy training provided the subjects

with tools to analyze material on all levels; Corrective
Feedback Training and Strategy Application gave them the
opportunity to practice the use of such strategies.
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During informal observation of subjects during
Corrective Feedback sessions, the researcher observed
situations in which students were successfully using
instructed strategies.

As discussed in Chapter 3,

strategies emphasized in this study can be used for all
levels of comprehension; but it was the aim of this study
to relate the use of those strategies to critical
analysis.

While questioning, summarizing, and predicting

provided important first steps in the critical reading
process, the last strategy, determining the author's
intended tone or purpose, was the most crucial to an
in-depth understanding and analysis of text passages.
Informal discussions with students indicated a change
in attitudes.

However, the paper-and-pencil test

administered to them did not reveal such changes.
Consequently, the test employed in this study may not have
been the best measure of attitude improvement.
Interaction Differences
Although none of the interactions was found to be
statistically significant, some benefits of training can
be identified by carefully analyzing group means.

Mean

scores on the critical reading test, as revealed in Table
1 (p. 143), increased by 5.06 percentage points for
Experimental Group 1,

and only 3.06 points for

Experimental Group 2; the control group's scores decreased
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by 2.37 points.

Such differences were not large enough to

produce a statistically significant interaction among
instructional groups; however, the fact that a greater
gain was made by the metacognitive strategies training
group is a positive result.
Time-of-Test Differences
A significant effect, F(l,47) = 6.76 p < .01, for the
time-of-test variable was found.

Although this effect did

not lead to conclusions regarding hypotheses of the study,
it should be noted that there was an increase in strategy
evaluation test scores between the pre- and posttesting
situations, and also that the largest average increase was
found in the Metacognitive Strategies Training group (See
Table 5, p. 152).

Specifically, Experimental Group l's

mean scores increased by 1.16 points, while Experimental
Group 2 lost .04 points, and the Control Group gained only
.51 points.

As seen in Table 6 (p. 153), statistical

procedures applied to the Strategy Evaluation Test results
revealed an effect that was close to significance, F(2,47)
= 2.77,

e

< .07, for the time-of-test X group interaction.

Comprehension test mean scores, as seen in Table 3,
were above 85 % for all groups.

Such high scores point to

a 'ceiling effect' and would indicate that tests were not
challenging enough to produce adequate variation and,
thus, could not detect possible treatment effectiveness.
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In summary, increases were found in the training
group's strategy evaluation test scores; these increases
were close to being statistically significant.

A

significant effect was found for the time-of-test variable
on the strategy evaluation test.

The comprehension test

did not reflect adequate variance among subjects and,
consequently, was not very effective.

Greater differences

might be realized if this study were replicated with
improved testing instruments and with attention to
recommendations suggested in the following sections.
Implications for Future Research
Past successes of Palincsar and Brown (Brown &
Palincsar, 1982; Palincsar, 1984a, 1984b; Palincsar &
Brown, 1984) were considered when designing metacognitive
strategy training packages used in this study.

The

success achieved by Palincsar and Brown indicates that
future research in the ar^a is warranted.

Palincsar and

Brown conducted three very successful studies in which
they instructed students in the use of metacognitive
strategies through a procedure called Reciprocal
Teaching.

They found a large and reliable effect of

training.

This effect was long lasting and it generalized

to regular classroom settings.

A comparison of procedures

employed by Palincsar and Brown and procedures employed in
this study reveal some differences which could possibly be

related to the failure of this study to find significant
effects.

The Palincsar and Brown studies appear to have

been more effective because:
1.

They looked at comprehension as a whole rather
than limiting themselves to one specific area.

2.

Their tests were more closely related to the
strategies they were teaching.

3.

Groups were smaller.

4.

Students were younger.

5.

A more elaborate system for evaluating student
responses was developed.

6.

Training took place over a longer period of
time.

This study was limited by several factors (see
Chapter 3).

The instructional training period was limited

to 16 days.

Subjects were beginning to exhibit some

positive increases in their use of instructed strategies
and in their critical reading ability as evidenced by
their dialogue with other group members and with the
researcher.

The possibility exists that the time period

allotted for this study was not sufficient for these
strategies to transfer to written tasks, or that the type
of increases noted did not lend themselves to written
analysis.

A different method of testing might tie testing

procedures more closely to instructed strategies and, at
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the same time, eliminate the possibility that differences
would be dependent upon whether or not subjects had been
exposed to oral or written instruction rather than on the
presence or absence of metacognitive training. Perhaps
subjects needed instruction in writing or in 'doing in
writing what they could do orally'.

In any case,

increased instructional time would have allowed more
opportunity for subjects to practice using

strategies and

to practice the metacognitive approaches which were
taught.
The term 'critical reading' is difficult to define
and to test.

Critical reading implies an interaction

between the reader and the text.

Such a personal reaction

is difficult to judge and to quantify.

Perhaps the

critical reading test was so far removed from the
instructed strategies that subjects failed to see the
relationship between this skills-oriented test and the
general strategies which they were required to use to
analyze text.

A new critical reading test should be

constructed for use in future research.

Such a test would

be more effective if it contained longer passages: The
O.S.U. Test depended mostly on two to four sentence
paragraphs which did not provide enough information for
the subject/author interaction necessary in critical
reading.

The new test should have a reliability
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coefficient of at least .80; the average reliability of
the instruments used in this study was only .64.
Using a standardized reading comprehension test would
have provided norms by which to more effectively judge
student performance in that area.

A careful evaluation of

subjects' actual reading level and the readability level
of the comprehension test passages would provide a more
challenging test and would eliminate the 'ceiling effect1
observed in this study.

A different measure of

comprehension, such as literary analysis, might provide
a more effective measure of student achievement than the
standard 'text followed by questions' measures used in
this study. Increasing the length of both the critical
reading and the comprehension tests should increase their
reliability.
Strategy evaluation criteria and procedures should be
refined.

Giving additional strategy evaluation tests at

specified intervals of time would allow subjects more
opportunity to deal with the use of instructed strategies
in a written form and would thus provide a more stable
estimate of treatment effectiveness.

Also, the researcher

would be able to plot student performance throughout the
course of the study.

Some method of testing oral strategy

use of subjects during the actual instructional time
period should be developed.

This could take the form of a
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check-1ist or observation form which could be marked by
the researcher during the group interaction or group
sessions could be tape recorded for later analysis.
Using students in the Reading Lab added extra
•management' problems to this study.

Since these were low

achieving students, many were not conscientious about
attending class or participating in activities.

Attitudes

were poor; students were late getting to class and anxious
to leave as soon as the bell rang.
only 55 minutes long.

Class periods were

Certain class management activities

such as calling the roll and making announcements took
part of that time.

Participating subjects were not pena

lized: they did get assignment credit for the time spent
with the researcher.

However, during the time that they

were not participating in this study, students were
required to complete regular Reading Lab assignments, take
class tests, and give oral book reports.
Training sessions were sometimes rushed and often
plagued by extraneous noises.

Ten subjects dropped from

the study before its completion.

Reasons included:

students dropping the Reading Lab course, excessive
absences, requests (from the student) to be dropped from
the study, or students 'testing-out' of the remedial
reading course earlier than expected.

Additionally,

sessions were scheduled late in the day when students were
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not at their mental peak.
Because of these problems, sessions did not go as
smoothly as planned, especially at the beginning.
the first week, things began to settle down.

After

Students

became more familiar with the researcher and with what was
expected of them.
decreased.

Groups leveled out. as drop-outs

Still, some valuable time was lost before this

'settling-down' took place.

Thus, the physical set-up of

the Reading Lab made a study of this type difficult to
conduct.
The pilot study (see Appendix A) had been conducted
during the summer session.

Classes were held early in the

morning and were two hours long.

This helped to

eliminate some of the previously discussed problems
encountered during this study.

Perhaps using junior high

or high school students who are reading below grade level
would provide a more receptive and more physically
available population.

These students have not had as many

years to be labeled 'poor readers', and, consequently,
their attitudes might be better.

Also, the drop-out rate

might not be so high. bad.
Additional problems were created by the large number
of students participating in the individual group
activities.

This type of training procedure could be more

effectively managed by having several training sessions
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and/or groups spread over longer periods of time
throughout the day.

Increasing the total number of

involved students would also increase chances of finding
significant effects.
The training materials should be interesting and
meaningful.

Subjects enjoyed the newspaper articles much

more than the text passages.

The Strategy Application

Phase should occupy a larger proportion of the training
period since subjects reacted more positively to this
phase.
Considering too many factors at one time was a
limitation in the design of this study.

More significant

results might be obtained if the research were broken into
several smaller, more meaningful studies.

Each study

might include the development of one of the following
items: a critical reading test, an attitude survey, a
comprehension test, or a method for strategy evaluation.
Then the individual pieces could be put together to test
the effectiveness of the metacognitive strategies training
package.
A more effective design would also have controlled
more intervening variables, including the oral versus
written factor.

This way, results could be related

more directly to the effectiveness of the instructional
procedure and not confounded by the fact that one group's
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training had been oral, and the other's written.
It was recognized that many of the problems inherent
in this study were related to the motivation of these
low ability reading students.

Thus, it is important to

assess the attitude of subjects toward themselves, and
toward reading so that a determination can be made as to
whether or not training has been effective.

For these

reasons, the use of an attitude survey in a study of this
type is very important.

Even though the survey used in

this study was not very effective, information gleaned
from its use should provide

a strong basis upon which to

construct a more meaningful attitude survey for future
research.
While only limited statistically significant
results about the effectiveness of the Metacognitive
Strategies Training Program used in this study were found,
an analysis of group test scores, previously discussed
informal evaluation of student performance, verbal
feedback of participants, and the success of similar
studies suggest that further research on this
metacognitive approach to critical reading may be
worthwhile.

A careful examination of this study's

planning, implementation and evaluation procedures
revealed that certain areas need to be changed or modified
before the study is replicated.

These recommendations,

which were discussed in the previous section, are
summarized below:
1.

New critical reading tests should be developed.

2.

Comprehension tests should be more challenging
to students.

3.

The training period should be longer.

4.

The training materials should be interesting
and meaningful to the subjects.

5.

The Strategy Application Phase should occupy a
larger proportion of the training period.

6.

The study should be conducted in a different
situation that is not so constrained by rigid
time periods.

7.

Younger low reading ability students should
serve as subjects.

8.

Groups should be small to allow for oral
interaction.

9.

Efforts should be made to ensure that group
differences are due to metacognitive training
not oral rather than written training.

10.

A more detailed set of evaluation criteria for
strategy evaluation should be developed.

11.

A series of studies should be done, each
limiting its focus to one precise area.
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12.

A more meaningful attitude survey should be
constructed.
Value of the Study

The Corrective Feedback and Strategy Training
developed for use in this study could be used in a less
structured situation by a regular classroom teacher.
Procedures could be adapted for use with students ranging
from fourth grade through high school and used in the
course of regular reading instruction as part of reading
group work.

The Strategy Training could be adapted to

include reading skills and strategies which are a part of
the regular scope and sequence of skills.

The group

interaction which characterized the Corrective Feedback
phase of this training procedure would be effective with
either pairs or small groups of students as they discuss
stories which they have read from their basal readers,
content area textbooks, library books or the newspaper.
Once students learn the techniques, several small groups
could be involved in a discussion at the same time.
In other words, these instructional procedures could be
integrated into the regular reading program and used to
teach or reinforce instructed skills or strategies in both
reading and content area courses.
Although only limited significant results which would
indicate the effectiveness of the Metacognitive Strategies
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Training Package were found, this study has made a
valuable contribution to the field of research on critical
reading.

It was recognized at the outset that critical

reading is a elusive concept to define, and thus,
difficult to teach and to study.

The need for an

effective measure of critical reading ability was
reinforced by the results of this study.

Such a test must

not consist of isolated sets of skills but should provide
meaningful passages with which students can react.
areas of critical reading cannot be tested.

All

Some are too

personal and depend too closely on the reader's opinion
and judgment.

Recommended changes should provide future

researchers with a basis upon which to develop an
effective instructional procedure.
Problems inherent in this study are similar to those
encountered by regular classroom teachers as they attempt
to teach their students to read material critically.
It is easy to see why past researchers have stopped short
of finding an easy solution to the problem.

Continued

efforts and continued research in the area should provide
teachers with effective methods to teach students how to
more effectively interact with the printed word.
Summary of the Study
This study

examined the effectiveness of a

Metacognitive Strategies Training Package specifically
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designed to increase critical reading ability.

The effect

of this training on critical reading ability, general
comprehension ability, strategy use, and attitude
improvement was examined.

Fifty students in the Louisiana

State University Reading Lab served as subjects for this
three week study.
of three groups.

Subjects were randomly assigned to one
One experimental group was instructed

through the use of a Metacognitive Strategies Training
Package which included three phases:

strategy training,

corrective feedback, and strategy application.
oral interaction was encouraged.

Maximum

A second experimental

group received its instruction through the use of written
materials.
members:

There was no dialogue among these group
the metacognitive element, which was a part of

the first group's training was absent.
served as a control group.

A third group

Results were analyzed with a

mixed analysis of variance procedure.

Limited

statistically significant evidence of a training effect
was found.
Summary
This chapter included an analysis of the
effectiveness of this study,

recommendations for future

research, the value of the study, and a summary of the
study.

Although limited statistically significant

evidence in support of a training effect was obtained,
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with recommended modifications, this line of research
might be continued with productive results and
instructional procedures employed with Experimental Group
1 might be effective in classrooms.
Data gathered in this study and insights gained
through an analysis of that data

provide a foundation

upon which future researchers can build.

Replication of

this study, with suggested modifications, should yield
valuable information about the effect of metacognitive
strategies training on critical reading ability.
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APPENDIX A
Pilot Study
This study was designed to determine the
effectiveness of a metacognitive strategy training package
specifically developed to increase critical reading
ability. Students who are instructed with this training
package should become more aware of their own mental
processes. They should know when comprehension problems
occur and should have strategies available to remedy these
difficulties. These strategies, when appropriately
selected and used, should increase the probability that
the students will critically analyze written materials
presented to them and, in addition, should increase
general comprehension ability.
The major purpose of this study was to test the
the effectiveness of a teaching procedure designed to
improve critical reading ability by training students in
metacognitive strategies. The hypothesis was that the
students who received the metacognitive training would
demonstrate not only increased critical reading ability,
but also increased general comprehension ability.
This preliminary study was designed to determine if
future research, with larger numbers of students, was
warranted and to test the effectiveness of experimental
procedures and materials.
Subjects
Fifteen students enrolled in a Developmental Reading
Laboratory served as subjects for this preliminary study.
Students reading below grade level were selected to test
the effectiveness of this metacognitive training package
because research has indicated that such students often
are not spontaneously using metacognitive strategies and
would probably benefit from this type of instruction
(Baker & Brown, 1980; Goetz, Palmer & Haensley, 1983;
Paris & Myers, 1981; Pitts, 1983). These students were
randomly assigned to one of three groups: Experimental
Group 1, Experimental Group 2, and Control Group. There
were five subjects in each group.
Materials
After a thorough search of researcher-designed tests
(Struthers, 1969; Taba, Levine & Elzey, 1964; Wolf, et al,
1968; Worden, 1981), the Intermediate Level of the Ohio
State University Critical Reading Test (Wolf et al,1968)
was chosen as a test of critical reading ability. This
test was chosen because it included appropriate skills and
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because test items were well written and seemed to tap
critical reading ability. Since there was only one form
of the test, odd numbered items were used as a pre-test
and even numbered items as a post-test.
Passages and
their accompanying questions were selected from commercial
materials used in the Reading Lab to serve as general
comprehension probes. Test passages used in experimental
treatments were also copied from commercial materials used
in the Reading Lab.
Procedures
The duration of this study was three weeks.
Treatments lasted approximately thirty minutes each day.
Following is a discussion of experimental procedures used
with each group.
Experimental Group 1
Experimental Group l was instructed with the
metacognitive strategy training package which included two
phases. During Strategy Training (Phase 1), subjects were
instructed in the use of four strategies (questioning,
summarizing, predicting, and speculating about the
author's intended tone or purpose). During a second phase
called Corrective Feedback Training, subjects partici
pated in an adaptation of the Reciprocal Teaching Proce
dure developed by Palincsar and Brown (Palincsar, 1984;
Palincsar & Brown, 1983, 1984). Working in groups of
five, members took turns being 'group leader'. Using
presented text passages, the 'leader* discussed his/her
use of the strategies following a prescribed sequence and
invited active participation of other group members as
he/she critically analyzed the passage. The researcher
remained a group member and provided modeling, probing,
and prompting whenever necessary.
Experimental' Group 2
Experimental Group 2 subjects were taught through the
use of an instructional package referred to as a Passive
Written Procedure.
Subjects were taught the same four
strategies but were given written rather than oral
instructions. Minimum teacher explanation was provided
and there was no opportunity for group oral
interaction. During Phase 2, these subjects were asked
to complete a written worksheet which required them to use
the strategies while critically analyzing the same text
passages as those used by Group 1 during Corrective
Feedback Training.
The major differences between the two experimental
groups concerned not only the method of instruction
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(written versus oral) but also the presence of a
metacognitive element. Subjects in the second
experimental group were less likely to be cognizant
of their own mental activities since they had not been
provided with the corrective feedback which should
facilitate the monitoring of such processes.
Control Group
The control group only received the pre- and
post-tests (on the same days as the experimental groups).
During the remaining days, they participated in regular
Reading Lab instruction.
Results
Data obtained from this study were quantitatively
analyzed using an Analysis of Covariance and qualitatively
analyzed through informal observations and discussions.
The results are discussed below.
Quantitative Analysis of Data
An Analysis of Covariance was performed on both the
critical reading and the comprehension tests to analyze
variance between and within groups. Method of instruc
tion, as determined by group membership, was the indepen
dent variable.
Posttest scores were used as dependent
variables and pretest scores as covariates. There were no
significant differences among groups on either critical
reading test performance or comprehension test
performance. Means, standard deviations, and Analysis
of Variance Tables can be found in Tables 1 and 2
(for the Critical Reading Test) and 3 and 4 (for the
Comprehension Test).
Informal Observations
Informal observations revealed that subjects in
Experimental Group 1 seemed to have improved not only in
their use of instructed strategies, but also in their
attitude toward reading. Such improvements were not noted
with Experimental Group 2 subjects.
Experimental Group 1 subjects appeared to improve in
their use of the instructed strategies. The ability to
formulate good comprehension questions gradually improved
throughout this three week session. Initially, subjects
had problems not only with picking out important
information about which to ask questions, but also in the
actual wording or formulation of the questions. As
students became more proficient at choosing main ideas and
topic sentences, they not only improved in their ability
to summarize, but also improved in their question

Table 1

Critical Reading Test Means (and Standard Deviations) by
Time-of-test and Treatment
Exp.Grp.1
(n=5)

Exp.Grp.2

Cont.Grp.

(n=5)

(n=4)

Across
Grps.
(n=14)

Pre-Test

68.00
(8.37)

70.00
(9.35)

80.00
(7.07)

72.67
(9.35)

Post-Test

68.00
(14.40)

59.00
(16.73)

63.75
(7.50)

63.57
(13.36)

Table 2
Critical Reaadinq Analysis of Variance Table

Source

df

SS

MS

F

Between Ss
Within Ss
Total

2
10
13

393.76
577.51
1135.71

196.88
57.75
87.36

3.41
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Table 3

Comprehension Test Means fand Standard Deviations^ bv
Time-of-test and Treatment
Exp.Grp.1
(n=5)

Exp.Grp.2

Cont.Grp.

(n=5)

(n=4)
93 .00
(4.24)

Pre-Test

93.80
(4.09)

85.80
(12.87)

Post-Test

92.60
(3.78)

84.00
(11.85)

Across
Grps.
(n=14)
90.09
(8.65)
93 .00
(4.24)

95.75
(6.65)

Table 4
Comprehension Analysis of Variance Table

Source

df

Between Ss
Within Ss
Total

2
10
13

SS
72.20
249.29
1095.43

MS
36.10
24.93
84.26

F
1.45
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formulating ability. Gradually, less important ideas and
trivial details were deleted from both summaries and
questions.
The skill of predicting should have allowed students
to have a 'mind-set' for what a passage would be about.
During the Corrective Feedback phase, subjects began to
use such predictions to mentally recall their background
experiences and prior knowledge about a particular
subject. Building upon this knowledge, they admitted,
increased their understanding of the passages.
Speculating on the author's intended tone or purpose
proved to be a very effective, stimulating activity.
Students initially had a difficult time reacting to the
text but, as they became more involved in the oral
interaction and more self confident about their own
strengths, they more intelligently discussed such things
as propaganda techniques, emotional tone, and author's
true intentions. They were able to compare and/or contrast
their own feelings and opinions to those of the author.
While the actual strategy instruction was an
important and critical first stage, the continuing
'instruction' that occurred during the Corrective Feedback
stage (when they were encouraged to interact orally) was
even more important to the developing critical reading and
metacognitive abilities. At first, the researcher did
most of the talking, but gradually the students 'took
over'. An important point is that the students appeared
to recognize the interrelatedness of these strategies as
evidenced by their ability to use one or all of them as
the necessity arose. This would seem to indicate that
strategies had been internalized. Even though these
students were labeled as 'poor readers', many creative
ideas were presented and intelligently discussed and
analyzed.
An informal evalution of the students' perception of
this instructional procedure revealed many positive
attitudes. All five students in this group felt that the
strategies they had learned would be very useful in future
college courses. They could even give specific examples of
how they were already using these strategies in other
courses they were taking.
Discussion and Conclusions
Despite the apparent success of training procedures
(as perceived by both the researcher and the subjects),
statistical analysis revealed that the metacognitive
critical strategy training employed in this study did not
produce significant gains in achievement on either
critical reading or general comprehension tests. A
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careful analysis of procedures and materials employed in
this exploratory study enabled the researcher to speculate
upon reasons for the lack of statistically significant
results and to recommend modifications for use in future
studies.
A possible problem could have been the tests. The
critical reading test was too short; critical skills were
not equally divided between pre- and post-tests. The
comprehension tests were not of sufficient difficulty and,
consequently, did not produce adequate variance between
the groups for either the pre- or the post-test. This
could have masked treatment effects which might have
otherwise surfaced. The possibility also exists that the
subjects had successfully learned and internalized
instructed strategies but that these tests did not
adequately measure such improvement. Testing instruments
and proedures should be closely scrutinized and
appropriately adapted before future studies are
implemented.
Informal discussions and observations of strategy use
indicated the success of this procedure; however,
statistical data failed to reveal significant results.
Because of this disparity, a third phase for Experimental
Group 1 (in addition to Strategy Training and Corrective
Feedback Training) is suggested. Such a phase would
allow for additional practice of instructed strategies by
pairing subjects and allowing them to 'critically discuss'
such texts as newspaper articles. This might increase
chances that the subjects would apply learned strategies
in a testing situation and that they would use them in
their daily lives.
The small group size could also have been responsible
for the lack of significant results.
Increasing the
number of involved subjects should increase chances of
finding treatment effects.
A different statistical procedure than the one
employed here is recommended for future studies. Rather
than an Analysis of Covariance, a Repeated Measures
Analysis should allow for a variety of comparisons.
Although statistical analysis failed to reveal the
effectiveness of this training procedure, its potential
for increasing critical reading ability should not be
dismissed. Qualitative improvements noted in
subjects'strategy use provided sufficient evidence for
further study into the effectiveness of this training
procedure.
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APPENDIX B
Critical Reading Tests
Pretest
Read each story and question carefully.
Then select the best answer to each question.
1.

Joseph Marks was born in New York City. When he
was six years old, his father went to work in
Japan. Joseph and his mother were excited about
moving to a new country. It was hard to leave
their old home and friends, but they were anxious
to begin their new life. The Marks family stayed
in Japan until Joseph was 18 years old. Joseph had
many Japanese friends. He learned the language and
customs of his new neighbors. After returning to
New York to attend college, Joseph decided to
become a writer. The stories he wrote were about
Japanese people.
People who read these stories
said they felt as if they were actually transported
to Japan. The people and the stories seemed very
real to them.
Why do you think Joseph Marks was able to write
about Japan so realistically?
1. Because he spent many years living among the
Japanese people.
2. Because he studied about Japan in college.
3. Because he is a good story teller.
4. Because he learned writing skills in college

2.

Refrigerator freight cars, refrigerated trucks and
airplanes transport quantities of fruits and fresh
vegetables.
In winter, produce from gardens on the
West Coast and in the South appear in our markets.
All year around, we can have a diet which is high in
health-giving fruits and vegetables.
This story shows how transportation promotes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Travel
Safety
Sales
Health
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3.

A National Geographic Special program on Whales is
coming on television tomorrow.
Where would you most quickly find information about
the correct time and channel?
1.
2.
3.
4.

4.

National Geographic MagazineThe local newspaper
Last week's T. V. Guide
The Reader's Guide

Mary exclaimed, "I have gotten A's in all of my
subjects so far this year." She knocked on wood so
she would continue to receive A's. Mary received
straight A's for the rest of the year. She decided
to continue knocking on wood so that she would
always receive straight A's.
Was Mary correct in her decision?
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

No, some school subjects are more difficult
than others.
Yes, knocking on wood always means good luck.
No, the wood had nothing to do with her grades.
Yes, Mary was a very good student.

Joe and Bill were discussing a television show they
had seen on child abuse. "I don't believe things
like that really happen," said Joe. "All mothers
love their children and would never hurt them."
What should Bill answer?
1.
2.
3.
4.

"Joe, you're right. I think people with sick
minds produced that show."
"Joe, you're right. All mothers love their
children and they show that love by never
hurting them."
"Joe, you're wrong. Most mothers will hurt
their children if given half the chance."
"Joe, you're wrong. Some mothers do abuse
their children."

6.

The principal of State Street Elementary decided
that the Tiger Club would have to disband. "It is
not a good club," he said.
"The club is not fair
in selecting its members."
John
andBill
were
members of the Tiger Club, so many children decided
that John and Bill were unfair.
Were the children correct?
1.
2.
3.
4.

7.

No, John and Bill were probably nice boys who
were forced to join the club.
No, just because the club as a whole was
unfair doesn't mean each member was.
Yes, John and Bill wouldn't have been in the
club if they were not unfair.
Yes, if the club was unfair, then all its
members must have been unfair.

Taken from a newspaper editorial:
The religious groups who are urging enforcement of
Sunday Blue Laws are a God fearing honest group of
Christian individuals. They are only interested in
the well being of all community members. They want
everyone to have the opportunity to worship on
Sundays. They feel Sunday should be a day of rest,
not a day of shopping.
What is the writer doing in this paragraph?
1.
2.
3.
4.

He is describing the religious groups who want
Sunday Blue Laws with the most descriptive
words possible.
He is describing all religious groups with
words readers want to hear.
He is trying to make the reader realize how
foolish these religious groups really are.
He is describing these religious groups with
words that suggest something good to the
reader.
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8.

A well-known proverb says, "If you open an umbrella
in a house, someone there will get sick." John's
mother believed this saying and often warned him
never to open his umbrella in the house. One day he
forgot, and opened his umbrella in the house. The
next day his sister Susie became sick.
How was Susie's illness related to John's raising
the umbrella?
1.
2.
3.
4.

9.

Susie's illness was caused by John's raising
the umbrella.
Susie's illness was not caused by John's
raising the umbrella but by germs.
Susie's illness was caused by some disease and
by John's raising the umbrella.
Susie's illness was not caused by John's
raising the umbrella.

Mrs. Smith said that the girls in her class were
better baseball players than the boys. She said
that she could prove this by adding up the total
number of hits the girls had and comparing this to
the total number of hits the boys had.
What must you know before you could agree with
M r s . Smith?
1.
2.
3.
4.

How many of the girls had played baseball
before?
How many of the players in her class were
girls and how many were boys?
Do girls hit harder than boys?
Did all of the students in her class play
baseball?
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10.

The following is an excerpt from a political speech:
Now, folks, I'm not going to try and fool you. I
know I can't change the whole government when I get
elected, but there's some durn good things I can
do. I can talk and I intend to talk plenty.
I
mean to tell them fancy lawyers that they can't
pull the wool over our eyes. No siree, us folks
have a right to be heard.
What is the candidate trying to do in his speech?
1.
2.
3.
4.

11.

He is trying to tell the voters
fool the people.
He is trying to tell the voters
are bad.
He is trying to tell the voters
like them and that he will take
rights.
He is trying to tell the voters
change the government.

that politicians
that lawyers
he is just
care of their
that he can't

Some scientists believe that men are descended from
apes.
What is the best way to describe this statement?
1.
2.
3.
4.

12.

It
It
It
It

is a theory.
is a fact.
can be proved.
is incorrect.

Even in a democracy where a free society is defined
by its people, there comes a time when absolute
freedom is impossible.
As used in the sentence, the underlined word means:
1.
2.
3.
4.

All
Most
Some
Complete

13.

Many tourists visit Washington, D. C. each year.
Visitors tour the White House, the Capitol and the
Smithsonian Museums. The most exciting place to
visit is the zoo. There you can see a giant panda
bear. If you visit in the spring, you can see the
cherry blossoms in bloom.
Which of the following statements is an opinion?
1.
2.
3.
4.

14.

Many tourists visit Washington, D. C. each
year.
There is a giant panda bear in the zoo.
The most exciting place is the zoo.
If you visit in the spring, you can see cherry
blossoms.

He had an unhappy childhood and little formal
education. His ambition to become an artist was
bitterly opposed by his father. Although
self-educated, he became the author of a book, the
sales of which in his country ranked next to those
of the Bible. Obstacles did not discourage him.
People would say, "Why, you can't do that," but he
hurdled one barrier after another. He placed a
great deal of emphasis upon improving the health of
young people, and he was known throughout the world
as a good speaker. One of his closest associates
said of him:
"He accomplished great deeds out
of the greatness of his heart, the passion of his
will, and the goodness of his soul." The man:
Adolf Hitler.
What conclusion could you draw from this paragraph
which would be true?
1.
2.
3.
4.

That one of Hitler's close associates thought
he was a great man.
That all of Hitler's close associates thought
he was a great man.
That people all over the world thought Hitler
was a great man.
That Hitler was the greatest speaker and the
greatest man of all time.
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15.

Jane's mother was not a very good cook. Each night
Jane and her father had to eat meals which were
poorly prepared, improperly seasoned, undercooked
or burned. One day, Jane's grandmother came to
live with them. The family meals started to
improve. Now Jane and her family eat delicious
meals each day.
What, among the following, best explains the
improvement in the family meals?
1.
2.
3.
4.

16.

Jane's grandmother started cooking the food.
It is difficult to tell from this paragraph.
Jane's mother took cooking lessons.
Jane and her father got used to her mother's
cooking.

A person is like a lovely flower.
If he is given
proper nourishment and sunshine he will become a
beautiful human being.
Is this a good comparison?
1.
2.
3.
4.

17.

Yes, people and flowers need the same things.
Yes, people are as lovely as flowers.
No, people are not as lovely as flowers.
No, people and flowers are different in many
ways.

A man running for mayor went around the city kissing
babies.
What was he trying to achieve by this?
1.
2.
3.
4.

He wanted voters to transfer their love for
children to him.
He wanted everyone to see how much he liked
children.
He wanted to do this because all candidates do
it.
He thought the voters would expect him to do
this.
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18.

Jack cannot decide what to do. All of his friends
are going to the movies Saturday afternoon, and
they want Jack to go along. Jack doesn't want to
go because he has seen the movie and didn't like
it. However, he doesn't want to stay home alone
Saturday because he would be bored.
What has Jack not considered?
1.
2.
3.
4.

19.

Whether all of his friends are really going to
the movie.
Whether he would like the movie if he saw it
again.
Whether he should consider doing something
else.
Whether his friends want him along.

One couple fought for ten years before their marriage
ended in a divorce. Another couple stayed together,
but were so unhappy they made everyone around them
miserable.
What conclusion can be drawn from these statements?
1.
2.
3.
4.

20.

It is better to remain single than to marry.
All married couples are unhappy.
I t 's better to divorce than to stay together
and be miserable.
Two married couples were unhappy.

Jackie is Joan's older sister. Their mother gave
Jackie a beautiful blue sweater for her birthday.
Jackie liked it so much that her mother decided to
get one for Joan's birthday too.
Was this a good decision?
1.
2.
3.
4.

No., their mother should buy a different color
for Joan.
Yes, Joan could never wear Jackie's sweater.
No, Joan might not like the same things as
Jackie.
Yes, a sweater is a very nice gift.
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21.

A group of local businesses recently decided to
remain open on Sunday despite the Sunday Blue Law.
The event was reported in the newspaper in the
following manner: Local businesses defy the law by
forcing their employees to work on Sunday and thus
denying them their constitutional right to attend
church services of their choice.
Why was the event described in such a way?
1.
2.
3.
4.

22.

Because
Because
Because
Because

the
the
the
the

words
words
words
words

suggest
suggest
are the
are the

desirable action.
undesirable action.
most accurate.
most descriptive.

John received an A in Science.

He must be smart.

If these statements are true, what is taken for
granted?
1.
2.
3.
4.
23.

All children who get A's in science must be
smart.
Some children who get A's in science must be
smart.
A child receiving an A in any subject must be
smart.
Other children in the class may not be smart.

You would be shocked if you could see the figures I
have on government spending.
It's a shame when an
honest, hardworking man can't keep the money he
makes because the government wastes it on needless
spending.
What is the speaker doing in this paragraph?
1.
2.
3.
4.

24.

He is using the best words possible to describe
government spending.
He is telling the truth in the best way
possible.
He is describing government spending with
words that suggest something good to the
reader.
He is describing government spending with
words that suggest something bad to the reader.

In October, Bill found two magazine articles which

forecast the players for the season's "All American
Team". One article was written by John Blake, the
chief sports writer for International News Service.
The other one was written by Ray Randall, who was a
television star and know many football players
through guest appearances on his program.
In making a report to his class about the "All
American Team", what should Bill use?
1.
2.
3.
4.

25.

He should give information from the person who
knew the players personally.
He should give only the information from the
sports writer.
He should give information from both articles
but tell who wrote them.
He should give information from the magazine
article which gave the better forecast.

Anyone who really loves animals will refuse to wear
fur coats. Susan really loves animals.
If the above statements are true, what conclusion
must be drawn?
1.
2.
3.
4.

26.

Susan might refuse to wear fur coats.
Susan will refuse to wear fur coats.
Anyone who owns animals should refuse to wear
fur coats.
Anyone who owns animals might refuse towear
fur coats.

Mike says that musicians are sad people.
What is the correct way to describe this sentence?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Some musicians are sad.
All musicians are sad.
Some musicians are not sad.
Many musicians are not sad.

Ann's father is a big man.
What is the meaning of big in this sentence?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ann's father is an importantman.
Ann's father is a tall man.
Ann's father is a fat man.
The meaning is unclear.
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The Autobiography of Beniamin Franklin
"I was put in grammar school at eight years of
age, my father intending to devote me . ..to the
service of the church. My early readiness in
learning to read (which must have been very early as
I do not remember when I could not read), and the
opinion of his friends, that I should make a good
scholar, encouraged him in this purpose...I continued
at the grammar school not quite a year, though I had
risen gradually from the middle of the class of that
year to the head of it...But my father, in the
meantime, thinking of the expense of a college
education, which having so large a family he could
not well afford...took me from the grammar school and
sent me to a school for writing and arithmetic.
I acquired fair writing pretty soon, but failed in
the arithmetic. At ten years old I was taken home
to assist in my father's business, which was that
of tallow candle maker and soap-boiler."
Beniamin Franklin
"When Benjamin was eight years old, his father
sent him to grammar school. He rose to the head of
his class in reading and writing. He read every
book he could lay his hands on. But he was poor in
arithmetic. His father began to think that perhaps
Benjamin should be a tradesman like his brothers.
So, when Benjamin was ten years old,he was taken out
of school to learn the trade of candlemaking."
28.

How are the two stories different?
1.
2.
3.
4.

The second story gives more information about
Franklin than the first story.
The second story is a second-hand report, the
first story is a first-hand report.
The second story is more accurate than the
first one.
The second story is better than the first one
because it was written by a more experienced
novelist.

29.

How do the two stories describe the reasons for
Ben's removal from grammar school?
1.
2.
3.
4.

30.

In the first story his father wanted Ben to be
writer? in the second story he wanted him to
be a tradesman like his brothers.
The first story and the second story both say
that his father removed Ben from grammar
school because he was poor in arithmetic.
The first story says that his father wanted
Ben to work at soap boiling; the second story
says he wanted Ben to be a candle-maker.
The first one says that Ben1s education was
too expensive and the second says his father
wanted Ben to be a tradesman.

Which of the following sources would you choose if
you wanted the best account of Franklin's thinking?
1.
2.
3.
4.

An encyclopedia
The second story
The first story
A history book
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Posttest
Read each story and question carefully.
Then select the best answer to each question.
1.

Scott O'Dell was born in Los Angeles. While he was
still in grade school, his family moved to the port
town of San Pedro, California. There he grew up
among the fishermen, sailors, and their rough-and-ready
sons. He went to school in Long Beach, attended
college in California and later worked in the motion
picture industry. He knew California and its seacoast
well; he loved to hear stories about the 'early days'.
Several times during his life, he had heard a story of
the lost woman of San Nicholas Islands. When he had
time, he carefully traced the story and collected all
of the facts he could. Finally, when he began to write
The Island of the Blue Dolphins, he told the story so
realistically that the reader is magically transported
to the "Island of the Blue Dolphin."
Why do you think Scott O'Dell was able to write about
the
islands off the coast of California and sea about
them?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Because he had spent most of his life living
along the California seacoast.
Because he studied geography and oceanography
in college.
Because he had an unusual writing ability.
Because he was a good story teller.
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2.

Eating fresh fruits and vegetables is very
important. Doctors tell us that these foods contain
many nutrients which are not available from other
food sources. By including fresh fruits and
vegetables in our diets, we not only get vitamins
but also enjoy delicious low calorie foods.
This story tells about how diets rich in fruits and
vegetables:
1. Help us lose weight
2. Promote good health
3. Are inexpensive
4. Might make us sick

3.

Your teacher tells you that a special program about
football will be on television this week.
Where would you most quickly find information about
the correct channel and time of the program?
1.
2.
3.
4.

4.

Sports Illustrated
Your local newspaper
Last week's T. V. Guide
Football Today

John walked under a ladder yesterday morning.
Yesterday afternoon, his bike got a flat tire.
John decided that he would not walk under any more
ladders since doing so had brought him bad luck.
Was John correct in this decision?
1.
2.
3.
4.

No, walking under the ladder had nothing to do
with the flat tire.
Yes, walking under ladders causes bad luck.
Yes, bicycle tires are expensive to replace.
No, John could easily fix the tire.
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5.

Mike and Dennis were watching television.
"Here
comes a man in a white hat," said Mike.
"he'll save
the pioneers." Dennis asked, "How do you know the
man in the white hat is good?" Mike answered, "That
man will be good because he is wearing a white hat.
A man is either all good or all bad."
What should Dennis answer?
1.
2.
3.
4.

6.

"Mike, you're wrong. A man is good sometimes
and bad at other times."
"You're right,
Mike. That man is all good and
that white hat is there to show it."
"Mike, you're wrong. All men are good and it
doesn't matter what color hat they wear."
"You're right, Mike, a man is either all good
or all bad."

The Bridge Club at Grover Cleveland High School has
been disbanded. Two of the girls were caught
cheating during a recent bridge tournament.
So,
the principal decided that, since the club was
composed of cheaters, they should not be endorsed
by the school. The students felt this was unfair.
Were the students correct?
1.
2.
3.
4.

No, the girls who were cheating probably had a
valid reason for doing so.
Yes, just because two girls were cheating
doesn't mean all the club members were cheaters.
No, the two girls probably wouldn't have
cheated unless the other club members cheated
also.
Yes, the principal should have disbanded all
school clubs, not just the Bridge Club.
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7.

The ministers who are urging all movie theaters to
be closed on Sunday are a dedicated group of men.
These honest, unselfish servants of God and man
have the best interests of our children at heart.
They want all children to be in church instead of
in a movie every Sunday.
What is the writer doing in this paragraph?
1.
2.
3.
4.

8.

He is describing the ministers who want the
movie theaters closed with the best descriptive
words possible.
He is describing all ministers with words that
readers like to hear.
He is describing the ministers who want movie
theaters closed on Sunday with words that
suggest something good to the reader.
He is describing some ministers with words
that suggest something bad to the reader.

Yesterday morning a black cat ran in front of Tom's
car. Last night, on his way home, Tom's brakes
failed and he hit a parked car. Tom said, "My
mother always said that black cats were bad luck.
I guess she was right."
How was Tom's accident related to the black cat?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Tom's accident didn't have anything to do with
the black cat.
Tom's accident happened because the black cat
had brought him bad luck.
Tom's accident was caused by bad brakes and a
black cat.
Tom should have stopped driving after the
black cat ran in front of his car.
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9.

Mr. Clark said that all women are bad drivers.
However, Mrs. Clark said, "Official records show that
men have twice as many accidents as women do. So
women drivers are really twice as safe as men."
What must you know before you could agree with
Mrs. Clark?
1.
2.
3.
4.

10.

How many women have taken driving lessons.
How many drivers are men and how many are
women.
Do men drive faster than women?
How many bad drivers have stopped driving.

The following is an advertisement seen on a local
T. V. show:
Buy a car from me-Honest Ed! I'm not one of those
big city car dealers.
I'm just a plain old country
boy trying to make an honest living.
I'm not
trying to get rich at your expense.
I'm willing
to sell you the car of your dreams without taking
your entire life savings.
Folks like you and me
have to stick together.
What is
1.
2.
3.
4.

Honest Ed trying to do in his advertisement?

He is trying to let people know where he was
born.
He is trying to help people by giving them a
good deal.
He is trying to buy a new car.
He is trying to convince people that he is
just like them and that they should trust him
and buy his cars.
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11.

Some people who study language believe that all
language is based upon particular sounds of animals
such as the bow-wow of the dogand the meow
of the
cat.
What is the best way to describe this statement?
1.
2.
3.
4.

12.

It
It
It
It

is a theory.
is a fact.
can be proved.
is incorrect.

Johnny wanted to complete the race.
As used in the sentence, the underlined word means:
1.
2.
3.
4.

13.

fulfill
achieve
finish
assemble

Hawaii's warm weather allows people of all ages to
enjoy water sports all year round. The long
stretches of beach on the islands are convenient to
everybody. The most exciting water sport is
surf-riding. Many Hawaiians have practiced
surfriding since they were children. They are so
skillful that they make this difficult sport seem
easy.
I took surf-riding lessons and found it was
not as easy as it looks.
Which of the following statements is opinion?.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The most exciting water sport is surf-riding.
Hawaii has warm weather.
Many Hawaiians are skillful at surf-riding.
Many Hawaiians have practiced surf-riding
since they were children.
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14.

One of his closest friends described him in the
following way: He had been a good and faithful
Christian all his life. He had devoted himself to
spreading the Gospel to non-believers. He took it
upon himself to provide food and shelter for those
who could not support themselves. He never actively
solicited'funds.
But, when money was willingly and
lovingly offered, he accepted it graciously and used
it to further his ministry. Thousands of believers
trusted their lives to this fine Christian leader.
The man: Jim Jones.
What conclusion could you draw from this paragraph
which would be true?
1.
2.
3.
4.

15.

That all of Jim Jones' friends thought he was
a great man.
That the people of the world accepted Jim
Jones as a great man.
That Jim Jones was a great man.
That one of Jim Jones' friends thought he was
a great man.

Bob came to Grand Avenue School in December and
started playing on the Room 101 basketball team.
In January, his team lost only one game. In February
they won every game.
Which among the following best explains the success
of Room 101's basketball team?
1.
2.
3.
4.

The team members, practiced more in January and
February.
Bob was a good player and helped the team win.
It is difficult to tell from the paragraph.
Room 101 must have had many tall boys.
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16.

Babies are like cute little dolls. You can dress
them up and play with them. Babies and dolls are
both lots of fun.
Is this a good comparison?
1.
2.
3.
4.

17.

Yes, babies and dolls need the same things.
Yes, babies are as much fun as dolls.
No, babies and dolls are different in many
ways.
No, babies are a lot more work than dolls.

A candidate for public office had his picture taken
to be used in his campaign. When he posed for the
picture he wanted the American flag hanging in the
background.
What was the candidate trying to achieve by having
the American flag in the background of his picture?
1.
2.
3.
4.

18.

He wanted to show a picture of the American
flag at every opportunity.
He wanted voters to transfer their respect
for the flag to him.
He wanted the flag because other candidates
used it in their pictures.
He wanted to have an attractive background for
his picture.

Tim has a problem. His friends are all going
fishing on Saturday. Tim's mother has definitely
decided he cannot go. He has tried unsuccessfully
to convince her to change her mind. He doesn't
want to stay home alone Saturday because he knows
he'll be bored.
What has Tim not considered?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Whether he should try again to persuade his
mother to change her mind.
Whether his friends really want him to go
along.
Whether he should consider doing something
else.
Whether he would enjoy fishing if he did go.
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19.

Once a little boy who was out walking with his
collie wandered away from home and fell into a well.
His collie went for help, and led the boy's father to
the well. Another time a collie helped a lost boy
find his way back to his home.
What conclusion can be drawn from these statements?
1.
2.
3.
4.

20.

Collies are the best pets children can have.
Collies are helpful in saving all children.
Collies are good pets because they always
bring people to help you.
Collieswere helpful in saving two children.

Mrs. Jones always had a difficult time buying
Christmas presents. One year, she bought her
husband a beautiful brown tie. He loved the tie
and wore it often. Mrs. Jones decided that she
would buy eight brown ties just like the one she
had given her husband and give one to each of the
men on her Christmas list.
Was this a good decision?
1.
2.
3.
4.

No, all the men might not like brown ties.
No, she should have bought each man a different
color tie.
Yes, ties are nice gifts.
Yes, the men lived in different cities, so
they probably would never know they had received
the same gift.
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21.

Recently, Negro citizens in a southern city rioted
because they were not allowed to register to vote.
The event was reported in one newspaper as follows:
Integrationists defy authority. White and Negro
citizens who are protesting unfair practices invaded
official offices in a pre-planned attempt to clog the
machinery of the city's business.
Why did the reporter choose words such as "defy",
"invaded", and "clog the machinery"?
1.
2.
3.
4.

22.

Because
Because
Because
Because

Jim is rich.

these
these
these
these

words
words
words
words

are the
are the
suggest
suggest

most descriptive.
most accurate.
desirable action.
undesirable action.

He must have a good job.

If these statements are true, what is taken for
granted?
1.
2.
3.
4.
23.

All rich people have good jobs.
Some rich people have good jobs.
There are other ways to get money other than
having a good job.
Hard work always pays off.

Taken from a political article:
My purpose in this campaign is not to seek profit
for myself by getting a political office. It is to
keep wild rabble rousers out of our government.
Every office that we an fill with an honest, peace
loving man prevents the radicals from gaining power
in our country.
What is the speaker doing in this paragraph?
1.
2.
3.
4.

He is using the best words possible to describe
his opponents.
He is describing some office seekers with
words which suggest something bad to the
reader.
He is telling the truth in the best way it can
be told.
He is describing all office seekers with words
which suggest something good to the reader.
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24.

Judy had to write a report on Michael Jackson for
her English class at school. She found several
different types of articles. One article was an
autobiography written by Michael Jackson himself.
A second article was written by a journalist and
published in a popular teen magazine.
Which information should Judy use when she makes
her report to the class?
1.
2.
3.
4.

25.

She should use the article written by Michael
Jackson himself.
It will have more personal
information.
She should use the article that gave the best
information.
She should use information from both articles
and tell who wrote each one.
She should use the article from the teen
magazine.
It should be more objective.

Anyone who has the interest of the United States at
heart will fight against Communism. Senator Smith
has the interest of the United States at heart.
If the above statements are true, what conclusion
must be drawn?
1.
2.
3.
4.

26.

Anyone in the
Communism.
Anyone in the
Communism.
Senator Smith
Senator Smith

United States might fight against
United States will fight against
might fight against Communism.
will fight against Communism.

Linda says that cats are good pets.
What is the correct way to describe this sentence?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Some cats are good pets.
All cats are good pets.
Some cats are not good pets.
Many cats are not good pets.

John said,

"Patty's father is r i c h .11

What is the meaning of rich in this sentence?
»fc- to to H

27.

The meaning is
Patty's father
Patty's father
Patty's father

unclear.
must be a banker or an oilman.
is a millionaire.
will give many things to Patty.
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The Bat Poet
Once upon a time there was a little brown bat,
the color of coffee with cream in it. He looked
like a furry mouse with wings. When I'd go in and
out my front door, in the daytime, I'd look up over
my head and see him hanging upside down from the
roof of the porch. He and the others hung there in
a bunch all snuggled together with their wings
folded, fast asleep.
One little brown bat said,
"Don't go away. I'll be homesick."
Winter-Sleeping Wildlife
One of North America's hibernating mammals
is most unusual. This unique hibernator, a bat, is
the only mammal of the world's 2,000 mammals that
can fly. North America has many of the world's
known and named bats. One type is called the
little brown bat. Usually the little brown bat
selects a cave in which to pass the winter. He
hangs upside down by one foot, then another, or
perhaps all four to sleep during the day.
28.

In what way are the stories alike?
1.
2.
3.
4.

29.

both
both
both
both

tell that
describe
tell how
say that

bats hibernate.
bats that talk.
the bats sleep.
bats are mammals.

If you wanted to know to what class of animals a
bat belongs, which sentence would you select?
1.
2.
3.
4.

30.

They
They
They
They

The unique hibernator is a bat.
One of North America's hibernators is a bat.
He looked like a furry mouse with wings.
The bat is the only mammal that can fly.

Both of the stories are about bats. What sources
would you use if you were making a report to a
science class?
1.
2.
3.
4.

The second story.
The first story and part of the second.
Both of the stories.
Parts of each story.
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APPENDIX C
General Comprehension Tests
Pretest
Read the passage and then answer the questions which
follow.
The Spider Crab
Have you even eaten crab salad or the meat out of
cracked crab legs? The crabs we eat usually measure about
a foot across when their legs are stretched out sideways.
They provide a good dinner for a healthy eater. There
are, however, some crabs which are so large that they can
feed several families. Their leg joints alone could feed a
family. These crabs are found in deep water off the coast
of Japan. They are very popular because their meat is
sweet and tender. They are enjoyed by people abroad as
well as in Japan; much of the meat is canned and
exported.
The-largest crab in Japan is called the Giant Spider
Crab because it has long thin legs like those of a
spider. These legs, however, contain several pounds of
meat. Most Giant Spider Crabs are about eight feet in
width, and some have been found which are as large as
fifteen feet wide, including their legs. They are so
large that the Japanese have to catch them with special
traps and then tie them to bamboo frames to tow them back
to shore. We have spider crabs, too, off our west coast,
but these spindly relatives are much smaller and would fit
nicely into a home aquarium.
The spider crab has a unique way of solving the
problem of protecting itself from predators. It picks up
pieces of algae and other sea growth with its claws, uses
its saliva to make them sticky, and then attaches them to
the tiny hairs on its back. The spider crab manages to
choose plants and animals that are the colors of its
surroundings. When it is finished, it looks like a big
rock with plants and animals attached to it. In fact,
divers are sometimes surprised to see such a rock begin to
move slowly across the ocean floor. If the spider crab
moves to a new place, it must go through the painstaking
process of changing its decoration to suit its new
environment.

How big is the Giant Spider Crab?______
How do spider crabs protect themselves?
Find
(a)
(b)
(cj

the Main Idea: Choose one answer. ___________
Spider crabs are very large.
The Japanese use spider crabs for food.
There are some interesting facts about spider
crabs.

Find the Facts:

Mark each of these true or false.

______ Some spider crabs are big enough to feed
several families.
______ The crabs we eat are usually about five feet
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13.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Gobeyond the Facts: If you moved a spider crab
from a tank of green algae to a tank of red
algae what one thing would the crab do?
It would turn red.
It would do nothing.
It would put red algae on its back.
It would eat the red algae.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Determine the Writer's Style:
answer.
Uses description and facts.
Tells a story.
Gives examples.
Gives cause and effect.

14.

Choose one

Words and Their Meanings:
In the passage find the
underlined word which fits each of these definitions.
15 .___________fluid from glands in the mouth
______ animals that kill and eat other animals
16 .
17 .___________very rare, the only one of its kind
18 .___________sent to some other country or place
19 .___________involving a great deal of effort and care
20 .___________thin, weak, frail-looking
21 .___________surroundings
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Read the passage and then answer the questions which
follow.
Tablets, Capsules, and Liquids
Doctors, fifty years ago, could do little to help
victims of polio.
Serious cases usually ended in death.
In 1955, a vaccine was developed which prevents the
disease. Today polio is no longer a major health problem.
Similarly, other modern drugs can prevent or cure
many illnesses that caused disability or death.
The life span of an average person has increased from
about 47 years in 1900 to about 70 years today. Much of
the credit for this amazing progress can be given to
modern drugs and improvements in medical care.
Many of the most important drugs that doctors
prescribe today have been developed in the last 15 years.
Modern drugs are complex, specific and powerful.
People
need to know more about drugs in order to use them
safely. While powerful drugs can save lives which would
have been lost a few decades ago, they can also harm or
fail to help the careless user.
Early man discovered by accident that some of the
plants growing around him seemed useful to heal sores,
relieve pain, or even cure disease. These plants were the
first drugs.
Plants are still the source of some drugs, such as
digitalis, quinine, and some narcotics.
Quinine, for example, is a bitter-tasting drug used
to treat the chills and fever of malaria and to reduce
attacks of the disease. It is made from the bark of the
cinchona tree, which grows in the Andes Mountains. The
Indians of that region were the first to use the bark as a
medicine.
Spanish missionaries probably brought it to
Europe in the early 1600's. Chemists learned how to
extract the pure drug from the bark. And in 1944, it was
made artificially in the laboratory.
Other important drugs, such as hormones and vaccines,
are obtained from animals. But most of the modern drugs
come from chemical combinations worked out by research
scientists.
Most people never see drugs in their simple form as
chemicals.
Instead, they are seen as tablets, capsules or
liquids which contain the drug and other ingredients.
Like early man, modern man uses drugs to get
different results.
Some drugs attack the organism that
causes a disease. They cure by killing the organism.
Other drugs relieve what we call the symptoms of the
disease, the headache, pain, fever, or chills, and make
the patient more comfortable.

an x in front of the best answer.
Doctors could do little to help polio patients:
ten years ago.
twenty years ago.
fifty years ago.
A polio vaccine was developed during the middle:
1930's.
1950's.
1960's.
The average life span of people today is:
65 years.
70 years.
75 years.
Quinine is used to treat symptoms of:
influenza.
malaria.
yellow fever.
Originally, quinine was made from:
a tree bark.
sugar cane.
plant leaves.
The author feels that the medicine used by primitive
man:
was of no real value.
did more harm than good.
was probably effective.
The author
can be
can be
can be

implies that most drugs:
obtained from animal sources.
found naturally in plants.
manufactured in a laboratory.

The reader can
quinine is
quinine is
quinine is

assume that:
injected into the blood stream,
injected into muscle tissues.
taken orally.

The cinchona tree grows in:
desert areas.
rain forests.
mountainous regions.

can conclude that:
many illnesses can be cured with synthetic drugs,
drug companies are carefully controlled by the
government.
malaria is carried by mosquitos.
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Posttest
Read the passage and then answer the questions which
follow.
A Remarkable Bird
A helicopter can move almost straight up and down,
backward and forward, and even hover in the sky. The
hummingbird can perform the same maneuvers 1 This
remarkable bird has extremely large wing muscles for its
size.
Its wings are connected to its body by a special
joint that enables the hummingbird to move quickly in any
direction.
The wings move so fast that they produce the
humming sound which results in this bird's name.
The hummingbird hovers in the air while it sucks
nectar from flowers. It has to eat continually since so
much energy is used up by its quickly moving body.
It
eats between fifty and sixty times a day.
If human beings
ate as much for their weight, each would be eating the
equivalent of 275 pounds of hamburger a day! At night a
hummingbird sleeps so soundly that it almost hibernates;
its deep sleep conserves its energy and thus, its food
supply.
Hummingbirds vary from 2 1/4 to 8 1/2 inches in
length. There are over 300 different kinds, but all of
them are found only in the Western Hemisphere.
Like all
animals, one of their major concerns is insuring the
survival of their species. Male hummingbirds get the
attention of the females by putting on a show of fancy
flying. After mating, the female builds a nest with plant
fibers, using spider webs as thread. For camouflage, she
covers the nest with plants called lichens. Then she lays
two white eggs.
In two weeks two featherless babies are
hatched.
Eventually, they begin to fly and eat nectar,
continuing the life cycle of their species.
These
miniature helicopters are quite remarkable creatures!
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1.

How much hamburger would a person have to eat per day
to equal a hummingbird's daily food intake?__________

2.

Write one other fact about hummingbirds._____________

3.

Find the Main Idea: Choose one answer._________
(a) Hummingbirds eat quite a lot.
(b) There are many interesting facts about
hummingbirds.
(c) Hummingbirds are like helicopters.
Find the Facts:

Mark each of these true or false.

4 .___ Hummingbirds can fly backwards.
5 .___ A hummingbird's wings have very small muscles.
6 .___ Hummingbirds eat about fifty times a day.
7 .___ Hummingbirds sleep very lightly.
8 .___ Hummingbirds are only one inch long.
9 .___ Male hummingbirds use fancy flying to attract the
females.
10 .___ Hummingbirds lay ten eggs.
11 .___ Hummingbirds are featherless when they hatch.
Find the Order: Number the following in the order in
which they appear in the passage.
12 .___ There are three hundred kinds of hummingbirds.
The hummingbird eats continually.
Nests are made of plants and spider webs.
These miniature helicopters are remarkable
creatures.
Hummingbirds sleep very soundly at night.
The hummingbird sucks nectar from flowers.
Female hummingbirds lay their eggs.
The hummingbird has a special wing joint.
13 .___ Go beyond the Facts:
Which animal needs the most
food?
(a) One that uses up energy quickly.
(b) One that uses up energy very slowly.
(c) One that hibernates.
(d) One that sleeps a great deal.
14 .___ Determine the Writer's Style:
Choose one answer.
(a) It states facts.
(b) It tells a story.
(c) It explains an experiment.
(d) It gives causes and reasons.
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Words and Their Meanings:
In the passage find the
underlined word which fits each of these definitions.
15 .__________very small
16 .__________equal
17 .__________movements involving changes in direction
18 .__________uncommon, extraordinary, noticeable
19 .__________allows, makes possible
20 .__________saves, preserves
21 .__________hang fluttering in the air, remain suspended
over a place
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Read the passage and then answer the questions which
follow.
Headaches
Almost everyone suffers from a headache
occasionally.
But some people suffer from repeated,
frequent headaches.
What is a headache? What causes it? What can be
done about a headache? What research is being done on
headaches?
The dictionary defines headache simply as a "pain in
the head." What most people mean by headache is a pain
which lasts several minutes or hours.
It covers the whole
head, or one side of it, or perhaps the front or the back
of the head. The pain may be steady or throbbing, barely
noticeable or completely overpowering. To add to the
confusion about a definition, some people call any tight
feeling in the head a headache.
A headache is important because it can be the first
warning of a serious condition which probably could be
controlled if discovered early.
If a person removes the
warning day after day, with a pain-killer, he may pass the
point of easy control.
The professional name for covering up a symptom is
"masking." A headache specialist once said, "Masking
symptoms is not the best way of treatment." He compared
taking a pain-killer for a headache before a cause is
known with taking iron pills for anemia while bleeding
continues undiscovered. He added, "Sometimes it is wiser
to stand still than to advance in darkness."
A headache is important also because it interferes
needlessly with normal, happy living. The employee with a
headache does less work. In a flash of temper he may
upset his fellow workers or customers, causing a direct or
indirect loss to his organization. The mother with a
migraine headache suffers and disturbs the family. She
upsets her husband and children.
For emergency treatment of a headache, it is wise to
try a quick, fresh-air test. This test will take away any
deadly, odorless, carbon monoxide poisoning from a
downdraft in heating equipment or a leaky car exhaust.
It
may also eliminate temporarily a crowded, overexciting,
tension-creating gathering.
Rest, quiet, and fresh air stop many common
headaches.
Lying down and possibly falling asleep may
help.
Tension headaches are often handled with massage of
the neck muscles, heat from an electric pad, or a warm tub
soak.
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Because hunger may be overlooked as a headache
source, one must make a habit of regular meals.
If a meal
must be postponed for more than an hour, a snack helps to
avoid a hunger headache.
Put an x in front of the best answer.
1.

Using medication to lessen pain is called:
recoiling.
masking.
doctoring.

2.

The first step in treating a headache should be:
taking aspirin.
playing music.
breathing fresh air.

3.

As a remedy for a headache, sleep:
sometimes help.
does little good.
intensifies the pain.

4.

An electric heating pad is often effective for:
migraine headaches.
tension headaches.
virus headaches.

5.

Many people do not realize that headaches can be
caused by:
hunger.
sleep,
reading.

6.

"It is wiser to stand still than to advance in
darkness" refers to:
going to the doctor for minor pain.
taking medication without knowing the cause of
pain.
avoiding headaches by moving about in well-lighted
rooms.

7.

In this article the author:
discusses various medications for a headache.
advocates regular health checkups.
defines headache.

The author implies that a headache can be caused by:
poor ventilation.
insecticides.
alcohol.
According to the author, headaches should be treated
as:
a common annoyance which should be overlooked.
a condition that requires immediate medical
attention.
a warning that something might be wrong.
We can conclude that:
some headaches do not require medication.
intensive research is being conducted on headache
pain.
most people do not experience headaches.
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APPENDIX D
Strategy Evaluation Tests
Pretest
BIG TROUBLE-LITTLE FISH
Scientists have been carefully watching the pupfish
which live in a limestone cavern called Devil's Hole.
The rock cliffs high above shade the pool in which they
live, most of the day. During the summer, sunlight
reaches the rock shelf for only a few hours each day. A
bed of algae grown there and the pupfish have plenty of
food. Until recently, there were about 700 pupfish.in
Devil's Hole at the end of each summer.
But in the winter, direct sunlight never reaches
the water, and very little algae grows. Because of
this, only about 200 pupfish have survived recent
winters.
Big trouble came for these little fish when humans
started farming nearby. The wells the people dug to
irrigate their farms were causing the water level to
fall lower and lower in Devil's Hole.
Scientists knew
that if the water dropped below the shelf of rock, the
pupfish could not feed or spawn and would die.
In 197 0, scientists placed a fiberglass shelf in
the pool so the pupfish would have another place to feed
and spawn if the water level continued to drop. Very
few of the pupfish have used this new shelf. A few
summers ago, one scientist counted only 300 pupfish in
Devil's Hole. Most of them were still eating and
spawning in a small corner of their old rock shelf, the
only part left below water.
People are asking the United States government to
help save the pupfish. They want to form a refuge for
the pupfish near Death Valley where the little fish
could live as they once did, undisturbed in their own
ponds. Farming and pumping of water would have to be
cut down and people would be unable to build houses
nearby. Here, then, pupfish could be seen and enjoyed;
scientists could come to study them.
The pupfish have adapted to salt water, hot water
and cold water. They have adapted to very small ponds.

They have been able to adapt to changes in many ways,
but they cannot live without food and water. We should
try to help the desert pupfish while there are still
some left to help.
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Posttest
PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
When a drug is one that should be used only under a
doctor's supervision, the law requires that it be sold
only by prescription.
Special tests or instructions may
be needed. Drugs for serious diseases may require a
prescription to insure safe and correct use.
A prescription is as personal as your name.
It is
designed for you alone.
It is based on such factors as
your age, weight, general health, allergies, and other
factors, as well as your illness.
Never take a prescription drug meant for another
person, even if you think you have the same disease.
Prescriptions aren't supposed to be traded around the
family or neighborhood. Each prescription is intended
for an individual.
It is a violation of federal law to
sell a prescription.
Doctors and dentists are licensed by the states to
prescribe drugs for human use. Doctors of veterinary
medicine are licensed to prescribe drugs for animal
use.
A licensed medical doctor must pass an examination
to practice medicine in a certain state.
Before doing
this, he probably completed at least two years of a
premedical course, a four-year medical course, two years
of internship or residency in a hospital, and perhaps an
extra year or more of training in a specialty-altogether
at least eight years of medical training, possibly nine.
A doctor must write a prescription or phone it
directly to the store. Otherwise a pharmacist is
forbidden by law to fill it. Under state laws, only
registered pharmacists may fill a prescription. A
registered pharmacist must be a graduate of a college of
pharmacy and have passed a difficult test in the state
in which he practices. The course in a college of
pharmacy is now five years long.
Do not take prescriptions written for you during a
previous illness without first checking with your
doctor. Your illness may not be the same as the
previous one, even though you think it is. Also, the
drug may have lost strength, or the germ that caused the
disease may have become resistant to the drug.
Don't ask your pharmacist to refill a prescription
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for you without checking with your doctor, unless the
original prescription states that refills are
permitted. The law forbids the pharmacist to do so, for
your own protection. Only a doctor is qualified to
advise you about continuing to take a medicine.

Strategy Evaluation Test Form
Student Answer Sheet

The title of this passage is
What do y°u Predict it will be about?

Read the passage silently. Be sure to read carefully
and concentrate on what you are reading.
Make up 2 'good' comprehension questions aout the
passage you read. Try to ask questions about the most
important facts, not trivial or unimportant
information. Try to ask a question that would make
someone think before he answered it. Remember the
question words: who, what, why, when, where, and how.
1 ._______________________________________
2.

In a few (not more than 4) sentences, summarize the
passage.
Tell, in your own words, what you feel was the
main idea or the most important facts.

Did the passage contain facts, opinions or both?_
Give some examples of facts or opinions you read.
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APPENDIX E
Strategy Evaluation Rating Materials

Evaluation Criteria for Strategy Evaluation Tests
The following points should be awarded for strategy
evaluation task items:
PREDICTION
0
1
2

Inaccurate and inappropriate response
Inaccurate but appropriate response
Accurate response

QUESTIONS
0
1
2
3

Inappropriate question
Literal Level question
Inferential Level question
Critical Level question

SUMMARY
(See list of sample summary sentences)
0
1
2

No quote or paraphrase of sample sentences
Quote or paraphrase of 1 sample sentence
Quote or paraphrase of 2 or more sample sentences

FACTS/OPINIONS
(See list of sample facts/opinions)
0
1
2
3

No appropriate answers (Based on sample semtences)
One appropriate answer
Two appropriate answers
Three or more appropriate answers

Strategy Evaluation Rating Sheets

Student's Name_________________
Evaluator's Name_______________
Total number of points awarded:

Prediction__________

Questions__________

________

Summary

Facts

Opinions
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Evaluation Criteria for Questions

Literal Level Questions
Questions which can be answered by using information
stated directly in the text.
Examples:
Who licenses doctors and dentists to prescribe drugs?
How long is the course of study in a coollege of pharmacy?
When did scientists place a fiberglass shelf in the pool?
How many pupfish have survived recent winters?
Inferential Level Questions
Questions which can be answered by "reading between the
lines".
Some of the readers own knowledge must be combined with
actual text information.
Examples:
About how
Why would
if the
Why can't

many pupfish have died in recent years?
farming and pumping of water have to be cut down
pupfish were to be able to remain undisturbed?
a pharmacists refill all prescriptions?

Critical Level Questions
Questions which require the reader to critically analyze
or evaluate material.
Questions which require an opinion or a value judgement.
Examples:
Why should we try to save the pupfish?
How could the government help save the pupfish?
How do you think...?
What could happen if you take a drug prescribed for
another
person?
Do you think that current laws concerning prescription
drugs are
good ones?
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Evaluation Criteria - Summary Statements
Big Trouble-Little Fish
Scientists have been carefully watching the pupfish which
live in a limestone cavern called Devil's TIole.
But in the winter, direct sunlight never reaches the
water, and very little algae grows.
Big trouble came for these little fish when humans started
farming nearby.
Scientists knew that if the water dropped below the shelf
of rock, the pupfish could not feed or spawn and would
die.
In 1970, scientists placed a fiberglass shelf in the
poolso the pupfish would have another place to feed and
spawn if the water level continued to drop.
They have been able to adapt to changes in many ways, but
they cannot live without food and water.
We should try to help the desert pupfish while there are
still some left to help.

Evaluation Criteria-Summarv Statements
Prescription Drugs
When a drug is one that should be used only under a
doctor's supervision, the law requires that it be sold
only by prescription.
Drugs for serious diseases may require a prescription to
insure safe and correct use.
Never take a prescription drug meant for another person,
even if you think you have the same disease.
Each prescription is intended for an individual.
Doctors and dentists are licensed by the states to
prescribe drugs for human use.
Under state laws, only registered pharmacissts may fill
prescription.
Do not take prescriptions written for you during a
previous illness without first checking with your doctor
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Evaluation Criteria-Fact Statements

Big Trouble-Little Fish
Scientists have been carefully watching the pupfish which
live in a limestone cavern called Devil’s Hole.
The rock cliffs high above shade the pool in which they
live most of the day.
During the summer, sunlight reaches the rock shelf for
only a few hours each day.
A bed of algae grows there and the pupfish have plenty of
food.
Until recently, there were about 700 pupfish in Devil's
Hole at the end of each summer.
But in the winter, direct sunlight never reaches the
water, and very little algae grows.
Because of this, only about 200 pupfish have survived
recent winters.
The wells the people dug to irrigate their farms were
causing the water level to fall lower and lower in Devil1s
Hole.
Scientists knew that if the water dropped below the shelf
of rock, the pupfish could not feed or spawn and would
die.
In 1970, scientists placed a fiberglass shelf in the pool
so the pupfish would have another place to feed and spawn
if the water level continued to drop.
Very few of the pupfish have used this new shelf.
A few summers ago, one scientist counted only 300 pupfish
in Devil’s Hole.
Most of them were still eating and spawning in a small
corner of their old rock shelf, the only part left below
water.
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People are asking the Uniter States government to help
save the pupfish.
They want to form a refuge for the pupfish near Death
Valley where the little fish could live as theyonce did,
undisturbed in their own ponds.
The pupfish have adapted to salt water, hot water and cold
water.
They have adapted to very small ponds.
They have been able to adapt to changes in many ways, but
they cannot live without food and water.
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Evalutation Criteria-Ooinion Statements

Big Trouble-Little Fish
Because of this, only about 200 pupfish have survived
recent winters.
Big trouble came for these little fish when humans started
farming nearby.
Farming and pumping of water would have to be cut down and
people would be unable to build houses nearby.
Here, then, pupfish could be seen and enjoyed; scientists
could come to study them.
We should try to help the desert pupfish while there are
still some left to help.
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Evaluation Criteria-Fact Statements

Prescription Drugs
When a drug is one that should be used only under a
doctor's supervision, the law requires that it be sold
only by prescription.
It is designed for you alone.
It is based on such factors as your age, weight, general
health, allergies, and other factors, as well as your
illness.
Each prescription is intended for an individual.
It is a violation of federal law to sell a prescription
drug without a prescription.
Doctors and dentists are licensed by the states to
prescribe drugs for human use.
Doctors of veterinary medicine are licensed to prescribe
drugs for animal use.
A licensed medical doctor must pass an examination to
practice medicine in a certain state.
Before doing this, he probably completed at least two
years of a premedical course, a four-year medical course,
two years of internship or residency in a hospital, and
perhaps an extra year or more of training in a specialty
altogether at least eight years of medical training,
possibly nine.
A doctor must write a prescription or phone it directly to
the store.
Otherwise a pharmacist is forbidden by law to fill it.
Under state laws, only registered pharmacists may fill a
prescription.
A registered pharmacist must be a graduate of a college of
pharmacy and have passed a difficult test in the state in
which he practices.
The course in a college of pharmacy is now five years
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long.
The law forbids the pharmacist to do so, for your own
protection.
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Evaluation Criteria-Qpinion Statements
Prescription Drugs
Special tests or instructions may be needed.
Drugs for serious diseases may require a prescription to
insure safe and correct use.
A prescription is as personal as your name.
Never take a prescription drug meant for another person,
even if you think you have the same disease.
Prescriptions aren't supposed to be traded around the
family or neighborhood.
Do not take prescriptions written for you during a
previous illness without first checking with your doctor.
Your illness may not be the same as the previous one, even
though you think it is.
Also, the drug may have lost strength, or the germ that
caused the disease may have become resistant to the drug.
Don't ask your pharmacist to refill a prescription for you
without checking with your doctor, unless the original
prescription states that refills are permitted.
Only a doctor is qualified to advise you about continuing
to take a medicine.

Evaluation Criteria-Predictions
Big Trouble-Little Fish
Something about ecology or saving endangered fish
Something from summary.

Prescription Drugs
Something from summary.
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APPENDIX F

Attitude Survey
DIRECTIONS: Below are some statements about reading. Read
each statement. Read the choices. Circle the letter of
the choice that best describes your feelings.
Key; l=Strongly Agree
2=Agree
3=Undecided
4=Disag*ae
5=Strongly Disagree

1.

I read when I have to for school, but
I rarely read for pleasure.

1 2

3

4

5

I often have a difficult time
understanding material that I
read in my college textbooks.

1 2

3

4

5

I'm often confused about which
information is a fact and which
is merely the author's opinion.

1 2

3

4

5

I often get so involved with reading
a book that I forget about everything
else.

1 2

3

4

5

Most of the novels I read are all
about the same subject.

1 2

3

4

5

6.

I am a good, reader.

1

3

4

5

7.

My high school teachers did not
adequately prepare me for college

1 2

3

4

5

2.

3.

4.

5.

8.

When I'm reading an assignment,
I often try to decide which

2
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

questions a teacher might ask.

1 2

3

4

5

I usually believe everything I
read.

1 2

3

4

5

I can understand an assignment
better if I read the directions
myself rather than listen to
someone explain them to me.

1 2

3

4

5

Over the years, my teachers have
taught me some very effective
study methods.

1 2

3

4

5

I resent having to take this
course.

1 2

3

4

5

I get nervous when I have to
'think' before I answer a test
question. I really prefer when
teachers ask for facts directly
tated in the book.

1 2

3

4

5

I could do much better in school
if I tried harder.

1 2

3

4

Things I learn in this Reading
Lab are useless.

1 2

3

4

If I already know someting about
a topic then it's easier to
understand when I read about it.

1 2

3

4

5

After reading a text passage,
I often have a hard time deciding
which information is important.

1

3

4

5

2
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18.

Discussing what I have read with
a friend helps me to understand
it better.

1 2

3 4

5
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APPENDIX G
Strategy Training Materials

Questioning: Instructions
Questions play an important part in life, especially
the life of a student. Much classroom discussion is
focused on answering questions. Textbooks often have
questions that must be answered, and, of course tests are
nearly always series of questions. One of the activities
you will be doing is learning to ask good questions about
material you have read. Good questions focus on important
information rather than unimportant, trivial, or detailed
information. There are several reasons for learning to
ask questions while reading:
1.
2.
3.

It is a way in which you can test your own
understanding of what you have read.
It is a good way to focus on what is important
in a passage.
With a little practice, it is possible that you
can become skilled enough at questioning that
you can predict the kinds of questions you might
be asked on a test. Obviously, this would be
very useful while studying.

Most questions begin with the following 'question words':
who
what
why
when
where
how
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Questioning:

Student Worksheet

Now practice making up a good question about the
following sentences.
Begin your question with the work
specified. Remember to ask questions about the most
important ideas in the sentence, not the trivial or
unimportant information.
1.

The falcon is

afemale hunting

bird.

What_____________________________________?
2.

In medieval times, in Europe, only members of
a royal family could own falcons.
Who______________________________________ ?

3.

The falcon bathes inshallowstreams to control
bird lice that live in her feathers.
Why______________________________________ ?

4.

A falcon prefers to hunt for its prey in open
areas.
Where

5.

?

In the 1950's, the falcon populations in North
America and Central Europe dropped suddenly.
When_____________________________________ ?

6.

The falcon hunts by swooping down on her prey
and grabbing it with her sharp talons.
How

?

Now make up a ’good' question for the following
sentences. This time you may use any question word you
choose.
7.

Although animals don't have language as we do,
they communicate with each other by signals of
some kind.
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Scientists study animal communications through
experiments and observations.

9.

10.

11.

Because snakes are totally deaf, it is the
movement of the snake charmer that charms the
snake, not the music the snake charmer plays.

Some ants give off a special alarm odor that
,warns nearby ants of danger.

The sounds made by bats, moths, and whales
are too high for humans to hear.

Now that you have had some practice in making up
questions, you must learn to select the most important
information in a paragraph about which to ask a question.
Following each of the paragraphs in items 12-16 are 3
questions. One of these questions is better than the
other two because it is about the most important
information in the paragraph. The other two question
choices are either about details or are not answered in
the paragraph. Read each paragraph carefully, and then
put a check by the best question. Remember that the best
question should be clear and should be about the most
important information in the paragraph.
12.

Deaths from snakebite have been cut down in
recent years by the use of antivenoms-medicines
that work against the snake poisons. There are
now few deaths from snakebite in the United
States.
1.
2.
3.

Why do snakes bite people?
In what country do few people die from
snakebite?
Why do fewer people die from snakebite
these days?
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13.

Contrary to what some people believe, snakes do
not sting with their tongues. Their tongues are
used to sharpen their sense of smell. The
snakes pick up tiny particles of matter in the
air and put them in two tiny holes at the bottom
of their nostrils so that they can smell better.
1.
2.
3.

How many holes does a snake have in his
nostrils?
What does a snake use its tongue for?
Why do people use the expression, "He
speaks with a forked tongue?"

14. The smallest snake is just the size of a
worm. The largest snake has been known to
reach thirty feet in length which is almost as
long as two station wagons. There are many
varieties of snakes and they come in many
lengths.
1.
2.
3.
15.

How long do snakes get?
How many station wagons could you fit
into 3 0 feet?
Where would you find the longest snakes?

Snakes are very flexible because their body is
like a rubber hose with many bones. In fact,
a snake's backbone can have as many as 300
vertebrae, almost ten times as many as a
human's. Because of all these bones, a snake
can twist its body in almost any direction.

______ 1.

Why can a snake move its body in so many
ways?
______ 2. Do snakes ever need backrubs the way
people do?
______ 3. How many vertebrae do snakes have?
16.

While very small snakes eat very small insects
or worms, large snakes can eat small deer,
leopards, and goats. All snakes, regardless
of size, eat living animals or animal eggs.
In fact, some snakes swallow each other.

______ 1. What snake eats its neighbor snake?
______ 2. What do snakes eat?
3. How is the diet of a small snake different
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from the diet of a large snake?
Make up a 'good1 question for each of these paragraphs.
17.

Camels have been helpful to people who live in
deserts for thousands of years. They have
carried people as well as their goods on their
strangely shaped backs. They are able to
cross deserts and mountains on trips that may
take two months.

18.

Scientists have studied the camel carefully to
determine how it can live where other animals
would die. They have found that the camel is
especially well designed for its l i f e 1in the
hot, dry, sandy parts of the world. There are
many characteristics of the camel that are
useful to it including its feet, legs,
eyelashes, and nostrils.

19.

There have been many prominent women in
America's history who have done much good for
mankind. One of these women was Alice
Hamilton. Dr. Hamilton was very concerned about
the health of industrial workers. Through her
research and leadership, she was responsible for
many changes that improved working conditions
for laborers.
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20.

Scientists have been asking themselves what
energy is for hundreds of years, but no one has
come up with a simple answer. About the only
definition of energy that scientists can agree
on is that energy is that something which
enables people, machines, and objects to do
work.

(Questioning materials copied with permission of Annemarie
Palincsar.)
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Summary:

Instructions

A summary is a short statement that tells the most
important ideas. You have probably had practice in
summarizing during phone conversations with a friend. For
instance, your parents may have given you the signal to
get off the phone when you were in the middle of telling
your friend what happened at the ballgame.
If you wanted
to finish your story, you probably had to summarize
it-that is, give a short explanation telling only the most
important ideas. You could give your friend the details
later. Summarizing is also important when you write a
postcard or send a telegram.
Being able to summarize is a
skill that can make you a better reader. It can help you
understand and remember what you've read. Today you're
going to practice summarizing.
The first step in summarizing is to determine the topic
of the passage. The topic can be stated in a word or
phrase, and it tells the subject of the paragraph-what
it's talking about. Once you have discovered the topic
of a paragraph, the final task in summarizing is to
determine the most important idea. There are five rules
which can help you find the most important idea of
something you have just read.
RULE 1:

IDENTIFY THE TOPIC SENTENCE.
Many times the topic sentence will be the first
sentence in a paragraph, but this is not always
the case. Sometimes topic sentences come at the
end of a selection. They may even be sandwiched
in the middle. You'll have to be sharp to find
them!

RULE 2:

INVENT A TOPIC SENTENCE IF THERE ISN'T ONE.
Many times, you will read a paragraph that does
not have a topic sentence.
In a case like that,
you should use the second rule for summarizing:
inventing a topic sentence.
First you should
identify the topic of the paragraph. Then, in
your own words you must make up a sentence which
gives the main idea that all, or nearly all, of
the other sentences discuss. This is more
difficult than just identifying the topic
sentence, but with practice, using Rule 2
becomes much easier.
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RULE 3:

LEAVE OUT UNIMPORTANT INFORMATION.
This is a fairly easy rule to follow. You will
use it most often when the author is describing
or telling about something. Unimportant details
will describe the main idea, but when they are
left out of the passage, what is left is a topic
sentence, or several sentences from which to
invent a topic sentence.-

RULE 4:

GIVE STEPS OR LISTS A TITLE.
Some paragraphs tell you how to do something or
describe something step-by-step.
In this case,
you need to use Rule 4. A paragraph might be
telling you the steps to follow for a particular
activity such as riding a bike or making tacos.
The topic of that paragraph would be that
activity. Paragraphs also may include lists of
items. Sometimes you will need to choose a word
to classify those words. For example, if a
paragraph talked about oak, pine, maple, and
fir, you might choose 'kinds of tress' as the
paragraph topic.

RULE 5:

CROSS OUT INFORMATION THAT IS REDUNDANT.
Redundant information repeats information which
you already know, or which has already been
given to you. For example, if one sentence told
you that some water was boiling, and a second
sentence told you that the temperature of the
water was above 212 degrees, one of the
sentences would be redundant. Both sentences
give the same information in different ways.
When you are trying to summarize a paragraph,
you will want to eliminate redundant
information.
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Summary:
RULE 1:
1.

Student Worksheet
IDENTIFY THE TOPIC SENTENCE

Computers are very valuable machines because they
work so fast. In the time it takes to push a few
buttons, a computer can tell a store manager how many
pizzas or cartons of coke are on the shelves.
In
less than 15 seconds, telephone computers connect
callers thousands of miles apart. These quick
machines can do two million multiplication problems
in one second!
A topic can be stated in a word or a short phrase
and it tells the subject of the paragraph-what it's
talking about.
In one word, what is the topic of Paragraphl?______
Find and underline the topic sentence in Paragraph 1.
Remember, every other sentence in the paragraph
should give examples of this topic sentence.

2.

In the fall, wild animals begin to stock food and
grow long coats of hair. Many birds fly south.
The leaves turn beautiful colors, then die and fall
to the ground. The days become shorter and the
weather gets cooler. Many signs tell us winter is
coming.
What is the topic of Paragraph 2?_________________
Find and underline the topic sentence in Paragraph
2.

RULE 2:
3.

INVENT A TOPIC SENTENCE IF THERE ISN'T ONE.

When a volcano erupts, melted rock, steam and
ashes are forced through the top of the mountain.
The area around the volcano is sprayed with ashes
and boiling liquid called iava. Trees and buildings
in its path are destroyed. Wildlife and people are
killed.
Choose and circle the best 'invented' topic sentence
for Paragraph 3.
A.
The island of Hawaii was formed by volcanic
eruptions.
B.
Towns near erupting volcanoes can be covered

C.
4.

with ashes.
When a volcano erupts, it destroys both people
and land surrounding it.

Volcanoes add to the surface of the earth. Many
islands in the Pacific Ocean, such as Hawaii, were
completely formed by volcanic eruptions.
In some
parts of the world, steam from active volcanoes is
used to run power plants for factories and homes.
When lava settles into the soil, it leaves minerals
which make the soil rich and fertile. The cooled
lava is also used as a road building material.
Circle the best 'invented' topic sentence for
Paragraph 4.
A.
Many volcanoes have become tourist attractions
B.
Lava and steam from volcanoes can be helpful
to man.
c.
Lava adds surface and minerals to the earth.

5.

Caffeine and sugar in cola drinks can actually eat
away your teeth. A friend of mine used to be a
'cola addict'. I guess she drank about 6 or 7
colas a day from early childhood. At age 22, she
discovered that she was losing the enamel on her
teeth. Her doctor told her that the loss of enamel
was due to her drinking so many colas.
What is the topic? ___________________________
Invent a topic sentence ______________________

RULE 3:
6.

LEAVE OUT UNIMPORTANT INFORMATION.

Amelia has three pairs of Levis. One pair is navy
blue. One pair is light blue (to match her eyes).
The third pair is green. She likes them all.
What is the topic? ____________________________
Decide which sentence tells the most important
thing the author is saying about the topic.
Underline that sentence.
That is the topic
sentence. The other sentences are not important
sentences because if they were left out, we would
still know the most important thing about the topic
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7.

England is noted for its delicious breakfasts.
It
is hearty meal. One should plan to take a full
hour to eat it. It consists of juice, cereal,
milk, bacon, eggs, toast, jam,and tea. Every taste
is so special that it is difficult to skip anything.
Topic:_________________________________________
Leave out unimportant information and underline
topic sentence.

RULE 4:
8.

GIVE STEPS OR LISTS A TITLE.

After you read the cake recipe, gather your
ingredients together. First cream the butter and
sugar. Next add the eggs, then sift the flour. Then
mix in all the dry ingredients.
Finally, add the
liquid. The liquid can be water. Stir the mixture
vigorously. Pour the mixture into a baking pan.
Bake at 350 degrees for one hour.
This paragraph told (Give the steps a title):

9.

It's always great fun to watch a pizza being made.
The pizza maker first grabs a lump of dough and
pats it into a flat cake. Then he slips it on his
closed fist and twirls it around in the air until
it becomes a large pancake. After that, the pancake
is tenderly placed on a baker's shovel and covered
with cheeses and meats and tomato sauce. Finally,
the pizza maker slides the shovel into a special hot
oven. In five minutes, it becomes bubbly hot and
brown crusted.
This paragraph told (Give the steps a title):

10.

When Julie goes to the zoo, she enjoys most seeing
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the parakeets, canaries, parrots, and peacocks.
This paragraph told (Give the list a title):

11.

Nutritionists are interested in evaluating the
vitamins and minerals that are found in pizza, hot
dogs, hamburgers, and tacos.
This paragraph told (Give the list a title):

12.

Much of our nation's food is grown in Illinois,
Iowa, and Kansas.
Title of List:
RULE 5:

13.

_____

CROSS OUT INFORMATION THAT IS REDUNDANT.

The North Pole is one of the coldest regions on
earth. The temperature often drops below 0 degrees.
Weathermen often report freezing temperatures there.
The winds are very strong on the North Pole, gusting
up to 60 miles an hour.
It is quite windy on the
North Pole.
Two of the sentences in Paragraph 13 are
redundant-they simply repeat what you have already
been told. Find and cross out the 2 sentences
which you feel are redundant.

14.

Many languages are spoken in Africa.
In West
Africa, 12 6 major languages are spoken. Each tribe
speaks a different language. Arabic is the leading
language in northern Africa, while eastern Africans
speak mainly Swahili. Africa is a continent of many
languages. Northern and eastern Africans speak
different languages.
Find and cross out any redundant information in
Paragraph 14.

(Summary Materials copied with permission of Annemarie
Palincsar.)
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Predicting:

Instructions

Predicting is another important reading skill. Just as
the meteorologist at the weather bureau predicts the
weather, it is important for you to learn to predict
when you are reading.
Predicting, of course, means
telling what you believe will come next. To predict,
you must concentrate on what the author is saying to
make an educated guess about what you think will come
next. Naturally, after you make a prediction, you'll
have a purpose for continuing your reading: to see if
what you predicted was right!
There are several clues that can help you make a good
prediction.
One clue is the title of a story. For
instance, if the title of a story were Animals in the
Postal Service, you would probably predict that this
story would tell about how animals help in delivering
mail. Next, you should carry your thinking process one
step further and think about what you already know
about this. Try to predict what animals the author is
going to discuss. What kinds of animals do you know of
that help or are used to help deliver mail?
(You might
recall Pony Express horses, dog-sled mail carriers or
elephants and camels used in other countries).
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Predictions:

Student Worksheet

See how well you can predict from the titles in questions
1-4.
1.

Journey into Jazz
This story will probably be about:
a)
b)
c)

(Circle one)

A trip to the city of jazz
The history of jazz style music
A trumpet player

I predict this information may be included in the
article ______________________________________
2.

Is Seeing Believing?
This story will probably be about:
a)
b)
c)

(Circle one)

How your eyes can be tricked by optical
illusions
How seeing-eye dogs help the blind
How wearing glasses can improve one's eyesight

I predict this information may be included in the
article: _____________________________________
3.

Lookincr to the Stars
I predict this story will be about:

_______________

What do you already know about the predicted topic?

4.

I Climbed Everest Alone
I predict this story will be about:

______________

What do you already know about the predicted topic?
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Besides titles, another clue you can be on the look-out
for when you are predicting is headings. Headings are
the words or phrases in dark print that look like titles
to a section of a story. Individual headings give you
an idea of what that section of the article will cover. A
list of all the headings in an article is a good tip as to
what the entire article will discuss.
If these were the headings in an article, try to predict a
title. Write your answer in the blank at the top.
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.

World Series
Super Bowl
Davis Cup
Stanley Cup

1.
2.
3.

Caterpillar
Cocoon
Butterfly

6.

See if you can predict some possible headings if you are
given the title. Fill in the blanks with your
predictions.
7.

Pioneer Chores
1

.__________________________

2 .____________________________________

3.
8.

Early Morning Routines of College Students
1.
2.
3.
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One last clue for predicting is to use the.questions
that are asked in the text. Many times an author will
ask the reader a question. What do you suppose the
author will do then? Well, he'll probably continue by
answering that question. At the point where the author
asks the question, your predicting skills should start
working. Not only should you predict that the author
will answer the question, you should also think about
what you already know about the answer.
Try to make some predictions about questions 9-12.
9.

My friend, Ann, loves to combine food in unusual
ways. Yesterday she mixed 7-UP with Cranapple
juice and added a slice of lemon. For breakfast
she sometimes sprinkles chocolate chips on her
omelet. She's also crazy about strawberries. For
dinner last night, she ate spaghetti noodles, but
can you guess what she topped them with?
What do you predict that the author will say next?

10.

Before television, people used to listen to the
radio for entertainment. There were mystery, spy,
and science fiction stories. As you listened, you
might have heard Clark Kent change into Superman
and take off after some robbers. How could you
have heard him change into Superman?
What do you predict the author will tell next?

11,

We frequently read about fires that do extensive
damage. Many are caused by careless smokers or
electrical shorts. Did you know that legend says a
cow was responsible for the worst fire in Chicago?
I predict the author will discuss

________________

What do you already know about what he will tell
next?
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12. Easter Island is a small, but famous, island in the
Pacific Ocean. Sleeping volcanoes dot this remote
island where only 1100 people live. There are more horses
on the island than there are people. Tourists do not come
to sun bathe on the beaches or to enjoy food at
restaurants. What is it, then, that makes Easter Island
so famous?
I predict the author will discuss _________________ _
What do you already know about what he will tell
next?
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Determining Author's Tone or Purpose: Instructions
In order to really understand what you read, you must
be able to determine the author's purpose or tone. Some
information is factual while other information may be
the opinion of the author.
If you, as a reader, cannot
differentiate the facts from the opinions, then it will
be difficult to use the text to your best advantage.
You will not be able to make educated decisions based
upon the use of such material. Be on the look-out for
certain words which indicate an opinion.
Some of
these words are: 'in my opinion', 'to me', 'I think',
'it seems to be', and 'as far as I'm concerned'.
Some texts are written about controversial subjects,
ones upon which people disagree. Often you can tell the
opinion of the author by closely analyzing the way he
has written the material. He may be trying to persuade
you to agree with him by using propaganda techniques.
Propaganda is a rumor, an idea, or a fact which is
spread in an attempt to convince someone of something.
Propaganda may or may not be truthful. Often it
presents only one side of the argument.
It is important
to be aware of an author's use of propaganda techniques
and also his purpose for writing.
You may also have to make decisions as to the type of
materials you are reading.
Is the story true-to-life or
is it a fantasy? Is the author being serious or
sarcastic? Did the events really happen or did they
come from the author's imagination?
As you can see, knowing all of the words is often
insufficient for real comprehension. In order to really
understand written materials, you must be aware of many
things and must be able to analyze, or judge, what you
read. A good reader interacts with both the text and
the author. Many of these skills can only be learned
through experience with reading. It is important to
read a lot and to read many different types of
materials.
(Predicting Materials copied with permission of
Annemarie Palincsar.)
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Determining Author's Tone or Purpose; Student Worksheet
A fact is something that has been proved true.
An opinion is something that is thought (but has not
been proved) to be true.
Using these definitions, label the following sentences
as Fact_(F) or Opinion (0):
1.

It seems to me that city air is a lot cleaner
than it used to be.

2.

U.S. oil companies know about a lot of oil
deposits that they haven't tapped in the U.S.,
and they're keeping this information from
the public.

3.

I work in an auto assembly plant.
I can
see that cars we make on Mondays and Fridays
are not as well built as cars made on other
days.

4.

It used to be that people took pride in
their work, but nowdays people just put
their time on the job and they don't care
whether or not they do good work.

5.

On the average, high school dropouts have much
lower lifetime earnings that high school
graduates.

6.

In the U. S., tornadoes occur only in the
midwest and south.

_____ 7.

Insurance companies charge too much money
to insure teenaged drivers.

8.

Doing crossword puzzles is fun.

9.

This sofa is lumpy.

10.

This sofa feels lumpy.
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Decide which emotional reaction you have to each of
these words. Write P if the reaction is pleasant; U if
it is unpleasant? or N if it is neutral (Neither a good
nor a had reaction).
„1•

true

_2 .

boring

_3.

sloppy

_4.

dependable-

_5.

honor

_6.

tidy

_7.

interesting

.8.

awkward

9.

nasty

10.

disorganized

11.

champion

12.

disloyal

13.

clumsy

_14.

physician

_15.

talent

_ 16.

friendship

_17.

counterfeit

18.

patience

19.

stubborn

20.

pal

The following propaganda techniques are frequently used:
1.

BANDWAGON:

Other people do it, so join the group.

2.

TESTIMONIAL:
I'll get somebody famous to say that
my idea is good, and then you'll be more likely to
believe it.

3.

EXIGENCY:
You're going to have to act fast if you
want to get in on this because I'm not going to
hold this offer open long.

4.

FREE:
I'll give you something for nothing.
(At
the most, it will cost you a couple of postage
stamps or phone calls.)

5.

BARGAIN:
for.

6.

NAME-CALLING:
I'll use emotionally loaded words,
and then you'll react emotionally instead of
logically.

7.

CARD-STACKING:
I'll only tell you one side of the
story. Then maybe you won't stop to think about
arguments for the other side.

8.

SNOB:
You're really a superior person if you go
along with my idea.

9.

JUST PLAIN FOLKS: Hey, I_lm just like you are, so I
know you'll go along with my idea.

10.

FLAG-WAVING: You're patriotic if you go along with
my idea; and you're unpatriotic if you don't.

I'll give you more than you're paying

Identify the type of propaganda technique used in each
of the following examples:
_______________ 1. You don't want to be a nurse.. You
have to go through all that training, and then what do
you get? You work with sick, crabby people and take
orders from doctors who don't know the patients as well
as you do. You're underpaid and overworked and
unappreciated. You have to work different shifts and
can't have a normal home life.
_

2. A professional golfer is shown
holding a box of GREENGRASS and saying, "This makes my
lawn look like a putting green."
_______________ 3. MASTERMIND, the most popular game
thecountry!
More than 26 million sold in just four
years! Don't miss out on the fun! Get yours today!

in

_______________ 4. You don't know me.
I'm John Doe, and
I never made anything in my life before.
But I bought a
Simple-to-Make Kit, and here you can see just a few of
the beautiful items I made from it on my very first
try. No ability, no talent, and yet I made these
myself! If y o u 1d like to be able to make these items,
buy a Simple-to-Make Kit yourself!
_______________ 5. You can't afford to miss this
opportunity of a lifetime! Rugs, carpets, throw rugs,
all at 40% off!
_______________ 6. Is this what the American dream was
built on? More pay for less work? No sir! Every real
American believes in an honest day's work for an honest
day's pay! No red-blooded American will stand by and
let these Commies try to undermine the ideals our
country stands for, the ideals our forefathers fought
for, the ideals in our great U. S. Constitution!
_______________ 7, Send today for our no-cost,
no-obligation booklet telling about all of our services
and products.
_______________ 8. Everybody in the know is going to
Al's Swingin' Singles! Don't miss out on all the
fun! Join us tomorrow night!
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_

9. This good-for-nothing, lowdown,
rotten so-called 'better living' plan is nothing but a
sneaky underhanded attempt to take away our rights!

_

10. We'll give a free radio to the first
100 people who show up tomorrow morning!
______________ 11. You are one of the few people in your
area to be selected to participate in this offer.
______________ 12. Now you know and I know that any
self-respecting American will see through this
Communist plot to undermine our great country's ideals.
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APPENDIX H
Training Passages
SPACESHIP EARTH
All of us really are on a spaceship, the earth. At
this moment, earth is moving around the sun at more than
18 miles per second. On board are nearly four billion
people and a limited supply of air, water, and land.
These supplies, just like the air in the astronauts'
spaceship, must be constantly used, purified, and reused.
In proportion to the earth's size, the layer of air
that surrounds our globe is no thicker than the skin on
an apple. A shallow crust on the earth's surface has
all the soil and water that will ever be available to
earth's people. This tiny envelope of air and this
crust of earth and water are called the biosphere.
This is the environment on which our lives depend.
The biosphere is a closed system because nothing
new is ever added. Nature recycles all things. Water,
for example, evaporates and floats in invisible droplets
into the air to make clouds. This same water comes
back to earth as rain, snow, hail, or sleet.
It nourishes
the plants and trees.
It trickles over rocks and into the
rivers where oxygen in the air helps to remove impurities
that it may have picked up. The rivers flow into the
oceans, and the great water cycle begins again. The rain
that falls is actually the same water that fell on
dinosaurs 70 million years ago.
Today, earth is in trouble because of the careless
way we have used our limited supplies. Thousands of
years ago there were few people on earth, and they
lived simple lives of hunting and fishing. As the
number of people increased, and as the years passed,
people learned to make greater use of the earth's
resources.
We must change our habits. Of course, we have to
go on using the air and water and the earth's resources.
But we must learn to use these resources without
destroying them.
We have to stop dumping our wastes into the air and
water. Many things we now throw away are made from
resources that can be reused, but never can be replaced.
Even the smoke coming out of stacks often contains
chemical substances that can be recaptured and used
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instead of being expelled into the air.
If we want to save Spaceship Earth, we have to
learn to cooperate with nature by using, and not abusing,
the environment on which our lives depend.
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ECOLOGY: A WILD IDEA
Is ecology really a wild idea? Yes, because wildlife
is one of the most important and exciting parts of
ecology. Sure it draws attention to pollution and suggests
the need for recycling and caring for the land. But
ecology also means understanding wild things like the bald
eagle.
You know it has a lifestyle that makes it a true
ecologist of the skies. It used its talents (strong
wings and beak, keen eyes, sharp talons) to get what it
needs from the wild.
It can defend against other eagles
a piece of land and water large enough to feed its own
family.
Within a single eagle's territory are many kinds of
creatures, great and small. But none defends itself,
builds its home or hunts in exactly the same way for the
same food as does the eagle. Each has its own niche-its
own way of making a living according to its talents.
The bear has size and strength to defend itself.
Like the eagle, it eats fish, but it also eats plants,
such as berries. The little raccoon has an even more
varied diet. Handlike paws help it search high and low
for food and safety. The painted turtle, in shell
armor, can find both food and safety underwater. The
thorn bug, feeding on a plant stem, is hard for its
enemies to see.
Each creature uses a somewhat different part of the
habitat, though many overlap. And all are subject to
the laws of ecology. When any species multiplies beyond
its supply of food and space, some members starve or are
crowded out.
All breathe the same air and use the same water.
In the wilderness Nature has its own way of preventing
waste. Animal and plant wastes return to the soil to
be broken down into food for plants which, in turn, feed
animals.
In these United States, undisturbed wilderness is
getting scarce. So are the eagle and many other forms
of wildlife. But not people-at least not yet.
Through the science of ecology, we are beginning to
understand that the earth itself is a limited habitat
and that people are as much a part of Nature as wildlife
is. People are as dependent on its air, water and soil
as any other kind of animal is. We are beginning to
see, in a few endangered species, a warning of danger to
all.
It's a wild idea, but we must change our way of
living. We must use our brains and hands, not just to

conserve Nature's resources, but to clean up after
ourselves and limit our numbers.

GOOD FOR EACH OTHER
in winter the large wolf pack on Isle Royale kills
a moose about every three days. During a whole year,
the number of moose killed by all the wolf packs is
about the same as the number of moose that are born.
So, the moose herd is not able to get any larger. There
are about 600 to 800 moose year after year and the herd
remains stable.
Because the size of the moose herd does not increase
it no longer eats too much food. The small trees and
shrubs are much healthier and new plants can grow and not
all be eaten. There has been no big loss of moose from
starvation or sickness since the wolves came.
Another change also came about. Before there were
wolves on Isle Royale, only about six out of 100 moose
gave birth to twin calves. Today about forty out of loo
do.
Scientists are not sure why more twins are being
born. But they think there might be two reasons:
First, because now there is enough food for the moose;
and second, because the whole moose herd is younger and
healthier than before.
The wolves also seem to be doing well. They are
getting enough meat to eat. Yet neither the wolves nor
the moose increase. This is a good example of ecological
balance.
In other areas of the country, people have killed
off the wolves, the mountain lions and several other
meat eaters. They have upset this natural ecological
balance.
So, during many winters thousands of deer and
other large plant-eating animals starve to death.
Before they do, they also kill many of the plants on
which they feed. This makes it worse for the animals
during the next winter.
It also ruins some forests for
years.
It is too late to bring back a natural balance in
many areas of our country. But in other areas there are
still wolves and mountain lions and other meat-eaters
left. The lesson of Isle Royale shows that they should
be saved wherever it is possible.
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SOCIETY AND THE ALCOHOLIC
Like all diseases, alcoholism responds to treatment
best when it is found early.
If alcohol is in any way
changing your life, you need help now. Perhaps you are
one of those few lucky people who can really stop
drinking.
If so, you are truly blessed. One of the
first comments of alcoholics is that they can stop their
drinking anytime they so choose. Very few can manage
this feat on their own.
Alcoholics Anonymous is a group of recovering
alcoholics who seek to help one another through the
sharing of mutual problems. Group members can be reached
easily by anyone wishing to discuss an alcohol-related
problem They make no moral speeches, and they do not
provide welfare or jobs. AA has done more to help the
alcoholic see his problem than any other group has done.
Society, after years of trying to sweep the alcoholic
beneath the public rug of apathy and loathing, is at last
facing up to the responsibility of dealing openly and
fairly with the alcoholic. While laws against drunken
driving must be as severe as possible to stem the death on
our highways, the alcoholic should not be punished for the
disease itself. Public drunkenness has been taken off the
books of many states. Jail is not a place in which to
cure the sick. The problem drinker needs medical
attention and sound advice. Except when he is behind the
wheel of a car, he harms himself first and foremost by a
disease that has self-destruction as its logical goal.
In addition to helping yourself, if you need help,
you can also help others. Don't push drinks on anyone.
A person old enough to drink is a person old enough to
decide if he wants to drink. Respect those wishes,
always.
If you're hosting a party, don't try to see how
fast you can intoxicate your guests. Also, never offer
a drink "for the road". The time for going home is the
very time when the guests should be most sober. Placing
a red-eyed man behind the wheel of two tons of steel is
a gross error in human judgment. You share in his fate.
Alcohol is here to be drunk. Drink it, but know
what you are doing. The results can be deadly.
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WOMEN'S SUFFRAGE
Freedom for all is guaranteed by the Constitution.
Just the same, in the United States some people have
been denied certain kinds of freedoms. There was a time
of slavery and a time when women were not allowed to
vote.
The women's suffrage movement grew partly out of
the flight to free the slaves. When the men refused to
allow women to participate in their abolitionist groups,
the women formed their own organizations. The
effectiveness of these organizations encouraged women to
think more about the denial of their own rights and to
fight for their own cause.
In 1869, Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton
formed the National Woman Suffrage Association, which
worked for a constitutional amendment for the vote. A few
months later Lucy Stone, Julia Ward Howe, Antoinette Brown
Blackwell and others founded the American Woman Suffrage
Association, and Elizabeth Cady Stanton became its first
president.
One of the main strategies of the suffragettes was
to petition Congress for rights under the fourteenth
amendment. They claimed that this amendment, which
stated "No state shall make or enforce any law which
shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens
of the United States" quite clearly gave them as citizens
the right to vote.
To make their point they began to vote "illegally".
The most publicized "illegal" voting was done by Susan
Anthony, who led sixteen Rochester women to the polls to
register and vote in the 1872 presidential election.
She
was arrested, and in her famous trial, presided over by
Judge Ward Hunt, she was found guilty of knowingly,
wrongfully, and unlawfully voting. She was fined.$100 and
the costs of the prosecution. She vowed she would never
pay the money and never did.
The trial had a great impact on the American public.
Although Susan Anthony lost her case, it gave her a forum
to express her views. This she did loudly and
convincingly. The newspapers, which before had derided
her, now spoke out in her favor. From then on, the
attitude toward women began to change.
The battle was not over yet. The suffragettes'
yearly petitions to Congress continued to get no response,
and by the end of the century only four western states had
given women the vote.
During the nineteenth century the suffragettes
became more highly organized and effective under the
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leadership of Carrie Chapman Catt. They even persuaded
President Wilson to come out in their favor. They began
to adopt the more radical tactics of the English
suffragettes. They marched in protest and chained
themselves to the fence of the White House.
But it was not until August 26, 1920 that the bells
rang, the flags waved, and the women paraded victoriously
to celebrate the adoption of the Nineteenth Amendment.
This amendment clearly defined a basic right of
freedom: the right of women to vote.
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THE PUMPHOUSE GANG
It as a still African evening and Shirley Strum was
writing down observations as she watched the behavior of
one of her favorite baboons, Naomi. Suddenly Shirley
felt small hands softly touching her back.
Surprised
and puzzled, she slowly turned her head and saw it was
Robin, Naomi's two-year-ole offspring.
Ms. Strum was thrilled, for she knew that such
comforting gestures, or grooming, were the baboons' way
of establishing and maintaining their relationships with
one another.
It seemed that the group of baboons had
come to accept and trust this human intruder.
Strum had been in Kenya now for sixteen months, on
a grant to do research for her doctoral thesis. She was
studying a tightly knit group of monkeys known as the
"Pumphouse Gang". Of course, it was not really a gang,
but one of nine troops of olive baboons totaling about
eight hundred animals that roamed the grass and scrublands
around Lake Elmenteita, famous for its flamingos and
pelicans. This particular group had been given its name
because it was often seen near a water pumping station.
Ms Strum found many interesting facts about the
baboons' behavior.
Probably the most significant
conclusion she reached from her research was that the
stable core of baboon troops rests not with the powerful
adult males, as had originally been thought, but with
the family groups of mothers and their offspring.
Strum discovered that adult males move from group to
group, changing their friendships frequently, but the
females' relationships remain unchanging.
She also found baboon family ties to be very strong.
Family members spend more time with each other than with
other baboons. They walk and sit together, rest and groom
together, and give each other assistance in times of
conflict with animals outside the family. A young
baboon's physical independence from its mother does not
sever its relationship. With chimpanzees, as with humans,
emotional bonds endure.
The largest monkeys on the African continent,
baboons are also the most adaptable. This adaptability
is particularly noticeable in their diet. Strum found
that her "Pumphouse Gang" had a very diverse diet which
enabled them to survive bad times when the other wildlife
in the area died. Baboons eat grass, enjoying especially
the young, tender shoots. But since they have to compete
with other animals for this food, they supplement their
diet with berries, seeds, roots, pods, and flowers which
they pick with their nimble hands. They also enjoy
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insects and are not averse to a good piece of meat now and
them. Shirley was surprised to see baboons hunt as much
as they did, for previous reports had indicated little
predation. The animals they preyed on were always smaller
than themselves. Cape hare were a favorite, as were the
young of small antelopes, Thompson's gazelles, and an
occasional bird.
strum says she did not have a single boring moment
during her sixteen months studying the baboons, and she
intends to return to Kenya to find out more about them.
Why? Because she believes that many old notions about
these monkeys need to be revised and her research has
only touched the surface. And, she believes, by
continuing our observations of nonhuman primate behavior,
we can gain a better understanding of ourselves, of what
we share with other primates, and of what is uniquely
ours.
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BLACK SNOW
The dark smoke that comes out of stacks or from a
burning dump contains tiny bits of solid or liquid
matter. The smoke also contains many gases, most of
which cannot be seen. Altogether, they make up the
serious problems of air pollution.
In so many places it
keeps us from seeing the sun, irritates our eyes, causes
us to cough, or makes us ill.
Air pollution can spread from city to city.
It
even spreads from one country to another.
Some northern
European countries have had "black snow" from pollutants
that have traveled through the air from other countries
and have fallen with the snow. So air pollution is
really a global problem.
Air pollution can kill babies, old people and those
who have respiratory diseases.
In London, in 1952, four
thousand people died in one week as a result of a serious
air-pollution episode.
In 1948, in the small town of
Donora, Pennsylvania, twenty people died in a four-day
period of bad air pollution.
At levels often found in cities, air pollution
increases the risks of certain lung diseases, such as
emphysema, bronchitis, and asthma. Of course, smoking
and other factors help to cause these illnesses, too,
but these cases have increased greatly during recent
years as air pollution has become worse.
Air pollution can cause both airplane and auto
accidents because it cuts down visibility. There are
other possible health dangers from air pollution that we
don't know much about.
For example, scientists are
trying to find out whether chemicals that reach us from
the air may cause changes in our cells. These changes
might cause babies to be born with serious defects.
Scientists are trying to learn how all the many chemicals
we are apt to take into our bodies from air, water, food,
and even medicines act together to affect our health and
the way our bodies work.
That is another reason why it is
so important to begin to control pollution now instead of
waiting until we learn all the answers.
Air pollution costs us a lot of money. It soils and
corrodes our buildings. It damages farm crops and
forests.
It has a destructive effect on our works of
art. The cost of all this damage in the United States
is thought to be more than $16 billion every year. This
is far more than the cost of controlling air pollution
would be.
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HELP FOR THE ELDERLY
Living in their own homes is a great desire of many
older people. Some older persons with chronic conditions
need regular, continuing help in preparing meals, keeping
the house tidy, and personal grooming. For others, help
is needed only temporarily while they recover from an
illness, or while the person who usually gives care is
unable to do so.
Many older people may be quite able to handle
normal household tasks. They may need help with heavier
chores such as washing walls, moving furniture, cleaning
gutters and taking down storm windows.
Homemaker Service in many areas provides a choice
between an institution and the home for people in need
of personal help. Usually sponsored by a Visiting
Nurse Association, welfare department, or other social
agency, Homemaker Service can be useful to all persons
without regard to income, social status, or other
limitation.
A Homemaker is usually a mature woman with skills
in home management and basic understanding of human
behavior.
She usually has some training in simple home
care of the sick. She is not a substitute for a nurse or
social worker. Neither is she a maid.
With professional supervision by nurses or social
workers, Homemakers have helped many individuals remain
in familiar home surroundings. Even where older persons
do not live alone, a Homemaker's services can lessen the
stress on the person's usual caretaker, thereby avoiding
unnecessary institutionalization.
Home Health Aides meet a variety of out-of-hospital
health needs. They are sometimes part of homemaker
services personnel, or part of health service teams.
Before Medicare, very few health insurance programs
provided coverage for Home Health Services.
By 1970,
however, 2300 Home Health agencies had qualified to
participate in the Medicare program. Studies show
that physicians and patients who use Homemaker Home
Health services like them. Most professionals agree
that there should be more agencies offering a greater
variety of in-home services.
A Homemaker-Home Health Aide is likely to be called
into a home in time of crisis. She frequently will be
substituting her judgment for that of the older person
in her care. For this reason, the training, reliability,
and basic common sense of the worker must be assured.
Many agencies and independent groups provide
Homemaker-Home Health Aide service. Locally any such

service should be officially recognized by local health
and welfare councils, Visiting Nurse Associations,
state welfare or social service departments, and state
and local health departments.

A FREE WOMAN
Twenty-five years ago, the worst they could say was
"nice girls don't smoke" or "it'll stunt your growth."
Even years later when the Surgeon General1s report
showed the connection between smoking and lung cancer
and other diseases, the facts were only about men. But
now we know that women who smoke are dying of lung
cancer and other diseases at twice the rate of women who
don't. Women who smoke are sick more often than women
who don't. Women who smoke heavily have three times
as much bronchitis or emphysema and 50 percent more
peptic ulcers. Smoking even affects pregnancy. So you
don't have to wait until you're old to feel the effects
of smoking. If you're pregnant and you smoke, it can
harm the health of your baby.
What happens when you smoke a cigarette?
In just three seconds a cigarette makes your heart
beat faster and shoots your blood pressure up. It
replaces oxygen in your blood with carbon monoxide and
leaves cancer-causing chemicals to spread through your
body. As the cigarettes add up, the damage adds up.
It's the total amount of smoking that causes the
trouble. The younger you start smoking, the greater your
danger will be. For instance, if you're fifteen, you
will have smoked many more cigarettes by the time you're
thirty than someone who started at twenty.
And people who start young tend to become heavy
smokers. Heavy smokers run a greater risk. Again, the
more cigarettes you smoke, the faster they add up.
You're still young. The younger you are, the
easier it is to quit. It takes years to develop a real
cigarette habit. So even if you think you're hooked,
chances are you're not. If you quit now, you will never
be sorry. Your body will repair itself. Food will taste
better. Everything will smell better (including your
hair and your clothes). And don't let anyone tell you
stories about gaining weight. Haven't you ever seen a
fat smoker? If you have the willpower to quit smoking
you have the willpower not to overeat. It is as simple
as that. You know what you've got to look forward to.
You can grow into a truly free woman, or you can ruin
yourself for life.
The only one who can make the" choice is you.
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WHALES NEED PROTECTION
When a female whale (cow) is ready to give birth,
she may head for the open sea or she may choose a far-off
corner in one of the Baja California lagoons. Usually,
though, the cow will choose to give birth in the lagoon
entrance. After the cow mates and is fertilized, a year
will pass before she gives birth to her calf. Since a
female whale has only one calf at a time, the number of
gray whales does not increase quickly.
Hunters, over a period of years, have killed too
many of these slow-breeding whales.
In the later 193 0's,
the International Whaling Commission declared the gray
whale nearly extinct and voted to protect it from all
hunters. This meant that people could not kill gray
whales at any time or anywhere,
Mexico has given some help to the gray whale.
It
has provided a safe lagoon for mating and calving and
does not permit hunting. The gray whales have been able
to make a comeback. There are anywhere from 6,000 to
18,000 of them alive today. The threat of extinction is
gone-for now.
In the United States, a whale bill .was introduced
to Congress. This bill seeks to protect all whales for
at least ten years. Although the gray whale is
temporarily safe, many other species are endangered and
need our help to survive. There are several ways that
this can be done. Experts have pointed out that the
dozens of products made from whale oil, such as candles,
varnish, lipsticks and linoleum, could easily be
manufactured from other substances.
The pet-food industry
could find substitutes for whale meat.
If other materials
were used for these products, the killing of whales could
be decreased.
In 1966 the Soviet Union banned the catching and
killing of the dolphin. Couldn't they, and United
States, do the same for endangered whales?
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PASSING THE BUCK
The same thing happens every spring. Young wildlife,
it seems, is just too appealing for some people to leave
alone.
Last spring, reports came into the Spokane regional
Game Department office about a deer being kept as a
pet. This is illegal. No facts about this report
or names of persons involved could be found, but after
some research the story was found to be true. When a
wildlife agent went to the farm where the fawn reportedly
was being held, the people had moved away. The young deer
was nowhere to be found.
Off and on during the summer, stories circulated
about a young deer that sometimes wandered into houses
near Sherman Pass. The young deer's presence was exciting
and pleasant, except when it raided local gardens.
The fawn made it through the fall and winter,
showing up again in the spring. By now the deer was a
yearling. He was larger and seemed to be quite tame.
He followed humans around their homes and did little
tricks, such as begging for food and playing with
children.
People were amused for a while and then
became annoyed by the garden-sampling episodes.
When this wild creature was taken from its natural
environment by people who tried to tame it, his behavior
pattern was changed from what a wild animal's should
be. But instincts are strong, particularly at times of
stress.
One of the first events of concern occurred when
the deer knocked a small boy off his feet, tousling the
lad a bit.
It may have been that the deer was playing,
or being aggressive, or reacting from fear. But the
small boy could have been injured seriously.
The next event involving the wandering yearling
began when a 14-year-old girl noticed the deer helping
himself to a salad of freshly sprouted items in the
family garden. She managed to chase the deer out of the
garden with a broom, but then the little buck got the
upper hand, upsetting the girl. Fortunately the deer
caused no serious injury.
Shortly following this episode,, a Game Department
wildlife agent trapped the deer and moved him to another
area. He hoped that the animal would return to his
natural way of life in the woods.
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A NOT-SO-SILENT WOMAN
When Rachel Carson wrote Silent Soring many called
her a prophet, a few others merely an hysterical
crusader. Her book awakened a whole nation when she
warned that people were poisoning the air, the water,
the earth, and all its creatures. Ms. Carson imagined a
time when spring would not bring the rebirth of flowers
and trees and the songs of birds, but a bleak, silent
landscape. To many, especially those in the chemical
industry, Ms. Carson was overreacting. Then, not even
ten years after the publication of her book, the call of
the peregrine falcon was gone from the land. It was
nearly extinct, the victim of DDT. This chemical, a
pesticide, had been absorbed by the systems of these
birds, and made it impossible for them to reproduce
themselves.
Rachel Carson was not a prophet who saw the future
through some supernatural power. She was s scientist.
She knew that elements of nature are interrelated. What
happens to one thing often affects many others.
If a
disturbance occurs, it may upset the balance of all
parts of nature working together. This balance sustains
life.
As a scientist Rachel Carson's first interest was
the world of sea and shore, so she became a marine
biologist for the government.
She studied and recorded
facts about the sea's plant and animal life, their
special characteristics, and the nature of their
environments.
In 1951, she wrote The Sea Around U s .
which brought her honors, fame, and respect around the
world.
Ms. Carson then devoted herself full-time to research
and writing. One thing much on her mind was the effect of
modern technology on the natural environment. She thought
about fuming smoke-stacks, atomic waste in the air,
pollutants dumped into streams, exhaust pouring from cars,
and pesticides sprayed across the land. She knew all this
could not continue without far-reaching, disastrous
results, but no one seemed to be doing anything about it.
Then a distressed friend wrote to say that a plane
spraying DDT had flown over her yard, and the next day
several birds lay dead. Carson decided to act. For four
years she studied the use of pesticides in the United
States, and then in 1962 she wrote Silent Spring.
In her book Ms. Carson attacked the practice of
using chemicals to kill insects. The problem was, she
said, that these pesticides would harm much more than
insects. She explained that these poisons contaminate
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the environment. Even if their effects are not
immediately observable, they remain for years in the
water and the soil, and they become part of the food
eaten by animals and humans. They mount up and remain
in the body. Besides, after a time, insects develop an
immunity to pesticides. She urged biological rather
than chemical control of pests. People listened. Many
acted.
This then was the beginning of a drive to change
things. Government and private citizens saw to it that
laws were passed to protect the environment. There have
been successes and failures, and much remains to be
done. Recent studies have shown that pesticides can
affect human brainwave activity and cause irritability,
loss of memory, and inability to concentrate. We should
still remember Rachel Carson's words:
"I think we are
challenged as we have never been challenged before to
prove our mastery, not of nature, but of ourselves."

Training passages copied (with written permission) from
Essential Skills by Walter Pauk (Jamestown Publishers,
1982), Reading Comprehension in Varied Subject Matter by
Jane Ervin (Educators Publishing Service, Inc., 1980), and
Timed Readings by Edward Spargo and Glenn R. Williston
(Jamestown Publishers, 1980).
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Student Worksheet for Training Passages
(Strategy Evaluation)
The title of this passage is
What do vou predict it will be about?

Read the passage silently. Be sure to read carefully and
concentrate on what you are reading.
Make up 2 ’good1 comprehension questions aout the passage
you read. Try to ask questions about the most important
facts, not trivial or unimportant information. Try to
ask a question that would make someone think before he
answered it. Remember the question words: who, what,
why, when, where, and how.
1.
2.
In a few (not more than 4) sentences, summarize the
passage. Tell, in your own words, what you feel was the
main idea or the most important facts.

Tell why you think the author wrote this passage.

Did the passage contain facts, opinions or both?

Give some examples of facts or opinions you read.

On the bottom of this paper, write down any words you did
not know or any other type of difficulty you may have had
with this passage.
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Elizabeth Bouvia still w an ts to die,
attorney says of cerebral palsy victim
By J a y A rnold/
A ssociated P r e ss w riter

r

LOS AN G ELES — E lizabeth B ouvia,
th e q u a d r ip le g ic w ho q u ie tly le f t a
hospital seven m onths ago a fter a fu tile
battle for the righ t to sta r v e to death, is
in fa ilin g health w a itin g fo r "a b e tter
opportunity to die," her attorn ey said.
“ Sh e s t i l l w a n ts to c a r r y out h e r
original w ish and ta k e a p ow d er,” said
R ic h a r d S c o tt, an A m e r ic a n C iv il
L ib e r tie s
U n ion
la w y e r
who
r ep re se n te d th e 2 7 -y e a r -o ld c e r e b r a l
p a ls y v ic tim in h er f ig h t a g a in st
R iversid e County authorities.
Ms. B ou via, w ho had v o w ed to le a v e
her "useless body,” is livin g.in Southern
C a lifo rn ia
an d
ta k in g
r e g u la r
nou rish m en t, S c o tt said . H e w ou ld not
d isclose the location.
‘‘S h e ’s
w a it in g
fo r a
b e tte r
o p p o rtu n ity an d is e a tin g in a p la c e
w h er e s h e ’s r e c e iv in g lo v in g c a r e ,"
S c o tt sa id . H e e m p h a s iz e d , h o w e v e r ,
th a t th e peop le w ho w e re carin g for her
would not aid in her death wish.
S c o tt w o u ld n o t e x p la in w h a t a
"better opportunity” m ight be, but said
Ms. Bouvia "realizes that the starvation
route is probably fu tile anyw here."
M s. B o u v ia , w h o a ls o s u ffe r s fr o m
arthritis, adm itted h erself to R iversid e
G en era! H o sp ita l in S e p te m b e r 3983,
and la te r a sk ed th a t th e s t a ff g iv e her
p a in k ille r s an d h y g ie n ic c a r e but no
food w h ile she w asted aw ay.
She had dropp ed to b elow 8 7 pounds
w hen o ffic ia ls began to fo r c e fe e d her
through a n a s o -g a s tr ic tu b e la s t
C h ristm as D ay a fte r r e c e iv in g a co u rt
order, the hospital said.
H er d e p a r tu r e on A p ril 7 .2 1 7 d a y s
a fter her a rrival, ca m e as som eth in g of
a r e lie f to th e h o s p ita l, b u rd en ed by
p ublicity and court battles.
"The purpose of this hospital is to take
good c a r e o f patien ts. T aking ca re of her
w a s q u ite a s t r a in w ith a l l th e le g a l
p r o b le m s a n d s o o n ,” D r. H a b e eb
B a c c h u s, a c t in g c h ie f of th e m e d ic a l
sta ff, said sh ortly a fter Ms. B ouvia left.
The p u b licity a lso prom pted a p rotest
from the D isab ility R ights Coordinating
Council, w h ich sa id it is "crim inal and
d a n g er o u s fo r a s o c ie t y to a s s is t
o p p r e ss e d p e r s o n s to d ie "before su ch
persons have been ensured the right to a
full and dignified life."

n u rsin g f a c ilit y , but th e r e w a s "no
tim etab le" for her death.
But S co tt said th at M s. B ou via, w ho
w a s w h ee lch a ir -b o u n d w h en sh e w a s
hospitalized and had only lim ited use of
on e arm , is "quite a bit m ore disab led
now. She can 't sit in a w h eelch a ir now.
She’s lyin g flat."
S ta te la w p r e c lu d e s a id in g and
abetting a su icide — a stan ce R iversid e
hospital o fficia ls used when Ms. Bouvia
ch e ck ed in th e r e w h ile s e e k in g c o u r t
perm ission to sta rv e herself. On D ec. 17,
she began fasting.

A R iv e r s id e C ounty S u perior Court
ju d g e r e fu se d her d e a th w ish — a
decision th at w as upheld on subsequent
appeal — and Ms. Bouvia m oved out of
the hospital.
She e n te r e d a n o th er h o sp ita l in
Tijuana, M exico, and said in a published
in terview sh e had begun ea tin g for the
fir s t tim e in s e v e n m o n th s w h ile
deciding not to die. She later denied she
had renounced her death wish.
On April 29 she m oved into the hom e
o f F red and D e lla Izzo in H e m e t in
R iversid e County and continued eating.
R iv e r s id e C ou n ty a u th o r itie s h a v e
s e r v e d n o tic e th a t an in v e s tig a tio n
w ould fo llo w M s. B o u v ia 's death. H er
estran ged husband, R ichard B ouvia, 36,
w ho sa y s h e ’s not tryin g to find her, sa y s
h e ’ll also prosecu te anyon e w ho aid s her
suicide.
A C LU spokesw om an C arol Sobel says
th a t M s. B o u v ia is liv in g a t a p r iv a te

War on drinking
by teens escalates
e e n -a g e d r in k in g h as b e c o m e a d istu r b in g
nationw ide problem , authorities say.

T

Four of e v e r y 10 high school seniors get drunk
a t lea st once ev er y tw o w eek s, according to Dr. R obert
L. DuPont, president o f the A m erican Council for Drug
E ducation and past director o f the W hite House Special
Action O ffice for Drug Abuse P revention.
And B a to n R o u g e h a sn 't e sc a p e d th e p r o b le m of
under-age drinkers, local authorities say.
T h e M etr o p o lita n C ou ncil la s t m on th a g r e e d to
r e a c t iv a t e a ta sk f o r c e on te e n -a g e d rin k in g a ft e r
hearing from a group of citizen s w h o sa id such problem s
h a v e r ea c h e d e p id e m ic p r o p o r tio n s in E a s t B aton
Rouge Parish.
In Louisiana, a person m ust be 16 to obtain alcoh olic
beverages legally, and it's illegal for adu lts to purchase
liq u o r for a n y o n e 17 or y o u n g er . In a d d itio n , a c ily parish ordinance m ak es it illeg a l for m inors to possess
liquor — coverin g both the purchase and consum ption o f
alcoh olic beverages.
In an O ctob er L iste n m a g a z in e a r tic le , "A w ash in
A lcohol," D u P on t p oin ts out th a t p a r t of th e te en -a g e
d r in k in g p r o b le m is th a t A m e r ic a n p a r e n ts " d on ’t
r ea lize that their kids a re breaking the la w w hen they
drink, or th a t p a r e n ts are b reak in g th e la w by g iv in g
their kids alcohol."
"M ost A m e ric a n te e n -a g e r s h a v e n e v e r heard the
argum ent that they shouldn't drink alcohol a t all or at
lea st not until they are the legal drinking age," DuPont
says.
He notes that youths "are encouraged to drink by the
co m m o n but m isg u id e d c o n c e p t th a t a lc o h o l u se is
ea sily controlled."
This co n cep t is e s p e c ia lly distu rb in g b e c a u se m ore
than 10 p e r ce n t o f th o se a im in g to be s o c ia l drin k ers
“a c tu a lly lo se co n tro l o f th e ir d rin k in g and b e c o m e
alcoholics," D uPont points out.
D u P on t adds th a t if a lco h o l w e re d isc o v e re d today
and sent to the U.S. F ood and D rug A d m in istration for
approval for m ass distribution, it would be classed as a
d rug w ith "high a b u se p o te n tia l and no th e r a p e u tic
indication."

A lcoh ol has b e c o m e sucn a part i 1 th e A m erican
culture, it "often ca rr ie s w ith it a vie'W o f inn ocence,
e s p e c ia lly to p a ren ts w ho a ccep t this high -risk
e x p e r im e n ta tio n a s a p art o f youth g r o w in g up, 1
a c co r d in g to a m e s s a g e fr o m the E a s l B aton R ou ge
Parish school sy ste m ’s alcoh ol/d ru g a b i se prevention
program.
The local issue revolves around keg parties in which
people over 18 buy alcoh olic beverages for under-age
youths. The p arties, often a d vertised w ith fly er s, are
held at private hom es, on the M ississippi R iver lev e e or
other areas, au th orities sa y . A dm ission is so m e tim e s
charged.
A d ults w ho h ost su ch p a r tie s a p p a re n tly don’t
understand the potential civil and legal liab ilities they
face in connection w ith their role in supplying alcohol to
under-age youths, the M etropolitan Council w as told
last month.
Adults who supply alcohol to teens can be prosecuted
for contributing to the delin qu en cy of a m inor, which
carries penalties of up to six m onths in jail or a $800 fine.
A uthorities also point out that every fiv e seconds, a
teen-ager som ew here in the United S tates has a drug- or
alcohol-related traffic accident.
T e en -a g e d rin k in g and d r iv in g w ill be a m o n g the
p ro b lem s ta r g e te d by th e M oth ers A g a in st Drunk
Driving during the organization’s national Drunk and
Drugged D river A w areness Week, scheduled D ec. 9-15.
MADD a lso r em in d s te e n -a g e r s th a t d riv in g
violations can lead to the loss of their driver's licenses,
which becom e probationary under a new sta te law that
go es into e ffe c t Jan. 1.
The new law requires that driver's licen ses issued to
drivers younger than 18 be probationary and subject to
suspension for certain violations.
A L ou isian a S ta te P o lic e sp o k e sm a n sa id the
probationary lic e n se s can be suspended for conviction
o f first-o ffe n se r e c k le s s o peration , con viction of first
offen se of driving m ore than 20 m iles per hour above the
posted sp eed lim it, con viction on tw o m oving tr a ffic
violations in a calendar year, and being ruled at fault in
an y a c c id e n t, or b ein g n e g lig e n t or r e c k le s s in an
accident that cau ses death, personal injury or m ore than
(3,000 property dam age.
A fter the su sp en sion ends, the m otorist, at his own
exp en se, m ust take a d e fe n siv e drivin g cou rse b efore
th e lic e n s e can be r e in s ta te d . R e in s ta te m e n t of the
license w ill cost J50 plus the license fee.
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Child abuse,
neglect seen often
h e n p e o p le th in k o f
c h ild p r o te c tio n c a s e s ,
“ T hey
im m e d ia t e ly
think o f p h y sic a l ab u se,
b u t t h a t ’s j u s t 50 p e r 
cen t," sa id D r. S te p h a n ie
is a b ig ite m . . . W e s e e it freq u en tly ."
D r. C ave, a r esid en t in F a m ily M ed icin e
a t E a r l K. L ong H o sp ita l, sp o k e r e c e n tly
t o a g a t h e r in g o f t h e A s s o c ia t io n fo r
W o m e n in S c ie n c e . H er to p ic w a s c h ild
a b u s e a n d n e g l e c t in t h e B a to n R o u g e
area.
O ften , c h ild r e n a r e su b je c te d to a b a n 
d o n m e n t an d e m o tio n a l to r tu r e to o , s h e
s a id . “ A d u lts s p e a k to t h e ir c h ild r e n in
w a y s th e y w o u ld n e v e r s p e a k to o n e a n 
o th er.”
T h ere w e r e 3 00,000 c a s e s o f c h ild ab u se
a n d n e g le c t r ep orted in th e U n ited S ta te s
la s t y e a r , sa id D r. C ave. E x p e r ts b e lie v e
th is is o n ly th e tip o f th e ic e b e r g . O f th e se ,
6 0 p e r c e n t w e r e n e g le c t a n d 3 0 p e r c e n t
w e r e p h y s ic a l a b u s e . P a r e n t s a n d s t e p 
p a r e n ts w e r e in v o lv e d in th is a b u se an d
n e g le c t 83 p e r c e n t o f th e tim e .
In B aton R ou ge, “ W e s e e a lo t o f n e g le c t
b e c a u se th e r e a r e a lo t o f v e r y yo u n g p a r 
e n t s ,” e x p la in e d D r. C a v e . G ir ls a r e b e 
c o m in g m o t h e r s a t a g e 12 in t h is c it y .
“ T h e r e a r e h a r d ly a n y o v e r 2 0 ,” s e e n a t
th e h osp ital, sh e sa id . In f a c t, sh e r e c e n tly
d e a l t w ith a 1 2 - y e a r - o ld m o t h e r w h o s e
p r e g n a n c y w a s th e r e s u lt o f s e x u a l abu se
in h e r fa m ily , sa id th e p h ysician .
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T h ese you n g m o th e r s a r e r a r e ly r ea d y
Ceave.
ith e r“N
p he gy le
s icc at lly o r e m o tio n a lly to t a k e
on c h ild - r e a r in g . M o st a r e p o o r , s h e
a d d ed . “I t i s n ot u n com m on a t a ll t o fin d a
20-y ea r-o ld w ith fou r child ren."
T h ere a r e c e r ta in sig n s o f n e g le c t d o c 
to r s lo o k fo r in c h ild r e n , s a id D r. C a v e .
N e g le c t e d c h ild r e n w ill o fte n s h y a w a y
fr o m h u m a n c o n t a c t. E v e n th o s e s ix to
e ig h t m o n th s old w ill b ack a w a y if a p e r 
so n c o m e s n e a r th e ir bed. O ld er c h ild re n
w ill o fte n c la s p an d u n c la sp th e ir h a n d s
an d r e fu se to b e held, sh e add ed .
" B u rn s a r e a b ig i t e m ” w ith p h y s ic a l
ab u se, sa id D r. C ave. S o m e tim e s p a ren ts
w ill te a c h th e ir c h ild a le s so n b y fo r c in g
th e lit t le o n e to sta n d in a b a th tu b fu ll of
s c a ld in g w a t e r . D o c t o r s r e c o g n iz e t h is
fo r m o f a b u se w h en th e y s e e a n e v e n b u m
on b oth th e c h ild ’s le g s . T h e p a r e n t w ill
te ll th e d o cto r th a t th e kid d ow n th e s tr e e t
b u rn ed th e ir c h ild , an d u s u a lly c h ild r e n
w ill s t ic k up fo r th e ir p a r e n ts , s a id D r.
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T h e h o s p ita l s e e s p le n t y o f c ig a r e t t e
b u rn s to o , o f te n on th e c h ild 's g e n it a ls ,
sa id th e p h ysician . In f a c t, d o c to r s s e e in 
ju r ie s “ y o u c a n ’t im a g in e p a r e n ts w ou ld
do. A nd th is is not ju st lo w e r in c o m e fa m i
lie s ," s h e s a i d . " I t’s m i d d l e a n d u p p e r
c la s s f a m ilie s — th e p e o p le around you."
I f p a r e n ts d o n ot h a v e th e ir c h ild ren im 
m u n iz e d a g a in s t d is e a s e , th is is c o n s id 
e r e d n e g le c t (im m u n iz a tio n i s fr e e ), sa id
D r . C a v e . S h e to ld h e r a u d ie n c e o f o n e
m o th e r w h o n e g le c te d t o ta k e h er d a u g h 
te r to t h e h o sp ita l w h en th e y o u n g ste r had
s e v e r e m e n in g itis . T h e h o s p ita l s e n t th e
s h e r if f’s o f f ic e to pick up th e c h ild , a n d b y
th e tim e sh e r ea ch ed th e h o sp ita l, th e lit
t l e g ir l w a s a lm o s t in a c o m a , s a id D r.
C ave.
T h e m o th e r to ld D r. C a v e s h e th o u g h t
h e r c h ild m ig h t b e fak in g, e v e n though th e

When q u estio n in g a p a r e n t su sp e c te d of
a b u se or n e g le c t, th e r e a r e c e r ta in th in g s
a d o c t o r o r s o c i a l w o r k e r w i l l lo o k fo r ,
s a id D r. C a v e . “ T h e p a r e n ts, a s a g rou p ,
lo s e c o n tr o l e a s ily ,” sh e sa id . “ T h ey g iv e a
c o n t r a d ic t o r y h is t o r y a n d m a y c h a n g e
th e ir sto r y f iv e m in u te s la ter ." T h e se par
e n t s o ft e n o v e r r e a c t, b e c o m in g h y s t e r i
c a ], o r u n denreact and a c t lik e th e y don’t
c a r e . “ I t l e a v e s y o u f lo o r e d ," s a i d D r.
C a v e . U s u a lly th e s t o r y d o e s n o t f i t t h e
w ound, s a id D r. C a v e , a n d o fte n a p a r e n t
w ill b la m e th e w ou nd o n a n o th er u n id en ti
fie d ch ild .
P a r e n ts o f a b u sed c h ild re n o fte n w e r e
a b u s e d c h ild r e n t h e m s e l v e s , s a i d D r.
C a v e . "They h a v e a h ard t im e c o n tr o llin g
th e m se lv e s," sh e sa id . "They d o n ’t r e a liz e
th e r e a r e s k ills to b e in g a p a r e n t.” S o m e 
tim e s w h en th e m o th e r w o r k s a n d th e fa 
th e r s t a y s h o m e w ith th e c h ild r e n , “ th e
( d a d s w ill f l y o f f th e h a n d le b e c a u s e t h e y
, c a n ’t c o p e — th e y 'r e n o t u s e d to it," s h e
J add ed .

lit t le g ir l w a s ru n n in g a 1 0 4 -d e g r e e te m 
p e r a tu r e. W hen D r. C a v e to ld th e m o th e r
W h en e x a m in in g a c h i ld w h o m i g h t
h e r c h ild m ig h t n o t m a k e i t th r o u g h th e f
h a v e b e e n a b u se d o r n e g le c t e d , d o c t o r s
nigh t, th e m o th e r le ft th e h o sp ita l, s a y in g
lo o k fo r r e p e a te d b o n e b r e a k s o r le s io n s ,
sh e n eed ed s o m e sle ep . S h e d id n o t c a ll th e
s a id D r. C a v e, an d a ls o m a ln o u r ish m e n t
h o s p ita l fo r s ix d a y s (th e m o th e r d id n ot
an d d e h y d r a tio n . U n e x p la in e d in ju r ie s
h a v e a p h o n e s o th e h o s p it a l c o u ld n o t
a r e a ls o su sp e c t.
r e a c h h e r ). T h is s a m e m o t h e r h a d f i v e
W hat is th e o u tlo o k fo r a b u se d an d n e 
o th e r ch ild ren under th e a g e o f 8 and w a s
g le c te d ch ild ren ?
p r e g n a n t, s a id D r. C a v e . S o c ia l w o r k e r s
T en p e r c e n t w ill d e v e lo p n o r m a lly , sa id
a n d th e h o s p it a l a r e n o w te a c h in g th e
D r . C a v e , a n d 4 0 p e r c e n t w i l l d e v e lo p
m o th e r h o w t o ta k e c a r e o f h e r ch ild ren .
e m o tio n a l d is o r d e r s . F i f t y p e r c e n t w ill
Y o u n g s te r s o fte n a c c e p t s e x u a l a b u se
a s n o r m a l, sa id D r. C ave. T h e d a y a fte r a
b e c o m e m e n ta lly reta r d e d . P a r e n ts don’t
t e l e v i s i o n p r o g r a m d e p i c t in g s e x u a l
r e a l i z e th a t s h a k in g a c h ild c a n d a m a g e
a b u s e w a s a ir e d ,.n in e g ir ls b e t w e e n th e
th e y o u n g ste r ’s brain, sh e add ed .
a g e s o f 10 and 16 c a m e to E a r 1 K. L ong
S ix ty p e r c e n t o f a b u se d an d n e g le c te d
s a y in g th e y had been s e x u a lly abu sed but
c h ild r e n w ill h a v e p h y s ic a l g r o w th f a i l 
d id n 't k n o w i t w a s w r o n g u n til th e y s a w
ure, an d 50 p e r c e n t w ill h a v e an I.Q. o f le s s
th e p r o g r a m , sa id th e p h y sicia n . T h e a v e r 
th a n 8 0 , T h e r e i s a 10 p e r c e n t m o r ta lity
a g e a g e o f a s e x u a lly a b u se d c h ild is 11.
r a te to o , sa id D r. C ave.
" M a n y a r e a b l e to c o n c e i v e , a n d s o m e
P h y s ic ia n s a r e n o w r eq u ire d b y la w to
h a v e no id e a h o w th e y g o t p reg n a n t,” s h e
r ep o rt ch ild a b u se, s a id D r. C ave. T h e p a r 
ad d ed . S e x u a l a b u se k n o w s n o a g e lim it,
e n t s " u su a lly d o n ’t l o s e th e c h ild p e r m a 
h o w ev e r, sh e sa id . T he h o sp ita l h a s tr e a t
n e n tly .” S u ch p a r e n ts a r e “u su a lly n o t v ile
e d a n 18-m ontb -old w h o w a s ab u sed b y h e r
I p eo p le. S om e h a v e f e e lin g s fo r th e ir c h il
u n cle.
d r e n , t h e y j u s t c a n ’t c o n t r o l t h e ir
“ I n c e st is v e r y high in L o u isia n a ," e x 
te m p er s."
p la in e d D r. C a v e . “ T h e c h ild r e n a r e un 
W hen sh e le a v e s th e h o sp ita l e a c h d a y ,
c o m fo r ta b le w ith it, bu t th e y d o n ’t k n ow
s h e i s to ta lly e x h a u sted . D r. C ave to ld h e r
th e y sh ouldn 't b e e x p e r ie n c in g it."
a u d ien ce. “I f p e o p le cou ld s e e o n e-ten th o f
w h a t I s e e , th e y w o u ld n ’t b e lie v e i t .”
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